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VOLUME VBV B 

31, October 1940. 

Morning 1030 hrs. Arrival at Zossen* Staff ready for work. 
Accommodations very well prepared » 

yon Stuelpnagel (Armistice Commission) : 

''\u25a0a)	 Conference tal Lav 1 Huntzir 'in Abets' of/ \u0084cc this 
afternoon. French proposals > bas* 

" 

..n the Fuehrer/Pe'taiki
conference* Speidel willbe there* Abetz willimmediately 
take the French proposals to Berlin. 

b)	 Greece: Progress seems t- be very slow*, 

c) warfare documents: The matter is getting under 
Col,way* Lt8 yon Horn has been detached to the French 

Laboratory at Bourges, .according to the French specialists, 
they have no new gas, nor have the British, 

yon Zjehlberg: Progress report on construction work on Ghq. East. 
Baurat Henne*' waits trucks from us.i (Have not got any!) yon 

Ziehlberg will go there himself s 

Heusinger: 

a)	 Fuehrer wants to talk to yon Th^ma, 

—	 — l>)	 Organizations requested- by us for Spain: At the<-> .	 i. moment.\u25a0 o 

the Reichsmarschall.. won1 t.'Tet us have the Reconnaissance 
Staffs] -aid AA Bnd<? which were to participate in our 
exerciser;; he wants to speak t<~' the Fuehrer first. 

c)	 Army HHoq 1^ Fontainebleau oo 

d)	 Cap.t* Koch (Navy) willbs in charge of loading operations 

at Napj.es: !!?>? German ships available in the MecL. : rranean^ 
21 of 'thorn he..." bee-, -ut in dock the Navy," On, ship 
ready oq-10 November. 

c)	 greek tion; Littl orogressj, 

f) Preparations for "pain: Iwadying of the reconnaissance 
parties in civilian clothes with camouflaged (French) 
cars and a truck column f-rr supplies and fuel* Assembly 
at Ebrde.mx is being prepared* Application of ngas ex— 
plosion" 'still-requires further study on :the spot* 

Wagner (Gen Qu) : HuntzigG^r at the Paris conference submitted a 
\u25a0\u25a0'. Memorandum containing demands concerning the 'Army/ Air Force 

and Navy. Huntzinger is pressing* -'•he French seem to be 
genuinely anxious to fight England and Ec Gaulle, At this 
conference the following questions were raised: Poll's, Demar
cation, line, question of the Northern Departments, '^hese 
questions cannot be handled by the Armistice Commission and 
the %Kn alone _, the -army must be called in. In the following 
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phone talk with Jod1.;I nH:': it clear t ':, an Army representative 
\u25a0musi; part 

" 
j_pate in negotiations dealix.,,, -vith questions and 

demands affecting Army interests,, The Armistice Commission 
is not in a position to understand all implications, (ObdH 
has been informed «) 

QOu IV: 10- -15 November l Conference with Italy inInnsbruck with 
the Military Attache's of 'both countries present. (Not the 
Milit.3xy ommanders)* 
Question of sending an Armd, DIvc to Libya will be deferred 
tillthen* Badoglio suggest? we should send larger forces 
to s;omania_ o (Nonsense I He probably wants to have us ready 
for "Bulgaria") » Greece expects from England only material 
aid for the time being* Bulgaria is quiet f 

o bdH:a) Florence Conference went off smoothly* Mussolini is not 
opposed t>o our relationship to France, Greek question was 
not even touched 

'

upon j only mention was made of the ''Note",, 
which has been sent to Greece(l) # Extension of the war on the 
Balkans is to be avoided. 

b)
' 
Talk on future assignment for yon Stuelpnagel » ObdH wants to 
keep IICorps open only till1December* If by that time 
yon Stuelpnagel has hot been released from the Armistice 
Commission, he willget IX Corps* should peace be concluded, 
he becomes Chief of Equipment. 

1 November 1940* 

Talk with von_S^uel.pr>a£el. (.armistice Commission) on OKH participation* 
In st udjivig Hunt zi.g':-er s pr opo sal s » 

Radke : Party Propaganda speakers to the troops during winter,-— 
Langemark celebration* Current matters* 

Capt, Buerkner (Navy) : Information on situation in Adds 
nothing new o.£ any imDcrtancs, Our impressions on the conver
sations with franco and retain ire confirmed, pparently our 
views oh- what is &rA is not possible inEgypt seem to be 
new to CXW6 Admiral Canaris wants to be the go-between is. 
initiating negotiations -with Spain* (Gathering of inforna.yjqn) • 

Buhle: a)	 Czech-eo nipped -^-visioii, Exchange of trucks already 
order ed c drawbacks of any changes introduced now outweigh 
benefits.-. 

b)	 Allocation of tanks to Armd. %v«, Tanks from Fourth- iirmd.
Div» to fourteenth Armd, Div, Amphibian tanks: Four 
weak Bns, to Eighteenth i-irmd. Div«* 
Conversion of mot, Inf, Civ, to Armd* f 

Personnel Replacement Transfer 3ns » 

c) Reports	 back from leave. 
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He vsinger* Oriel* regarding Gibraltar reconnaissance is being 
prepared , 

QOu. IV: 'Buzzlngs from the Reich Chancellery (Engel),,* 

a)	 Conference with Laval was a success.,. The fuehrer wanted 
the French to. state officially that England is the trouble 
maker. The sooner this Power is remove^ the quicker will 
peace be restored in Europe* 

"^b) Conferences with Franco did not satisfy, "Jesuit swine 
"misplaced Spanish pride"* 
Fuehrer's line; of argument : Joining the Tripartite Pact 
is not primarily adhesion to the Pact_, but 
joining" a combination to overthrow Britain's preponderance. 
Germany wanto base on the Canary 

" . lands and the 
the i.-voter shouW be arranged ieix. jrbugal by Spain, 
This demand apparently has severely disillusioned the 
Spaniards^ who are out only to gain their own ends without 
making any sacrifices... Spanish desire for active participa
tion ... is very weak* -^gaining Gibraltar is one of their 
national aspirations _, but the material chances to do so 
are slight • They arc still carrying on a brisk trade 
with -England j e agc o.ro against fuel. If we want Spain to 
come over to our side^ we would have to' supply her with 
all her needs. Navy (Doenits) demands Spanish ports for 
submarine warfare,, 
In consideration of Sp anish participation in the war the 
following stipulation has fee en made: Gibraltar willbe 
captured by us and turned over to Spain^ together with 
a part of French Morocco "provided France can be compen
sated elsewhere*" 
Vile have not succeeded in inducing Franco to enter the war 
right away. 

c) P&tairu The pers nality of the old Marshal has made a 
stTfohg impression on the Fuehrer, Both Petain and Laval 
are trusted by himc The Fuehrer has handed Petain a 
Memorandum defining Germany's claims „ It is very moderate 
as far as colonial and economic demands are concerned, 

France willretain her Colonial -Empire „ itfe need France 
in the fight against England, Petain needs time for re-adjustment . 3von the cooperation of the French Fleet 
agai;- : Sn.gl-.-nd appeals possible eventually*-L

Fie;.ich attl: -3 towar t Italian de- nds: . Their ar;. repared"' 
to	 cs'jr Tonit);, .......a still opp j Nice was not discussed.
 

d) Conference	 on Obersalzberg scheduled for thevylth L^^old**future..,near 

c ) hac accepted the invitation for conversations in 
Berlin* (This is still not definite!) Fuehrer hopes he 
can bring Russia into the anti-British front. 

f) 11 -^ucej After the conferences with the French, II 
wrote excited letter In which he ex-an	 to the Fuehrer^ 
pressed alarm over a premature recovery of France (Dis
trusts military measures ,in her C^lonios^ etc.). The 
result was the Florence onforence* where IIDuce became 
fully convinced that the Fuehrer is following the right 
policy toward France, 
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XI Italian Monarchy is playing a double game (keeps 
up its sleeve the possibility of going over to the other 
side) ;Italy has no outstanding Generals! 

g)	 Fuehrer very much annoyed at Italian maneuvers in Greece. 
Right now he is in a mood not to send anything to Libya 
and to Albania. -Let the Italians do it by themselves! 
Diplomatic relations between JLtaly and Greece have not yet 
been broken off » A rupture of diplomatic relations between 
Greece and Germany is out of the Question, 

•Evening to Berlin. (Air raid alarm), 

2 November 1940. (Berlin). 

Several talks with Admiral Ganaris> Apparently he feels hurt that 
we thought he wanted to meddle in th business of the OKH. 
At my recuest he recalled Iviajor Kautbuhke from Algecir-as. 
Icall a joint conference with Op, Sec. Arty. Off, and 
Abwehr. 

l6so.	 confsrance at CKH (Berlin) with Ganaris, Heusinger, Ehlfeldt 
and Kautschke, 'Aie following arrangements were made: 

1»)	 Kautschke turns over to Op. Sec. and Arty, Off, his 
material on Gibraltar (on Jionday) and then goes to 
Kuebler^ where he willreceive additional detailed 
instructions, (Steinbauer) *"* 

2,)	 Ganaris willbe at our disposal to get the necessary 
intelligence work under way and to make arrangements with 
Vigon and Franco for .the shipment of our troops. His organ
ization willalso provide cover for our reconnaissance 
work against British intelligence, Overall impression on 
Spain; Their are afraid of a conflict with England^ and 
so are vsry much worried about a possible British landing 
in pain or Portugal and an occupation of the Canary 
Islands by the British. 
The internal administrative machinery has completely 
broken down: They are wholly dependent on England for 
food and fuel and deliver ore in return* P'ranco's position 
difficult, as he has nothing left to bolstor him up and 
so cannot afford to take risks, His position is weakened 
rathor than strengthened by Suner who Is easily the best-
hated man -in Spain, Mutual understanding Is handicapped 
by unwarranted, hauteur and their morbid sensitiveness. 
To this must bo ad 'led Franco 1 s sL/nass, Oanaris 1 conference 
with the Reichsmarschall: has an impression of absolute 
lack of planning in the air operations against England, 

— —
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3 November 1940. (Berlin, °unday) » 

Yon saw the Fuehrer. Described his impressions inLibya*:puehrer stated that he has "written off" the Libyan affair* 

Max, Gerti and Rath for noon dinner** 

Reports are coming in from Paris on Huntzijffger* s demands which are 
calculated to prepare France for defense against England* 
(Conference of 31 October) \u25ba The demands are grouped under 
the headings "Army" "Navy" "Air Force", Demands relating 
to the Army are quite moderate: Permission to carry on re~** 
cruiting for the transitional Army also in the Occupied 
Zone*' Increase in the strength of the North African Army 
fey 20,800 men, to 120,000, Release of Officers and Noo*s 
with North Africa experience from PoW .camps. Permission 
to activate one reinforced Inf. Regt. with MG unit, .^rbillery,
-Engineers and Transport-. 

h November 1940* (Monday, Berlin) * 

1415 • Meet ObdH -at the -Reich 'Chancellery* Ioutline Whin ny ideas 
on Spain, The Rock alone won't do it. The following questions 
present themselves; 

Spain is exposed to a British attack and therefore relies 
on constant support, Economically she is on the verge of 
collapse and therefore also needs continuous economic assistance, 
Internally she is racked by the gravest tensions, A'e might 
as a result be forced to take sides in internal disputes » 

Portugal: Military and economic dependence the same as Spain's, 

North vilest Africa: Tangier, Morocco together with the Canary 
Islands may become British objectives(later perhaps in con
junction with U«S») ( Northwest Africa together with .Equatorial 
Africa may become the object of a great struggle between 
the European and Anglo-Saxon Powers, 

142©, Fuehrer (present Keitel, Jodl, Deyle, Schmundt, Engel, ObdH 
and myself) ; 

!•) Li^Zii: fuehrer has formed for himself the following picture; 

a;	 More time is needed than was thought at first, We can 
no longer count on the Italians to start their thrust 
on Mersa Matruh before the end of December, This will 
be again followed by a delay for preparing the water 
supply, road building, etc, (Three months) . Then comes 
the hot season. Nothing can be done before fall 1941* 

V^ Italy has informed us that she needs Tripolis herself 
as a supply' base and would like us to take Tunis. as our 
supply base. 
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I) He has little confidence in Italian Generals, Italy 
wants us only "to save the blo<~;i. of her own sr.'l -liersH* 

d)	 From the operational standpoint itis dangerous to use 
German troops in operations across seas which we do not 
control _, and with an Ally who does not put in his last 
ounce to keep these seas open» 

2.)	 Spams Franco has promised in a letter to the Fuehrer that 
he would faithfully uphold the verbal agreement s_, viz, 

\u25a0s that he would enter the war on our side«
 
Fuehrer now wants to hasten Spain' s entry into the war.
 

Possible British reactions: The British might establish 
a foothold on the West African coastj or make landings in 
Morocco or on the panlsh or Portuguese Islands, 

France has the will and the power to defend her territories 
unaided. 

Ifnecessary _, Spain willhave to be supported in defending 
her	 Islands,, 

3.)- Que stion of the Isiand s % At present OKW is still weighing 
the ouestiori which Islands are to be occupied and with 
what forces this should be clone* OKH representative must 
be called mi (^e usinger )# 

4.)	 Gibraltar. 

a) At the san:o moment as we cross :he Spanish frv.."Mei'j 
planes must be attacking \ ..-. British Fleet In 

Gioraltar* air base must be prepared in advance*, 

b)	 Troops must be kept standing by to march into Portugal,, 

c)	 Artillery must be shipped over to the southern shore 
of the Strait as soon as feasible* 

5.)	 Greece : 

a) British attempts to establish air bases at Lemnos and"* Saloniki* Air defense serxd.ce has been advanced to 
the southern border of Bulgaria, Turkey 1 s attitude 
probably noncommittal. (Attempt to mobilize Russia 
against Turkey/-) «. 

fe) German Army; must make preparations to support a swift 
march Into Thrace,*"* Recoi'iraendations to CM 
Strength^ time required) » 

c) Ajr_Force must make preparations for smashing the bases 
Greek Islands,on 

6.) Turkey: This brings up the problem of Russia, The question 
eliminated,,cannot be tackled before Russia has been With 

Bulgaria pressing in the South^ Turkey can be kept quiet 
with the help of Russia* 
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7»)	 Russia remains the great problem of -^urope, '^'c must do 
our utmost to be prepared when the great showdown comes. 

£•)>	 li§JL lfat allJ not before 1942. 

9«)	 nSeeloe?i/e"n Seeloe?i/e" \u2666 Not before next spring* Preparedness must be 
maintained, (^re sqdze this opportunity to stress the "im— 
prov.ementrs "achieved .) 

1®»)	 France :Willbe helped to the extent of her contribution. 
Details of the new agreements which the Minister 
Is going to conclude with Laval, First off the internees 
in Switzerland will be -xre^.urnec 5 t

Engel 1.)	 French 7»5 cm guns. Air Force must get only as many of 
them as they can actually use, Org. Sec, What can we 
use them for? Several hundred are reported still un
allocated « 

2,)	 Population transfers in the East;-Danzig-West Prussia 50,000 60,000 Bessarabia Germans. 
District of IZichenau' 40^000 Lithuania Germans, 

*-Warthegau Posen v0,:"00 Bessaral.'^ Germans, 

Additional 150,000 -'I6O,QC© Poles and Jews from the 
liberated Eastern territories nd.ll be transferred to the 
Government- Gencral, 
Our troops should have nothing to do with these move
ment s_, but should know what Is going on. Nor must they 
be used for evacuations. Offleers should be made aware 
that these movements have to be completed before the end 
of the war. Chief of Transportation* 

1430 Conference with ObdH on the results of Fuehrer Conferences 

a) Preparations in the East continue* 

li) Preparations for "Seeloewe" continue. 

c) Preparations tor Spain? 

1.) Heusinger must get In touch with Jodl for a conference 
regarding the Islands^ 

2,) Against Portugal: Corps Schmidt, consisting of Fourth 
Armd, Division and S3 Deathhead*. , 

Staff Reiqhenau.3») Over Schmidt and Kuebler: Command 
A.) Find cut whethsr the Spaniards themselves will take 

of coastal defense?, (OKW/Op,, Sec.).care 
5») Ifadditional forces are needed for Northwest Africa? 

Third Armd. ©Iv. and SS Adolf Hitler, 

d) Bulgaria/Greece. 

la) Ascertain what forces are needeo. « Two Armd, Divs, 
(Second, Ninth) under XXXX Corps* 

2,) Mt# or Inf, Divs* under another Corps, plus Engineer s^
Artillery^Signal troops. 

3») Over these two Corps: Group Kleist (Org, Sec. make 
arrangements) „ 
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c)	 Sponecks Must get ready for air transport by the beginning 
of December * 

f) Artillery: Captured enemy guns with personnel batteries 
from 13th Draft for 'Spanish and North African ccoastt t 

Spain* Get ready 15 am and 10 ®ra guns; initially we may lend 
Ore:,them some mobile batteries* Ore, Sea*Sea* 

Islands? Some captured anemy guns_, with crews. 

g) Explore methods for crossing of the	 Strait of Gibraltar. 
*" h) 0-neration.s in tha Eat-V ObdH wants vb'f^ p^Cfecntinn; 

until71 18/20 iMaveraber, ("ould tn.it leave enough time?) 

-i.SOO	 Conference with General yon Salmuthi 

1.) Information on situation and movements in the East, 
2.) Hasse to Kuechler, Ires&kow for Hasse, CentralCentral Branch* 

5 November 19A® (Zossen) r 

Took Ruth*to the station. 

0930 at Zossen* 

11$©. onference with ©Qu IV, Bogatsch^ Gercke_, Buhle_, Heusinger^ 
Baentsoh and Kahlden, 

Orientation on the Fuehrer Conference, Assign;;,ents (see notes 
of 4 November,) 

12'0§	 Heusinger : 

a) Makes report on his conference with Abwehr and Kautschke 
oa. A November. 

1b) Facilities for Lahouoen in Gibraltar must still be created* 
• 

\u25a0 \u25a0c) Mieth's report on French demands, 
"
 

d) Various current matters.
 

130®	 jLeritseh: Readying).of rear services for special mission* 
Guards needed for Air installations in the West (AGp,A) # 

Various current matter s»' 

Reports from Bucharest: 

a.)	 Russian Odessa Fleet has sailed for Batum, Russian officers 
in Istambul, 

\) British troops have landed at three points in the Gulf of 
Saloniki* 

QOu Ireports back from Fontainebleau* Informs me on how the situa
tion;. Is viewed in Paris. 
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Buhle: a) Third "?\u25a0 AirrndiDivi also made available for use in colonial 
theaters* %.5% of tracks are released for other uses a 

Release of 250 tracks for drinking water supply will be 
decided onljr after talk with Got.sche-, 

b)	 Supply organization? Examination of supply, columns 
personnel for fitness for tropical service will be dis
pensed with, 

c)	 Readying of ArmcL units for Portugal: Sixteenth Arjmd
f

Div,*, Sixteenth mot, iv« not yet ready* Investigate. 

d) Coastal artillery for -Spain: 40 Btrys needed <,

' 
1c)	 Heavy mortars, allocated for operation Seeloewe above 

T/0 requirements., willnow be taken away for training 
of the Eastern divisions (66 platoons) 

f) Fifth and Sixth Drafts must be eoulpped with. German 
Field How * 18, instead of Czech guns! 

OQu. 17; Appointment	 of n Military Attache to Portugal \u2666 

Current inform? \Aoni It seems that ussolin® Is now prodding 
Grazianl into action (better i) * 

Data about Bulgaria	 (Can at first only tee done through-— Romania)* Transportation situation difficult: Backlog 
of 6.5® trains. The trouble is mainly in the East, especially—
In the Government-General* (State within the Statei)* 
Troable with French materiel taken cvet" by us (Locomotives), 
Only 35 

- h5% of the cars ordered— for coal, potatoes and 
turnips can be furnished. « The 3,000 locomotives and 
l?>t,ooo cars, turned over by us to the State Railroads, cannot 
be re turned o 

6 November 1%0. 

yon Bernuth: discussion of the Genarcil Staff Training program during
winfer, A training Manual -for Mountain warfare" must^be compiled* 
Current training Questions. (Subjects for lectures during winter" 

Heusingcr: 

a)	 Next week conference Fuehrer/Mussolini^ 
k) sik^l.tiLil.:^rePara tions for Lahousen 1s mission have been 

Initiated* Twent2^second Div« fit for operations- (also 
signal communic itions) ,. Furlough re "frictions in tii-j units 

armarked for Gibraltar, 

Units for Portugal:	 X.XXXLX Corps Ho ) 
Sixteenth Armd, Dlv*) Complementary 
Sixtoeroh Div. mot. ) units still to 
S3 D.eathhead Div, ) be allocated. 

Army Coirjnand Roichenau (C of S Funk). 
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o)_Libya^ Third Armd. Div. must be notified. No 
"cancellation of Air Force .Shipping space to 
Italy* 

d) Balkans: XXXX Corps Hq. : Second Arrnd. Div., 
Ninth Armd. Div.6oth 
Div, (must start mo
ving! ) 
SS Adolf Hitler 
Sixth Mt. Div,(can -
g* vc up its caclr c,re 
c,'- ,ts can be trained 
somewhere else) 
164th Div. (Fol.tmann) 
and 100th Inf,fre|fls*
(Reinforced) of Fifth 
Mt. Div.(in. place of 7 
78th Div*, &ollenkamp) 
will be temporarily 
converted into Light— 
Dibs. 

XXX Corps Hs. (must be talked over 
with AG-p. B}". 

c)	 G-eneral questions: Cut in activation of. close 
range reconnaissance Staff eln (l(j) less) . Cpmp* 

\u25a0 lications in long-range reconnaissance,— 

Units ready to move 20 December or sooner. 
Apart from Armd f units only Furlough divisions 
or	 "Light division". 

withOb&H: a) For Spain Reiohenau (with as 

representative of the Armed Forces. yon 

nagel gets Army Hq. 12, -"b) 10 ton flatbed trailers: 86 

a>	 -^rmy Hq. 7, reports I'or^brle^Afternoon:Lt^ P-&£P* l.
ing on ope ration Spain. 

12.^1—?12r-- Bilberg 

Report on East Prussia.
 
Question of papers of the late G-en. G-roener final
ly settled.
 

(Tresckow,Personnel matters — Hasse; Hasse to- Kemmerich Schoch) . 
Library, etc. Organization in the future peace
time &rmy. 
Result of talk with OQu V. 
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7 November 1940 

LOGO Ulex; Fortifications Section: 
at Has" a force of 2*B, boo laborers* also &uard %s. 

(from deactivated %vi.sions) and Engineers' worv*
' 

king* In addition, 50 feabor Service Bns. 
— — — —— — — — — — b)	 ..fcrew bridgehead: 

"i/ loca2~ ,	 defences.\u0084..-\u25a0— 

o) Tank
_.. 

ditch continuous Ostro. ".ika, Narew, Pisa, 
Suwr|ki.
 
"Chord" positionf to Ostfluss river, but ex
cluding Suwalki salient position.
 

d)	 120 completed pillboxes; Majority pillboxes
(3 and 6 loopholes) over casemates .lnternal 
furnishings still lacking; also arms. 

fteme_l: iMaval fortress. -7- Submarine port. - Direct 
inquiry from OKW about defenses against land at-* 
tack. 

' 

. , 

C'r°P only 42>; horses badly fed, 

Col. Oohsne_rj_ Army-*^as Defense Training Dchools are now 
running. (Sixteenth Sixth Hermes). 
Two classes of 40 men one week* 

on Army G-as defense Depots, (All 
right!) 

Report on French Chemical Warfare Center at 
Bourges (Stop experiments ). 

Mortar fired Adamsitc shells l^*-^eady in sprin 
Our gasmask gives full protection.. 

Use of smoke against Gibraltar. ( AA battorios 
\u25a0'...,and fire direction centers will bo blinded 

outset.)the Air Force at 

plan-- of operations againstc^iß££^-L 52^i£H presents 
Northeastern G-reece from Bulgaria. Time rcotii
red for preparations: lovsmsnt oftroops'.:to\.th© 
ihe^ter 'and'- asdsmblyvlJ;' railroads through Jugo

\u25a0slavia (Nish) available, six weeks. If railroad 
through xugaslavla not available, ten weeks, 

XXX Corps Hq. can be freed in AG-rp..B. 

Demands__on__Air _Forc_e|_ will 
"sec""th3"~"Fuehro'r "on Tuesday to discuss our demands, 

'"c have asked the Sir i'orce to see to it that -Obdri at the least gets -a reply from the RoidS-
Marshal: 

&ibraltar« si£ht_hof cn L Two divebomber wings, . each 
of~Three"Staffeln, total six Staffcln. One fighter 
wing of three Staffeln, total three Staffeln, 
XXXIX Corps- will get two close-range 

AAA 3ns,sance Staff eln, one medium and two Light 
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Eighth— and 28th~^iv/ must not be taken away 
now. Bulgaria Rowehl, long-range reconnais-. 
sance.-*- German ships in Italy must bo . set 
aside for crossing of the Strait of Gibraltar 1* 

Hauser:We discuss the manner in which* the work of the 
General Staff, in preparation -:id conduct of this 
war, should be presented. Sta ;.. to lunoh.t 

~1500 1650 Fromm^ Chief of Army Equipment (with dcpu
ty) and Personnel Branch. Orientation on 

plans.situation and 

Buhle;1700 

a)	 For Spai.nj_ Sixteenth Armd B Div. Ready 25 No
vember,, Sixteenth mot. Div. Ready 5 December, 

b)	 For Southeasjt: Signal Regt. for &leist ready
' 

5 Pocember. . 
Sixth Mt. immediately .
 
164th Div. (Foltmann) immediately, (Dctac,hod
 
elements must be stop-oed. )
 
Reinforced Mt. Inf. Regt. 100 (from fifthT.t.
 
Div.) immediately, but this precludes detaching
 
of Rifle Bn. for Romania,
 

Fifth Mt. Div. willbe ready late in December,
 
Might be sent after the other units, 

c)	 Final designation :"Amid. Group 1,2,3". 

d)	 First, Decond, Fourth and Eighth could' 
be equipped with medium Field, 

riow.lB. Will be standard equipment for Elev
enth an d twelfth Draf ts.
 

D
For six Divs. of Seventh of-t we also ...ve 
medium Fd 0 How. 18, ' 

For four Divs. of Seventh i^raft we must take 
How,Czech 

I^£H^s.^L^G can, dispense with "fitness for desert scr~ " 

vice" in thp rear services earmarked for Libya, 
Drinking water—columns will at first be limit
ed to four. Southeast - questions. (lien who 
served on the BalkP^-s in v"orld War Ishould be 
canvassed on their experiences.) 

*7§EH£LL 5fLs!i- c avG stocked one-half of a First ammuai
.tied .-•. issue for the combat elements of the 
build-up in the Bast, To stockpile an entire 
issue', we require additional 46 ammunition t.ralne 
stockpiling of a second issue would take 170 
trains. 
In addition we nee&-68 trains to set up fuel 
depots, and 600 trains for the supply build
up. 
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Fuel dumps cannot be set up now (shortage of 
drums); so trains can run now to set \up ration 
dumps .
 

*
 
"Directive No.18", digest of uehr-er 'Conference m 

vo_n_Thoma reports on tarnk__si_t_u.a^i 1o:n._ <&t present he have 
""3',"000 tanks, by Spring~~ they will

'
have increased 

to- 5, 000. 
.Amphibian tanks: 

at Jfr.utin, Putlps, Bremen, Hamburg.
Bulk to Eighteenth Armd, #iv. 
borne amphibian tanks .will remain %n each Bn* To 
convert a tank for amphibious u;se^ up.tell2-14 m 
depth, takes four weeks.. If a depth of only 6 m 
is required, which Is sufficient for river cros
sing, waterproofing takes only a few days. 
Experiments are in progress. It will be possible 
to convert tanks Irftq;(£ield workshops.:. 
Ruling on arm, to which the Riflemen of the Armd. 
Dlvg. belong. (G-ro'en color patch).* 

iiihlfeldt^ The	 3na* willbe divided -intoObservation 
ILight detachments and wire detachments* In the 
Campaign in the West Observation Bns.. located 
3,528 enemy batteries and adjusted 1,235 artil
lery barrages, 

Divl.^rtillery dor 1.31 (Mueller, Angclo) will 
make a tour of inspection to all Observation *hs. 

Report on results of trials with R-pro.jcctilcs*'^
fired from medium Field How-. Recoil trouble, limit-

base 
' 

ed', burst effect of the projectile dr-'-'js out; 
dispersion pattern satisf acto \u25a0 

8 November 1940 

Jacob: a;- Beal_location cf Eng.^-^eglmental Commanders: 
One &ng* Regimental Commander willbe left 
for.each Hq. and C orpS of AG-p» A. 
Elsewhere, one for each Hq. 

b)	 Organise Auxiliary Eng. Bns. and 30 bridge-
construction .Bns. from existing, 

c^	 S3, Herbert and LZ brid-r c equipment.* 

d)	 Questions of organization and armament. 
—-V/agn erj_a^ Army doctqrs. or/ganization of the rrcclical_ 

Officers borps a 

b/	 lap^exeroiscs^on supply for operations: llidcl.lo 
of ember theoretical}' phas?;, "-1 anuary 
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practical phase. 

c)	 Supplies for the Spanish operation in the 
event that we must provide for flank protec
tion against Portugal. 
Jaehnicke willbe detailed to Staff. 

d)	 Field police i Requirements, replacements from 
the Police Force." 

c)	 Don't get entangled in Military Government 
France! 

OOu i;Long -range air reconnaissance. 
Work program for the Eastern project: Definite 
objectives* 

lla jor	 011168 n an^- s "ta ys f°r lunch 

Hc usinggr; Talk with _^odl[ 

1) "Seeloewe" :V/e must draw on earmarked units 

for other projects. Deadline is bee ing put— 
off. Navy does not take "Seeioe^e" serious
ly. 

2)	 Twenty-eighth and Eighth Div. must not taken 
away now, . 

o) . G-ibralter: Fue hrcr wants to meet Franco once 
more before the order is issue*?. 
Protection for -run during assembly, for the 
Spanish operation. 

4^	 Bulgaria: German Sigh Command.— An -"-rind, 

willbe sent to Romania as a preparatory mea— 
sure* Air reconaissance over . Bulgaria now 
authorized. 

5) Ajp jr'orce proposals on long-range reconnaissan 

6) Conference P^doglio-feeitel 14 November (Third 
snatohe'd away"agair^

war); pressure on Eg-ypt; must not let up .12 
November, Kclotov in Berlin, afterwards holo.
tov willhave a meeting with the aapaneso. 

4V 
phone: Tangier-^euta not a possible alt027. _ 

na tive base for if Gibraltar is lost. 
British Fleet will probably want to use the 
Atlantic Islands as base. 
Coastal defense^: ;-£3a/cuery Uneisenau, together

v"'''
\u25a0with sone -array catteries.	 . 

Seeloewe: Navy thinks conditions win "•. be unfavorable, 
spring,--
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20.0 new flat-bottom barges (45 m long, 3 en
gines, 12 km per hour) are now under construe 
tion. 

General ke_l 

a) Roadbuil cling- section of program not fully' assured. Stockpiling of roadbuilding mater
iel compromised by constructions for Aska
nia.* 

b)	 Train backlog (East).— Overall transporta
tion situation difficult, tasks are enormous. 

o)	 Romania! development on the whole satisfao 
tory. "50 troop trains can be run da^ly for 
buildup of troops on the Romanian border 
against Russia. 

d)	 Extension of the ian £::\u25a0)\u25a0\u25a0! Romanian rail
road networks. 

c )	 Chris tmas traf fie aye traffic will not 
be changed. 

f) Meuso Valley Rail! iterrupted by bridge 
washout* , 

—Flood] sw bridge willbe built 
two ?;eoks after subsj f floods. 

g)	 Gut in trains staftax* y for "Seeloewe", 

h)	 Tra j_n8 with captured enemy materiel cannot 
go to the Z.l.** 

i)	 ASASS embly of troops In Bulgaria (If. Nish rail
road not available, it wTIT take gne__day_ long-
qtj_ since troops must be unloaded on -the Danube;- this 
means a very long marcfoj*** 

k)	 Technical questions: New Henschel locomotives, 
road-rail trucks, locomotives, with adjustable 
gauge for armored trains (six now under con
struction for the Baltic States, would suffice 
for our six Armored trains). 

yon 

a)	 Order on training of General Staff °ffic 

b'	 Training manual for Mt. troops; order to Dietl 
to compile draft. 

c^	 Miscellaneous current questions (reconnaissance 
fliers without missions) Participation of Roplace,

\u25a0m,ent ftrmy in Training Courses for -Company C;.s, 

on Field Army,, etc. 
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9 November 1940 

Bruokmann (Attach^ at S&fia); on Bulgarian 
Sriny, terrain, railroads and road and weather 
conditions i On the whole confirmation of the 
picture we have: Important points: Narrov/ :.\oac~Ls 
which make traffic control Indispensable, v,:rn~ 

outs. 

:p_Qu_lV_^ Antonescu f s situation not easy. Danger pros
\u25a0 ented by Legionaire movement. Food shortages, 
high prices. 
Internal dissensions wthin the Embassy :\u25a0 Fabri 
ziu_s hostile to tho Iron Guard, Neubacher is 
democrat, Hansen gets along with everybody. 

X2D_?i£^i'?? oiLSI. Helm's letter on the Knight's Gross 
question. -^Attache Portugal,
Appointments in the Thirteenth and

' 
Fourteenth 

draft. 

Thi£l_ej Signal rlegt. for fuebler is ready, tha.t for 
Kielst willbe by 1December. 
Women Signal auxiliaries done a good

'
Corps have " 

job in and teast,— Organization. 

£^2B±_i^i^__]^ss:_2.s.^sii Approves disposition of troops In-
Southeast" "and South.— orientation 

' 

on current 
business.— Model and Third Armd> Div. 

10	 November 1940 ( Sunday, ) 

of	 consequence. Current -ss.bus.r Corres * 
pondence. -Roh and Baron yon H-ffelting call. 

11	 November 1940 (Monday, Zossen) 

He us inger J 

a)	 Recommendation of AG-p. B on reorganization 
to meet the .increase in number of Divisions 
main, lines approved. 

b)	 Comments on "Directive No.18" 
( 

c)	 Glbralter: OKW notified that three weeks* 
alert notice willbe needed. 
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\u25a0}

Air Force is again bailing _ and does not ivnt
to place its organization (including short-
range reconnaissance and AAA) under Army Com
mand. 
When should take over? 
Additional 'Artillery and Signal units willbe 
assigned t.p the Artillery Groups, 
Order for Reconnaissance (Assembly, cam

ouflage etc* ) » 
Eleventh Armd,, Div. will come under AGp.B
(Sohwoianitz),* 

K_inze_l: Trip to Romania and Bulgaria, Missions for 
ffansen and for Bulgaria** (in Romania in partis 
ular" he has to arrange for exchange of infor

mation on Russia), 

Gapt^Kooh (Navy), formerly assigned to Op, Sec, 

Cjinari.^ with Pieponbrock and Buerkner, Discusses 'his 
impending trip to Spain, 
Nothing new. (Heusinger present?)* 

Obdg on phone: Model (Third Armd, Dlv. ), in his place 
Wuthmann by 15 November,
 
Stumpf twentieth Div.
 
yon Greiff will be Haase r s deputy. Army Hq,l
 
will select his deputy in his section.
 
Exchange of 26th against Sixth Div, is not ap
proved*
 

Conference rrlth Z^hlbcrg on these i rsonnol matters,, 

Col. G-en, Strauss 206tb/Sixth Div* Keep an eye' on 
" 

"repTacemen't in 206th Div, 
Something must be done to cover Foerster.*** 

—
 
No further progressZP-^-^lH^iP^M^-lPersonalities. 

in our" relations with France; the Italians are
 
making difficulties.
 
Gauleiter of Lorraine evacuates 2,000 Lorrai-n~
 
ers to France dally.
 

12 November 1940 

reportsSchulze-Hinriohs out. 
—
 _ Guard Bns.< Rundstedt^s request* Third.s?H£i!lE££i

S'rmd. Divt under AG-p. G (Vietinghof f ). 
New Flame-thrower .Tr»nk Bn. to XVI.Cor,ps«. 
Kuebler will get 6U concrete mine detonating
 
wagons (in the Assault Sng. Bns.).
 
Romania ; Fuehrer reported planning to alloc
ate up to 10 Divs.
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This raises difficult question for anon-mo
izod 

' 
\u25a0 unitsunits,,, 

Fonrad reports as Officer with ObdH. Brio
fing on general situation and on his mission. 

Gen Q,u presents statistics on supply organization 
"for the event of a campaign in the (Lt. 
Col. Wagner), 
Organization of "Supply-Districts" for 2 Hil^ 
lion men, 300,000 horses, 500,000 trucks.Est
ablishing of quantities; setting up of dumps. 
Maintenance of motor vehicles, fuel supply for -

700 800 km. 
Ammunition: Two issues per Division. (Three for 
Srmd. Bivs.') ; enough for ten days on the bag-

is of an expenditure of one-fifth, and in 
\u25a0^rmd. Divs. for 10 more days, on the basis of 
an expenditure of one third. 
In addition a GfHq. reserve for 20' Divs, -Part 
of the ammunition willbe in' static*. 
Rations: 

'
2o day s, 

Trains needed: aiishipments.: 960 trains. 
So far dispatched: 180 trains. 
To reach the intermediate i'arpect

\u25a0\u25a0-_.> 

additional 330 trains must be run.
To reach the final target addition
al \u25a0• 748 trains must be 

Motor vehicle supply; equlpmer. . parks. 

G-en_Qu will start on an inspection tour of the 
East on 24 November to check up on' dumps. 

?£E^2.tl^l?ii. Ott-Jiolm. 

Personnel policy in the Army^^edical Officers 
Corps. . 

Constructions in "Military Administration", 
reduction of personnel on the intermediate 
level. 

OQu_lVj_ Reports latest news from the talo 
"Greek theater, of operations. 

Evening (Kaiserhof): Banquet In honor of iviolotqv. 
'XTalk with Ritter, Dohnurre, Wolzsa^cker) , 

Overnight in Berlin. 

13 November 1940 

In the morning return to Zossen. 
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2S!l_Xi Ke submits the draft on "The General Staff 
of the Army in the British "War" * 
Publication of studies on the Polish-Russian 
war. 
Relea.no of war documents for processing copies. 
Archive for Captured Document^, (^annovcr); 

Ambassador yon Papon^ Review of the situation in the
IIedit"err an eon and strategic objectives 

of our arwearw c policy* 

• eye r-Ricks Spain : 

Army-: 27 Divisions of 9,000} peacetime strength >
 

each.
 
War strength of 500, 000; armament on hand-

Lacking AAA.~- Armor consists of a great var\u25a0— 

iety of models, as does aviation* 
Armaments industry: Meets only peacetime require 

nents; coastal artillery. 
-\u25a0^mmuniticn stocks very low.

Officers Corps severely depleted: 50,% wore 
massacred, 
Morocco : 

Border has only field for%ifications; Ocut^ 
obsolete harbor fortifications: 2-3 24cm 
Tangier open roadstead.* 
jgan ary Is1and s 

25,000 men. Little is known about 
artillery defenses. N.o air defense. 
Rio do Ore : Only police .force . 
Army not free from political tensions. The men 
to be locked to as leader personalities are:
Franco, Varola, Mart lnos~C amp ns (deaf), ¥,: a 
(Undersecretary of State in t. :o farvigon (Minister of Aviation, former -Chief of 

Assentio (Morocco). 
Morocco: 

\u25a0 Divisions (including five crack Divs., ) 
with full oompletment of divisional •^rtillery" 
Regiments, plus three Corps Artillery 
,ents of six Bns. (10,,5(Cja" and 15.5 cm.) 

Portugal : 

Five very weak Divisions in the home country,-Azores: 3 o -» 3* and a few 15 cm guns.
Madeira* One Bn., one Btry.

Verde Islands: One Company (oomple toly
insufficient.) 

XX 

Paper strength of vYartime Army is 100,000. 
needed for mobilization cannot be estiv

ted. 
Army deliberately neglected. 

N 
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Coastline j The iirpiy is not in a position- to 
defend the homo country, the islands and the 
colonies \u2666• Intention to defend them against
Britain at least doubtful. 

and Lisbon are fortified* Obsolete in
stallations, projected modernization has not 
been carried out. 

No Officers Corps in our sense of. the word. 
Officers have -part-time civilian jobs* Arma
ment being modernized, but process interrup
ted by the war, ( Our deliveries, too, were 
stopped, ) , 
Armament	 industry practically non-e .. stem 

J *^_s.°ljL_>?iP-^e-^ : rograra for fuehrer tour: 

14, "^vening, arrival on the Obersalzberg. 
15, deception of King of Bulgaria. 
16, -18, Serrano Suner, 
19, King of the Belgians , -
19, evening, Vienna* Teleki ''@saky,' 
21, noon, return to Berlin. (Perhaps

Spjpoaptufiity for presenting report) 

22/23. -".ntonescu, (Place undetermined* )
 
24, Tuka,
 
25* Bulgarians,.
 

OQulj_	 Basic data for operation; notes for 
fuehrer report. 
Planed objectives in the operation. 

.a) OKV/ reply on activation of SS divisions; 
trucks'	 could be obtained by cutting down 
on	 ammunition vehicles. 

b)	 AGp, A,: 10,500 men are now detailed for 
guard duty, 

;10,000 men can bo freed by Guard bns/ i;- ?lud 
ing 6,00 0 in AG-p.A. 

0) 250,000 men with two months training 
set out in the G-ener^l Army Office 
stimate o.otually do not exist, 

(170,000 men have been inducted, X and ill 
Mil. districts have not called up enough 
recruits, ) 

d) deadline for completion of training of rec
ruits must be postponed to 15 March. . 

tlert groups,* (onc-thlrd) Op •-Sec, 

c)	 Section ltDtudy of fortifications in foreign
Officer,under the Eng.Qountries"

ideal 
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f) Release for,.// Omission.

' " juridio.nl prcb
lems'y" e»~g«' of "sen/fences which must bo con

firmed by tho FF UQhrer, olemency appeals, 
Mueller will go on a tour to look into 
tho guard situation (requests of AG-ps A and, 
D.) On way back he will visit XXXIXCorps* 
to check on progress of the training program. 

S£ILL_??B9i2-2 rL ?Pi.-?l§£iE aD.?LL arious 

14 November 1940 

V/ork on the draft submitted by GQu V and
 
for radio broadcast on tho military science
 
work of the Army during the war.
 

OQu V's paper once again shows up the gulf between 
the formal academic point of view and the hard 
facts of practical military leadership*-— 

(G-ehlcn) : Operation Doutheast Basic 
Tata. 

* 
Birective No, 18" is now in our hand. Third Armd*
 

E>iv. will""continue to stand by for Libya.
 
About 10 Divisions are se.t down for South
east, Preliminary phase: Herman troops in
 
Romania will be reinforced.
 

Hoeppner* unites: . 60th Div, has tu.rno/1 in 
irrmd t is all right, First6 

Arm!. Div» willbe complete^, later » 

Difficulties• of spo.ro parts too 
slow.—- Maintenance NCO's and technicians 
lacking.— No tire replacements.— troops 
are overburdened with construction of lean
tos and shelters, (Will not be ready before 
1 December.) Moving to now quarters makes 
much work. 

• 

envisaged against&' -"-ir Force declines mission 
bape er^e, the slants an.'! -ibho 
ros, (Goering.) —*uchrcr.riha stum c r\ own . 
G-oering's demand to .^ivo full oon 
trol of the entire Spamish operation. 
G"oering ls proposal to the Fuehrer regard-

Ing an airborne Corps. 
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b) Gehlen Romania. 

yon Bernuth! 
*° 

a) Letter of AG-^.B.lte-ay the inquiry con
cerning Division for Company GO Training 
Course (yon Salmuth) 

b) Winter refresher program for sections of 
arms Chiefs.

o) Lessons of the campaign in the V/est, 

Coal runs smoothly*— &ast very high — makes 
on construction workers and railroads.

Coal shipments in the West are on the whole 
running well,— Difficulties in the 
West.- Deliveries of raw materials are not 
coming in right: reasons not yet clear,— 
Shipments of industrial materials must be 
treated as military shipments. 

OQu IV? No binding agreement. Fuehrer not 
cTis'saflsFied, Tripartite Pact: Statement of 
concurrence is not equivalent to joining,
inclusion of Italy and ihrorm in the discussions 
for the present "opposed.
 
Molotnv: What is the Greater Area?
 
Molotov; What is Germany's attitude on a
 
Russian guarantee of Bulgaria? (Romania 
called us In). 
New statute offered for the Straits- Privil 
egos, but no bases. No such offer '^as made on 
our part. 
Evasive answer to suggestion of a Norwigrcssion 

with Japan.Pact 
Heavy Russian demands for machinery.
San ie met « 

f fuehrer* .apparently has talked the Russiansout of inland. 

P£ogram£ 18 November, Ribbentrop with Ciano and Sunor,
""Sometime around 18 November, Leopold,

20 November, usaky (Vienna),
 
22/23.^State visit Antonesou to

25/26 Boris on Obersalzbcrg*
 

? Tuka (Tiso?)
 

£^s^^i£B^_.s.SL-i^£_.i :rliP£!:r.s^lL -^5i Romania, Hungary 
certain^ "Bulgaria' uncertain,' 

are looking for the culprit In Italy
and Grermany # # 
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15 November 1940 

252 (2_~z _is2s_J. Presentation of report Qur 
by &en ' 

on supply organization for the opera
\u25a0\u25a0"•tion . (^alutsch, Rueckert): 

The operation will be, dire ot eel by the Armygroups. they must also control
the supply services, ihe question remains,
to what extent this control shoulci be de
limited. The alternatives are limiting the

Army Groupsrole of^thß to the issuing nfIrcters for supply, 0r,., limiting tflem in 
letting themthis way but determine the allo-ea 

tion of transportation in the daily mo-ve~ 
ments or in overall planning, which, inturn,

would mean that take over Army 
functions. 
Another question to be cleared- is whether 
the Armd. should be made independent, 
like Armies, —or whether they should be tied 
to the latter would be the desirable 
alternative, Getting, the utmost out of en
gine capacity by using trucks only for long
hauls, while keeping storage on immobilized 
trucks to a minimum, is a sound idea, 
Basic consideration? The organization must be 
supple and should not attempt to deal by 
rigid rules with situations' which call for 
broad policy decisions*
£he problems willbe worked out in a Map
Exercise conducted by Qu, to start on 
15 December. 

Supply of the occupation troops in France 
will be taken over by static organizations* . 

Gol^^^utihinann : reports as oof B. Sixteenth 

Buhle:_ Priority scale for the activation of C-Ha. 
""troops in three stages, is needed in view" 

of fact that activation by 1 April is im
possible due to shortage of trucks in con
sequence of activation of a new SS Division. 
Current matters. 

Hauser: We review the work assignments for the 
history of General of ' 

Army"The Staff the in 
IPreparation and Conduct of the Wnr 1 .\ 

w?
X£Il_^M^li^£r£l Ngw man "k° replace ut.hmann ( 0 of S, 

Sixteenth Army) in Army Hq t 4, and other 
current matters. 

on general political situa
tion and' progress of work. 
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Will come here on 19 November to hear re-p

to	 OKW on Spain and Bulgaria,S£^£iH^£l!* Report
"to give the political leadership the— 
overall timetable,. Also various current 
matters. 

16 November 1940 

Keitel (Personnel Div. ) : 
a) Appointments in Divisions and Corps 

coming out next (Twelfth Draft).,
b) IICorps, XXVIIICorps, Vik~ 

torin; LI Gorps, Keinhardt L-.li Corps, 

c) An	 """rmy Officer as Personnel Chief for 
the SS. 

d)	 Out -of~turn seniority promotion also for 
caDtains,. — 

c) Medical f—fleer Young medical 
officers s Promotion of outstanding civ
ilian physicians. ~~
 f)	 EJ^f fleers Corps*1 Promotions. 

yon fetzdorf : 

a^	 M°i2s°Z --Fuehrer j conversation 
with"the 
No new shipments scheduled. Finland must 
not, however^become the subject of a con
flict. Danger of British air operations, 

war,new theater of V/e maintain a hands- ' 
off attitude, economic interests only, Roa
c.ins. within the Russian sphere of. interest. 

Molotov, third phase? Repercussions of German 
successes in the lest on Germany has8 

given no reply to various questions, Mariam
pol,(We shall presumably let the Russians 
have Mariampol for 14 millions*) 

Fuehrer: Wants peace in the Baltic area! 
"The Baltic Sea is the" last area left where 
we can move freely, 
We are engaged in a life-and-death struggle
and exp§.ot Russian understanding for our situa
tion. . A war in the Baltic is "ruled out.
We must come to a decision, whether we want 
to stand back to back or breast against breast, 
Historic decision] Concepts on the big soalei 

/ 
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Molotov:-. Complains about provcca-Finnish 
tion and about relations*. 

Fuehrer: A war- to conquer Finland would put 
a severe strain on German-Russian relations. 

Molotov:. Russia demands the same freedom in 
her dealings with Finland as in her dealings'
with the Baltic states. ( Moscow Agreements). 

Fuehrer; Britain must be crushed,* divide up
the left-over pieces. 

Anything that distracts from the crushing of
the British Empire is undesirable. This in
cludes question of salonlki.~~ Powers intested 
in division: Italy, Russia, Japan, Germany. 

Molotov J- German-Russian relations in the first 
place,* Japan and Italy after that. 

-Fuehrer: - Russian relations. Creator 
Asiatic Area purely territory. 

Molotov/ Russian dissatisfaction about our 
Romanian guaranty. "It is in fact directed 
only against us«"^- Revocation! 
Strfiits: England has twice succeeded in pen
etrating into the Black $ca 

f Now the situa
tion is more menacing. -Suggest a to give the 
Bulgarians a Russian guaranty . 
Fuehrer: Projected revision of the 
Agreement concerning the 

Molotov: In giving a guaranty to Bulgaria, 
wg would not alter the internal order of the 
country by one hair's breadth, !rTangit3le guar
antics for our key position on the Dtraits." 

Russia will come to a direct understanding 
with Turkey c Requests provisional reply:
vv'ould you let us put Bulgaria under our pro t
eetion? 

\u25a0^uehrerJ sidesteps with reference to 
IIDuce. "If we ever want any frictions, we won'11 have 

\u25a0to bring up the ..issue -of• the- Straits !I 
0!I0 

iViolotov: delations between Russia and apan 
have improved. Quicker pace possible. Concern 
about Ought to be shared by 

Fuehrer: Settlement of .the Sino-Japanes con
flict. 

Molotov \u2666 Not averse.. Peace with honor neces
sary for Ghina» Japan is reaching out for 

Indonesia, and so might be willing, 
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note;Result* Constructive Russia has no 
Indention of "breaking with us. Impression 
on	 the rest of the world. 

Finland: Any further Russian action' easy {3 

belli. Accent' on economic interests* _%he 
Russians will dot the alone." '^hey 
are pursuing a policy of their own toward 
Turkey. Keadiness to come to an understand
ing with Japan. 

\u25a0"•s regards the tripartite Pact it is clear 
that Russia wants to be a partner, not its 
object. Pact must be	 reframedi 

fe^^traits_ques_tiqnj_ British efforts to supp
ort"Russian claims. 

°)	 Thailand raises claims on Indochina. ix'ot 
until after the war* 

entry into the war? 

e^ talk with the Axis partners postponed. 

f) Csaky willbe requested to grant transit 
for 8 to 10 divisions (20 Nqv)'. 

_ ajrtonme n^ fL_^-ILJi-^.£_^ s±® • (Intend an t ) y1•9^£lL-9B 
pref abrica.tpd "s tables . for 54.000 plus

12, 000 ready for shipmen-t— i-n—training centers. 
Cannot be set up before 1 February; at the ear
liest. 
Cantonments for men are less difficult. 

* Wagner~ Promotion for Dankwerts. '"&r uorvioo C ro3S— 
for Military..Government personnel «- Simplifica

:tion \u25a0. of Mi1itar y G-o vcrnment set -vp• 
(jrTransfer of PoVfs from Franco to ermany. 

yonEvenings Conference with Stcte Secret 
Weizßaecker. Mo important new points. 
Notewerthy: 

1.) appraisal of the 
'

effect^ of our opera
tions^ against the -^sles is not n 

very optimistic, yon Weizsaocker was evidtat-
'.ly.. ".. • surprised by information on our Pro'duc" losses and the presumable productiontion 
losses on enemy side; he had not been aware 
of	 these facts before. 

2.) His views on the prospects of an operation 
in are similar to ours* implica
tions of an extension of operations to 
Africa were likewise new to him. 
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3.
;lJ?1 the Balkan? he expects to main*

tain neutrality, even in the event of G-crv 
man intervention against 

4, )	 -H is hoped that an understanding with Bel-? 
gium wi^lbe achieved which insures her in~ 
elusion in a German dominated Central Europ? 

3an Union, 
policy toward Holland willbe equally cm-< 
oumspect because of her colonies/ which are 
moreover believed to be reasonably safe because 

of the mutual distrust of the powers
interested in them (U,S. ,Japan) \u2666 

17 November 1940 •(sunday r Ber1In)1In) 

NO official conferences, osk work* erti comes with 
the Children. 

18 November 1940. 
on his talk with OKW (Saturday, 16S®Mi^.?£L.: Report 

:•November) .	 \u25a0; 

1,1 Portugal willbe included in operation Fe-. 
\u25a0iix-njniTT if absolutely nepessai'y. 

2» )	 '^ho islands must be taken in hand by the 
Navy. hope that would be able 
to do that, since the Air has declin
ed 

# _»1c are mainly Interested in the Spa-n
.ish But the fuehrer ia also oyp*? 
ing the Portuguese Islands* 

3.) Shipping for the crossing of the Strait has 
been set aside.
 
Coastal prepared:
 
One Htry each" of 28 cm and 15 cm guns for
 
the European shore.
 
One Btry each of 24 cm and 15 cm guns for
 
the African sshorte
 t 

4« ) w'g have notified OKW of the times J^estrioJions 
imposed on the Spanish and Bulgarian""pro"pets 

.by the operation. 

s*)	 HHGstricti.ons reported imposed on General Han** 
sen by a""diroot Fuehrer order willbe clar-^ 
iflod, 

* 
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6. ) Innsbruck Conference tWas evidently in an
atmosphere og great frankness, attack on Ep-ypt
is.ruled out entirely at this time. The "plan
is to take Mersa Matruh and later %o	 attach
Alexandria and the Suez Qanal with the Alp/
Force* For this purpose they have ask ed. us 
for Ju 88s and Ju 87a. The Italian High Com*. 
mand expects to attack Mersa Matruh early
in Dec ember. 

7. ) Albania*. There had been two opposing con
ceptions. Badoglio wanted to wait until he 
had	 20 divisions in Albania. The Governor 
of Albania on the other hand, expected with 
certainty a political movement favoring

-Italian-, aims partin	 the of Greece inhabited 
by	 Albanians. Ciano forced through the latter 
view, which turned out to be wrong. Badoglio
is vex*y incensed. 
Now they will commit a total of 20	 divisions.
Beginning of the offensive set for latter 
half of February. 

8. ) The Italians would like us to attack from 
Bulgaria. Could the two offensives be syn
chronized? 

9#9 # 
)	 Italy was informed of our_jInt^ntion)s_ in Gib

raltar; Also of the fact, that they will be 
carried out without Italy's cooperation.
Badoglio does not seem;-:? to be interested to 
join, in any event* 

10. ) France^. BBarloglio keeps emphasising that we 
must be very careful in our dealings with
France, if we want to_avoicl serious trouble 
in North Africa, J- talian s veryare sus
picious of and Rogues.ltaly^promis
ed that no demands will be made on France 
without prior consultation with vs c However, 
they are interested in a speedy demobiliza
tion in Tunis iao arly clear-cut agreements 
with Laval are necessary* (Can not be expected 
before 10 days. ) 

!!• ) slavia '•> Germany is asked to exert pressure 
to relieve Italy. (Scared rabbi tsi ) 
The OKW has not yet considered the question 
of getting Jugoslavia interested in Saloniki. 

12. ) The HqS slated for Bulgaria willnot yet be 
briefed, OKW has no objections against" trans 
fer of the earmarked divisions to start 
training. 

yon	 Stuelpnarcel ( tfleabaden) i 

a)	 Originally the Fuehrer had an idea to negotia
te an understanding with England at "che expense— 
of	 France, 
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Did not corns offl 

without"k)	 t^^^Jl-^^oinlc eJ!?JE^!L °_n France 
our knowle dge7~ 5 '0% "b'fffie""raw'lna'&i'rial 
shipped from North Africa. A 250 mill. Francs 
credit for Italy. 

c)	 Realization that the situation is not yet 
ripe for the final defeat of England produced 
a new European conception.
ThTs"^e"3nip~fo~TEe~"'confe"re"nce with Mussolini, 
which was interpreted very differently on the 
German and on the Italian side. The report 
that Mussolini concurred with the Fuehrer 1s 
ideas is prabably only a subjective Impression 
on our part.
 
Conferences with &pain (Serrano Suner) did
 
not go well..
 

d)	 ,The Brenner Conferences resulted in a welt or 
of	 confusion in the two foreign Offioes.ReDort
of the Forschungs-Institut .* Italy wants to 
keep France as weak as possible, especially 
in North Africa. Italy is annoyed at our 
measures in Romania. They are looking for 
ways to demonstrate that they still retain 
full freedom of decision. Hence the Greek 
adventure. 

c)	 Italy's attitude gave a new turn to the
 
Fuehrer' s thinking. The result was the order
ub	 go slow on trance. 

f) Eventually, the conviction that Italy is an 
unreliable partner became the determining 
factor in the decision to continue in our 
orginal policy toward France. 
W§ will continue our efforts to coax Spain 
into the Axis orbit. Up to now she has been 
treated rather coolly, but with this objective 
in mind we shall have to be more friendly. 
Result is anyone's guess* 

in. anyo)	 lilllÎ!^^ 9R? or^J9:9^ Q s no^ result 
bTn"drng""~agFe~e"me nts"'. "Abyssinian situation 
apparently less difficult than expected*
(import of rubber from the Dutch East Indies, 
fuel stocks will last tillspring).— 
Offensive against Greece will not be resumed 
before the end of three months. 

h)	 Italy has no interest in preserving France_|_s 
economy, a contraction would not be unwcTcome. 

worked.,i) Partial military solutions must be out 
with France (base in Northwest Africa), before 
the conferences with -^aval on the bigger 
issues can be continued. 
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Raed©r also wants bases. QbdH! 

3c)	 Fuehrer is handicapped in	 his policy towardFrance by	 the attitude of the Party. 

l) The expulsions of Lorrainers by Buerkel had 
in the end to be swallowed by the French."** 

m)	 Documents on gas warfare willbe surrendered 
to us. ObdHl 

n^	 ?£^ s_S!Hl®.i-J!i^:ii£^£L M'ieth must be released, 
yon" stuelpnagel willbe free in late December.
Hermann as la for &tuelpnagcl. 
If Hermann goes, Boehme must stay.
tfarllmont wants to go to the front. (Boehme 
cannot be considered as replacement).

Central Branch. 

Radke a) Langemark Celebration, Report. 

b) Lectures at the Infantry Training Division 
(71st). 

c)	 Ideological training in the Rosenberg
indoctrination course. Has been given the 
assigment by the Fuehrer, 

d)	 Satisfactory result of an inspection tour 
in the^ East, (Coal supply to the units air right > 

Field works well; newspapers; films; ; 
Strength through Joy theater troups are doing ; 

good work; (genaral cleanliness,, good) ,. 

c) Question of officers' food rations. (Reports
that Officers get better food than* men}'. 

f) Question-. of rural resettlement. Finding
civilian jobs for veterans (Campaign toc 

counteract movement of rural populations to 
cities). 

OQu IV a)	 Situation Italy « Greece British reinforce
ments in Greece. Italy* s difficult situation. 

b)	 General gloominess in Italy about the military 
reverses. 

c)	 Spainj_ As sent io: Sunor is opposed by^ray, . 
police and officials, u-eneral Murios '^rande. 
also against Suneri
 
The new is a carricature of the old!
 
Is Suner 1 s main support.
 
War unpopular among the people; also among
Generals! 

d)	 U.S. ambassadors and Navy are imperialist. 
Career diplomats and the General Dtaff are 
against war. 
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c)	 Fuehrer is opposed to any sort of special 
courtesies for the U,S, and Switzerland; 
"but approves accommodating treatment of 
Finland, Bulgaria, Romania. 

Or(3-ers to Military Commander Belgium regarding55 a£B°Hl~ ~"	 

of Belgian gold to the Rei^hsbanktransfer	 for
Belgium's account. ( A disguised extortion 
which is difficult for a soldier to cover with 
his signature). 

Paulu_s|_(OQu I);Report on the Russian operation.--*,_ 

Q.enera^ d-^aff Training during winter 1940/41. 

~	 to act for Cs.Z2£L?i^l™£S' 
:—Xa. offleers as —deputies 

of	 oo 
# 
.EffiCienc y ratings. Disciplinary 

matters,— Matters	 official— concerning
 
correspondence. Future organization of 01CH.
 

talked to once more. (Instructions55 eH^i:!lE2£i. kas 
from the Berghof). 
-<c	 are to send another tend. Div. to Romania,

;ivi \u25a0•\u25a0which willnot be used against acedonia, e 
have to keep 12 divisions ready for Macedonia. 
(Apparently the Russian operation has been
 
pushed in the background).
 
Bulgarians assert that the terrain prohibits
 
any action before the end of February.
 

BacklogG-erckei Railroad situation^still tight a. of 
547 trains in the East and in 
Goal: Running well in the West. (Lorraine 
mines damaged during war not yet back In 
production). In the East, output is still 
lagging. 

19. M&ypmber 1940 

ob<3H : Zosseru 
-

0900 1200 :Report on Russian operation. Aftorv/ards
 
review of ciirrent matters. Nothing important to
 
note.
 

yon BernuthJ 

a)	 Reports on training difficulties in AG-ps, A 
and D relatlAfe to future unit training. (Too 
heavy strain on the troops; lack of training
centers). These difficulties can be overcome 
If we equalize the areas of A and D for train 
ing purposes. 
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b) v arlations between divisions in the allocation 
of	 recruits (trained and untrained). 

Buhlei Conference with QbdH, 

a) GHq troops before the last five Divs. of 
the trw^irtK jDraft.^'The last five Divisions .•-' t
 
of tine Twelfth will have to get horse-

drawn trains.
 
(Ocuppation troops in the East).
 
Report of Chief of Army Equipment to OK.7.
 

b^	 Coast Defense Artillery for Sgain.
Available Imme&ately: 10 Btrys 10 cm guns, 

'

polish 
9 Btrys 10,5cm guns, Gzeeh 

Material available' by 15 January: 500 rounds 
\u25a0p£r pig08." ;-• ' 

.. 
* 

Also 21 15 cm guns, French, willbe coming in.
 
«&s an interim measure we could take 10 cm gun
 
18 in the required Exucfo'&£x.
 
Personnel* For every three one 3 try will
 
be released from the Divs. of the Third Draft**
 

o)	 Divisions which have received trained replacements 
and willbe ready earlier; 

50th Div. (Hollidt) 1 Jan. ) 
7End Div. (Paris, M&ttenklott) ) for South.. 

(Must be promptly ) 
relieved! ) 1 Jan. 

75rd Div. (Biehler) ) 
294th Div.(Eighth J^aft.) (yon C-abke)) 15 Jan. 

(Must be Relieved l) )i 
56th past) (yon Oven) )

'\u25a0(demarcation line) 
198th Div. (Seventh Draft) (Roettig) Have no 

(demarcation line) 
' 

) nortq.rg 
-*183rd Div. 

(Protectorate).
(Seventh Draft) (Diepold)" us

'c "be.oon-, 
) l%vt^- toJ-^ 

76th Div. (East) (Angelis) by 1 ) 
"^* nojt.lB. : 

February ) 
46th Div. (South) (iCriebel) by 15 Januarj% ; 

OQu_lVj_~ Serrano Suhsr,.l7 and 18 November. Confcrence . 
a^ to gOnG well. — K-ing of the Belgians, 19 November. Telolii and 

Csaki 20 November. 

?£iL§iHE££l Conference on "FeliX" with ObdH; Infantry 
cover —for Artillery4?-- Flatbed trailers for 
Sixteenth Armd. Div* Shortening of transit? 
Balkans: Approves recommendations. 

No transfer of Divisions tillthe 
situation is clearer. 

£'ellgiebei; 
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\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 </.'\u25a0a) Armd., :c.n' Bns. 18 and 20 have activation 
troubles. 35% must be replaced by recruits. 

b)	 Radio equipment program willbe completed 
by spring; cable program willgo on into 
summer. 

c)	 Return to their units of personnel f.urloughed 
to industry may run into snags because of 
continuing shortage in skilled workers. 

20 November 1940 

Modelj_ (Ex G of g Sixteenth Army) reports as Commander 
of Third Armd. DiV. 

'?Z£?^ ?L- report transferred to uhief?2£^Jl*2£:Ll
~Y~~ran gportat ion* 

Deyle, Zimmerrnann: Stockpiling of chemical 
warfir;:. agents and projectiles. First stock 1.3 
mill. Lt F& How and mcd F& How will be completed 
1 April, 
Three months after start of gas warf ar?* a now 
supply of the equal volume could be ready
(including filling). xhereaf ter ;; same cuantity 
every three months. 

Total capacity of chemical warfare depots' 
10.000 tn.ns..of these 3,000 are for us, 7,000 
for Air Force. 
Batio of -attack- Lost to defense Lost 4:1 should 
be kept. T9 Uplost odorless makes up 10% 
of the total production. 

Z^HiHEil^E^i^&i.Re P^-y ir statement on long
range'reconnaissance, V/e reply with an inquiry 
designed to clarify the situation once for all. 

e :L'_ Coastal Arty (personnel and matei&iol 
~a)~By 15 January, 19 Btrys Czech and -'olish 

10 cm guns. 
15 February, 10 Btrys French 15 cm guns. 

b).Shipping in the Mediterranean ready by 15 
December (about 20 ships, we need about 14 
to cross over to 

"^angler).. 

q)	 Expulsion of Lorrainers stopped. 40,000 have 
been expelled, 200,000 remain. 

reports assembly forces dispositionsG-chlem^	 on of and 
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OQu IV:	 a) Situation report. Morale in Italy was good
till28	 October (Florence). Since that°time 
marked depression. 

b) Report on conversation with Marras. Italy wants
from us 3,000 trucks. via Jugoslavia.

c) Conference with Bulgaria In on 25 and 
26 November, intone scu 22 Nov. 

Baenfrsoh: OKw demands 5, 000-,, later perhaps additional 
10,000 tons of truck capacity for air shelter 
construction in Berlin. (s, 000 immediately, lo,000 

\u25a0perhaps	 by 1Dec. ) 

yon 3ernuthl We discuss the draft of the manual on 
deployment and operational control of the Armd
Div, 

21 November 1940. Trip to Munich to visit my mother. 
21 November leave from Zossen, 0700, arrival Berlin 

0830. , Munich 1700. 

22 November 1940. Spend day in Munich. 

23 November 1940 Return. Leave 0030. , arrival 1630.
(Stop over at Pottenst. ) 

24 November 1940 ( Sunday ,33erlin ). 
Work on	 the more important papers accumlated 

during m;y absence. Interesting points: 

1, )	 Again liaison between Olfrt and us is
 
deficient,
 this time relative to the 
Balkan question, The matter seems to be 
developing further, i.e o in the direction 
of a possible German attack on Turkey.
This of course changes radically the" 
picture. yev c must not lose eight- of the 
fact, that our chances against Russia 
diminish if we commit forces against 
Turkey, -at the last conference 4 was told 
by the Fuehrer: "we can do the Straits 
only after Russia has been beaten "„ This 
idea necessarily implies another one: We 
must avoid war against Turkey as long as 
Russia is not beaten. For this reason we 
have based all our planning on the assumption 
that our political leadership' ls doing its 
utmost to avoid a conflict with Turkey at 
this time. If this viewpoint shas now been 
abandoned for another, namely, that we 
can afford the risks of an attack on Turkey,
and that we would throw her out of Europe
if she does— not keep still while we attack 
Greece then we must postpone the Russian 
project*1 
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2.)	 An intercepted British radio signal 'Speaks 
of a transfer of "Headquarters" to Ireland 
on 22 November. It is doubtful' whether this 
means that the British High Command agencies 
are pulling out,, For my party Ido not 
believe it. 1t probably refers to a Saltish 
Expeditionary Corps which will use Ulster 
as a base for the occupation of the whole 
of Ireland, in order to open :c:io ports on 
the West Coast of to the British 
Fleet. In any case the report warrants our 
attention. 

3.) A report by the ?rench General fetaff on 
conduct of the campaign of the *rench 
from the beginning of the war through to 
the conclusion of our vVestern operation*
The absence of any big conception is striking.
Total inability to get away from the concepts 
Of position warfare, which on the one hand 
led them to allocate enormous forces to the 
fortress front, and on the other hand confined 
their operational thinking within purely 
defensive— lines after entering Belgium (first 
middle course of Scheldt river, later line 
Antwerp Namur). 

25 November 1940 

Berlin; 1000: Conference with Ambassador &botz: 

Review of the political situation in France.—	 -Laval, Weygand Situation In Africa.—0 — Conference with Laval end of this week.— demarcation Line. Northern provinces.
 

•
1100 Conference with Admiral Canaris 

He reports on the outcome of his trip to $pain 
and	 of his conference with V'igon. Vv'arns about 
Etscheit , who seems to have been talking nonsense 
again in Switzerland (Richthof en) , 

Return to Zossen.' 

Question of guard personnel in the -Test,
~ 

Division of responsibility between Military 
Government and Army HHoq o 

"Tourist parties". Complaint by the Military
Governor, 

Baentschi 

1...)	 BdE!s report to Fuehrer. 
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2. ) a) 600 Italian. 3enz trucks with Italian 
drivers to Vnxaoh, whore we put on 
G-erman drivers and take them to iku&ari.

b) V/Q must furnish also additional 800 
more trucks with drivers, to go to, 
Skutari via Bulgaria, One-third 5 ton, 
two-thirds 3 ton, total 3,000 tons, 

Army °ff from makin S an^con^rfbu^iSn 11 

3,) Cuts in transportation furnished for routine 
business. (Order). 

4») Turn in vehicles to OK 

5. ) Spain* 

Draft of assembly plan for the Southeastern
operation, This draft mustbfc revised, because 
the political command will demand stronger 
security against Greece, n is based on the 
assumption that we detrain in Romania and .group 
for operations after that.
 

Preparation:- V~ 25 December. January. 
Start of March: 16 u anuary.
Mot, unit on the southern border: 23 January.
Two Inf. and two ivit, Divs, on the southern border: 
4 
Start of offensive: 11 February. (Bear in mind 
Eastern operation 1) 

First echelon i 26 December 15 T 

He us ingor : 

a) 72nd and 73rd will be assembled in the 
Vosges Mountains by 29 November, 164th piv» 
can arrive in the Vosges Mountain by 3 December, 
bixthMt. Div, on the Semmering by 7 December. 

b) If rcDlacement is needdd for XXX Corps Kq-in 
the East, we could take XXXXIIICorps i'-cy 
(Henrici ). 

c) graining Divisions, for.Romania: -n^ixtU -"xrmcL.. , possibly Sixteenth Armd. in c:conange ;
Div<,for Third ArmcL 

d) Gibraltar: }_5 German ships are being readied 
in Venice, Trieste, Livorno; this means ''chat 
the larger part of them must first sail, round 
Italy (^trait of Otrantoi ). Scheduled to 
assemble at by middle of 

Jeoembor, 

c)	 Coastal artillery in the area to pro^r 
the assembly of troops for "Felix". oect 
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f)	 Flatbed trailers available: 28 20-ton, 

86 10=ton (distributed among all *irm&.Dlvs, ) 
For Sixteenth <irmd; d)iv, we need 67 20-ton,, 
4 10-ton trailers, \u25a0f'rime movers are more 
critical and are harder to replace than tracks 
(exept for the rubber). 
The flatbed trailers are organic equipment of 
the repair columns of the Armd.DivsJ 

g)	 22nd Div. will be converted into an Airborne 
Corps of the xiir Force , 

h)	 Miscellaneous i Substitute for 44th Eng.Bn. in— 
"Felix" disapproved.. irun bridge,—no decision 

•yet*.Our personnel Is standing by.< 
Construction Bns. for Todt? (No.1 ).— 
waffen SS Div. detaches one-third for new SS Div 

Sarnowi G-auleiter Wagner's telegram to ObdH about two 
trainl©ads of house furnishings from France pro
mised to him by ObdH. Obviously this promise 
cannot be kept, since the allocation of these 
articles is subject to the regulations of the 
Four Year <Lan # 

Taken as a whole this day shows again the vast amount 
of unnecessary work imposed on the Gr©JS££lklS-S&;&ff 
in consequence of the failure of OKy to furnish 
any positive leadership, i\ro directives have been 
forthcoming on what they really want in Bulgaria, 
but there is endless calk about troop:., strength, 
even about individual units. 
Any way we look at this Bulgarian business, it is 
nothing that would really hurt Britain. But that 
after all is the only tiling that should count. 

In this connection it is heartening to see that the 
Fuehrer is again taking an Interest in . "Seeloewe". 
That is the surest way to hit England, But then 
again, the Spanish question does not seem to be 
getting anywhere,, Neither Bulgaria nor Spain are 
to let themselves be dragged into the war o They
kn<g>w that they would have to pay the piper even— 

>after G-erman victories. 
England's plans against Ireland seem to be near 
realization. 

26 November 1940. 

G-en cral Buhie i 

&) Qav. Piv. Horses for aT guns (two requested for 
each Reg.t. ) 
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—
Have we got any tanks? Light Inf. guns available 
only for two R-egts, motorized. 
Other requests fulfilled. 

b)	 Hq for Armd. Groups* Command authority; judicial 
powers. 

c) Estimates of m,otc>r _..tr a.n sjDorJt _ej£P e rtjgj^ Cap aab e of 
operations wlt"Srdistant" objectives if good care 
is taken during this winter. 

d) 150,000 PWs, plus and Construction Bns, 
requisitioned for air shelter construction work. 

Divisional Engineers are out of the question* 
"c have a total of 31 G-Hq. Engineers Bns, Of these, 
8 are detailed for special projects. Of the 23 
remaining/ 12 must furnish cadres for —six new Bns. 
That— leaves seven mot. and four horse drawn -^ns-. 

Of the C ons truction Bns, 28 are working for 
Air Fproe, 20 for Navy. Altogether we have 115. 

c) Mountain equipment for °ulgaria willnot be 
possible* 

f)	 "Chief of **rmy Library", as of 5 December. 
h)	 Military-«G-eographica3- Institute willbe activated 

in Warsaw during of .Uecerber* 

Kinzcl Bulgaria. 

Troubles : 

a) Are afraid Hirkey will attack) 
) Their demands— areb)	 Fear ait? raids ) put aside. AAAi"** 

o'	 Russian landings at Burgas and Varna; say they 
have reports; want heavy artillery, 

&)	 Country is poor. Could not stand a prolonged watf» 

the';\u25a0^\u25a0££!LJl^ W^^l FiviVpracticable roads across 
Inlk&n i^duntnins leading to the ;outh, one-wn.? 
roads ;.narrow j nany-ourves, Brid^^s partly very 
weak. Only wide enough: for one vehicle, sharp curves 
at bridges. 

father: From-- 1.5	 to tho v middle of"4pril,
•snuwirtf ts. No snowp 1ough r,l 
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Frontier?Frontier? %is on foothills. East of the Struma 
Fiver ""May "be compared with 

* For tificj.itions Reported to have some pillboxes, 
TlgliTTlG^empTaoGments, otherwise field fortifications 

foodj_ For oaoh they would feed 100,000 men for four 
weeks. No gasoline, no repair facilities. 

' 

cry diffic It, Staffs can be accommodated, 
Tsu :cT not "troops, 

"~ ~"
: Ponderous, an tigvated,Jf^£l5JraL5JL&?1

unimaginative c

" 

Romania nansen, propaganda, Size of his Staff. 
far ty ag e noio s with women ( Par ty,S S ) have macle an 
embarrassing impression. Officers Corps partly in 
opposition^ neral Staff makes good impression. 

Ju£tt.; ;r•* a) fe'tart of postwar t? lining only on approval' by 

"^ \u25a0b) Want's us to stress to OKW importance of 
|^rel^i3:l- ârJf r?:^ nillSj. raining Sec. ObdH f 

\u25a0\u25a0"such as""radio operators, etc.
c)	 Knight's Oross SA. (Mantey) 

v ObdH? 
d)	 Service in jj'eldhorrnhalle*^ to "be credited— 

.c.3 military scrvicoi Buhl'e yon Bcrnuth. 
c) s£cognitiqn for 3A. Knight's ": 

Service G^oss for SA leaders. ObdH. 

•^ " 2Sy_±.Z ; • Or ll'LS Q.n(itrails in the Conclusion 2 

large-scale operation impossible, at worst harassing 
raids, by a few Bns. ,striking *in northern direction, 
from Central Africa, against rench and Italian 
North Africa. 

Tip-oelskiroh» a)yon	 Albania: So far Italians have at 
Divs,I most ".5 

b)	 °ur Foreign °ffice is now ?trii<:ing 
.a very friendly note in dealing with 
Jugoslavia. 
Apparently they are playing with the 
idea of selling the Yugoslavs on 

in return keeping their 
handr off the Adriatic (Vienna) • 

c^ Hungary is receiving very friendl 
treatment t the moment. 

d)	 Moiotov: with Bulgarian envoy. 
Offers guaranty provided the Axis— 
does the same. 
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:Help in extension of the frontiers] 

c)	 At the moment, Bulgaria declines guaranties 
from any side. Joining of the Axis is under 

consideration. 

f)	 Leopold: Friendly mood toward The 
possibility is left open that the country 
would retain its sovereignty. 

g)	 Antonescu has served notice that he will demand 
revision of the Vienna Decisions, 

h)	 England's difficult situation is becoming 
increasingly apparent. Roosevelt reported to 
have stated that England willbe finished 
within six months and that there is no Sense 
in dragging the U.S. into the war for England* 

i)	 Spain___ under heavy German pressure to join us 
against England; Fuehrer thinks the military 
problem is simple and expects complications 
only in the CJanary Islands. Economic difficulties. 
V'ar unpopular*' English propaganda, is strong! 
Morocco question is left open. 
¥\o decision yet on Spain 1 s participation. 
Decisions up to On the economic side 
they want 60,000 tons of grain. 

Ik)	 Reported landing of Canadians in &£ee.ce__ L doubt 
that. Probably only Air 

on tour to AG-p. A55£L2Z'^™^£ii®-Cl Report 

a) G-d has resigned itself to strength rcduc** .. tions.'" 
b) Coast Defense is a greater burden than is the 

Demarcation Line, The bulk of the troops are . 
assigned to Coast Defense, fteeruils are being
trained in the dunes unit training above Bn-, 
level not possible while troops are in Coast 
Defense assigments. 

6 

c) In some Divs* no replacements can be found for 
armament workers.^Occasionally the assertion 
is voiced that armament workers willnot return 
even next spring, 

d)	 Replacements for detached cadres have not yet
arrived; every delay in their arrival postpones 
completion of recruit training. 
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c)	 "."eeloe^e" !?r-3- rrar.- is pursued wit/ toat 
energy, as though operations might start any 
time.' ' 

f )	 Training program is overdone inthe Regional
Defense Bns as many as one~third of men 
engaged in training 

g)	 Personnel, detached for guard duty: Complaints 
..by High Command West are true only for a few 
Divisions, in the others the situation is much 
better. Much nonsensol ( e.g.. lines of sentries 
round coastal towns; guards outside soldiers 1 

clubs) . Continually changing demands make things 
more difficult. Blocking off of big cities 
cannot be kept up. Busch has rescinded the order. 

?££2r^_ 9IL 8 ?S ?uebler:_ Satisfied with training.
facilities, complaints or suggestions, need 
a Liaison Officer for Air Force and the Spanish 
High Command. 

G-crckc: a)	 Report on meeting of advisory board at the 
office of the Director General. of the State 
Hailroads, 26 November. Minister of transport
ation admits that the State Railroads will 
in future be unable to meet our requirements 
on the level of present demands. 

b)	 bridge _Hen dayo_'- Matter" Is under 
con'sTdora't ion by Madrid foreign 

Office. 

c)	 Mining of railroad bridges in Franco,* 

d)	 2419 m of niilitaryjbridgos tied up in 
bridge s , 2990 "in "available "for use. New 
production to 1 January: 207 re, to 1 666 in 

so that .we would have 3,850 non hand, plus 
built-in bridges, total is about 5000 m. 
15,800 m steel girders for temporary bridges
(bridge launcher?). 9, 500 bridge piles. 

c) Officer Corps of Railway Troops willbe built 
up by bringing in university-trained men; 

for out-of-turn seniority promotion;Provision 
Corpswill be taken into the active Officers 

during war. 

f^ii^^l"bridges~~ u.n ;.le_r_cq^structj lo_ri1o_rij" L Progress
made," 

ow basis f°r the negotiations on the question 
of Belgian gold: G-old ™ill bo placed into a 

deposit thecustodial at 
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Rpedor is to continue negaiihVi'one. on this basis 
(acceptable I Neumann farnow will go,)* Penmen, and
 
to Brussels.
 
'or \u25a0 

. ,	 irmation of a number of 
___^___^	 )f"fcleatii sentences 
Desrtion, against the occupying power,
Dtatistics of military offenses during October. 

27	 November 1940 

(Thomas deputy) reports, Mission to inspectCol^^BreJL^fch^ . Divs. earmarked for early commitment. 

yon 

:-': -' a'	 of recruits. 

manuals, Manualsb) Revision of training	 for 
•^•egiments must be issued before those for Divs#* 

c)	 Officer candidates: fhere are still 20,000 
peacetime candidates who have not yet been 
commissioned* Ono training course turns out 
over 4,000 a It is therefore useless to start 
new training courses, since the Personnel 

could not process their nraduates. 
matters alone at present is that the remain

:ing trained candidates in the units get their 
commission* 

d.) Miscellaneous.' Tour by the "ar	 - Visit 
Training Divs cto	 the 

General Ott: a	 "Lessons of the Infantry in the ''tc stern 
Campaign" (Must be put into the hands\u2666 

of	 troops )„ —•b)	 Doeberitz Training "kesults 
must be put on maps for mass distributions 
to troops, — 

o/ Koenigsbrueck Div. Too much 
theory!

d) Rifle negts, in «rm&. Diva, must be led 
by Inf0 -trained officers.

c) Organization of the Infantry squad. 

: 

a) .(G-ehlen) Result of the map exercise on the 
tfulgar ian opcra	llon : 
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Fror. the st^.rt the weight must be on the 
western wing. The central group Is of no 
inpoyttacc Tne eastern group Is important, 
but will not be effective operationally. 

b)	 About six nay be used as a defence 
screen fo.r, the march to the South, -As against 
our original plans, the movement will take 
no more than four days longer. Additional 
forces for current requirements may follow 
behind, at a rate of one Division every two 
days* 

c)	 Effects of possible operations in Spain and 
on the Balkans on the Russian problem* The 
diversion of strength to these operations 
would compel us to give up "Seeloewe" and to 
confine ourselves to reaching the first 
objectives in""the Russian offensive. They would 
certainly give us a jump-off base for a pincer 
operation, but such an operation does not look 
promising in these Immense spaces c 

Hhodeia) Increased anxiety In Turkey. 
rejection"£>/ Demonstrative	 of a break with i-ingland 

- and of transit for our troops through Anatolia,— c) State of siege in Thrace. Condition of the 
troops in Thrace — 0 — 

d) Turkish **rmy and Force. Defense, ;vrms.~— 
"ar industry.Morale. 

yon Zlehlberg* a) iteport of tour in thu iJast, Heartening 
impressions of the General Staff work, 

b) Current General Staff Personnel matters. 

23	 November 1940. 

Sarnowy toe agree that there are two ways la) through 
Brussels, or b) through France, 
a)' Alternative is' possible only if we make 

concessions (Restrict scope of order and 
negotiate on an equal basis. ) 

b)	 Alternative, to talk to Hemnen and the Governor 
of the Bank of France, which would put t&e -cold 
of the Belgian National at our disposal. 
(Same evening): Heinnen will see Laval. Power 
to dispose of will be vested in Becker by 
an order of G-ov-rnreent Belgium. It is 
thought that Laval must honor such a signature 
as le^al and turn o?t r thu gold. 

c)	 The whole affair, of course, is nothing but a 
legal form of extortion. Still the form is 
tolerably acceptable 
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The Governor of the Belgian National Bank 
will probably resign, This we can put up with, 
unless also- the Belgian &eneral-- Decretary of 
Finances resigns; he is really irreplaceable* 
Moreover,; France seeing what happened to Belgium le 
gold will of course draw her conclusions on 
what she may expect gold.for her. own 

C of S XVIII.Corps, reports, Wants our help in 
"getting replacements for officers with mountain 
experience. 

Q)?--L£'L J^onjie^piyis_ion :_ New man for	 (Trauch ? 
"GutzeitT)", 
Medical Officer Corps • Two-thirds of civilian 
doctors and one -fourth of hospital doctors are
 
still in the
 
Representative of ObdH to *'rank (Governor-General)?

Officer roplaq omen t s ?
 
The following CG-s have experience? yon 

(Armistice Commission), Manstein 
(XXXVIIICorps), Kionitz (I XVIICorps), Lindomann 

(L C Orps)^ Hartmann (XXXX Corps), Brand (XXXIII 
Corps), 'b ahrmbacher (VIICorps), XK Ortzfleisch 
(Xl Corps), Kuntze (XXXXII Corps), 
Divs. available for assigmenti 46 th^ 56th, 183rd, 
198th, 294th (15 January), 76th (lFebruary). 

Replacements	 toBuhlola' are now being speeded the 
Divisions; in the"Seeloewe" other Divisions 

alreadythey have arrived* 

b)	 Impossible to use recruits to replace the 
armament workers on furlough.^ as doing so 
would preclude forming Field Replacement Bns. 

o' up of armament workers takes 20 days. 
(10 days to get them out of the factories, 10 
days to return them to their units). 

d)	 C Catsr ts and horses for Infantry (Five for each
Company) . 

c)	 To g3t Amphibian tanks Armd, Divs. ) 
ready for amphibious operations takesSto 10 
weeks. 

f) Report on truck situation, Qos of First and 
Eighth 1 s-^rmd. brigade fairly satisfactory. 

)	 O^dH wants to supply only the trucks for the 
20 short-range Ren Staffeln. 

"eusingcr : 

a)	 Guard troops problem in AGp.A. 

*™* \u2666*\u25a0** 



b)	 More Divisions -for Romania, 

o)	 Two-thirds of the ships in the Mediterranean 
(lO) will get 50 ton loading cranes, one-third 
(5) 12 ton cranes. 

yon Stzdorf : 
a)	 Conferences of the Reich Foreign Minister 

with the Jugoslav Foreign Minister (Berghof 
and Fuschl). Mussolini approves. No results 
so far. Prince Paul must be called, in. 
Yugoslavia to get Saloniki and a guaranty of 
her frontiers* demilitarization of the 

coast. 

b)	 y,cily!_ Anxiety whether Albania can be held. 
"SEiff"blame on the Army.* 

c)	 Codreanu-Day. Anniversary of assassination 
(Morossow), Romania. 

d)	 Papen to the Turkijsh Foreign Minister! Axis 
is willing to respect the territory and the
 
sovereignty of Turkey and to offer guaranties,
 
provided Turkey is willing to cooperate in the
 
Mew Order of Europe,
 
"Formation of a British front on the
 
would be intolerable for Germany",
 

c ) is becoming the center of interest. 
Hussia has asked Bulgaria about her attitude 
toward a guaranty pact; !!If it is accepted, 

would draw closer to the Tripartite
Pact." 

f)	 Russia: for joining a QuadripartiteConditionsPact :"' Finland Russian sphere of interest ", but 
willnot be invaded. G-uaranty of Bulgaria; 
interest in the Straits. Bulgaria is 
evasive, 

g)	 Ireland: Show of will to- resist. Our Minister will 
talk" with De Valera. 

h)	 Spainj_ Reported agreement among the leading 
Generals that Surier must be fired, 

i) Japan I wew ambassador in Washington, one-time 
head of a friendship mission, Gutting back of 
political objectives! 
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29 November 1940 

Mornj.ng^' Part Iof Paulus' map maneuver (Study of the~~ 
"Eastern operation)* 

£^f tornoon.J_ comes in on completion of his work 
•with Hauser» 

Oohsncr! Reports on his tours in the westj 

a)	 XKUebler f s Smoke battalion is oontinuin 
training in the Jura Kountains. 

b)	 Development in the oil flame process. 

o) Must get some publicity for the Smoke Troops, 

d) Service Manual for officers \u2666 

Phone talk with Sodejis tern__ about_rv;ported plan 
of transferring ;cne' French Paris. 

% 

talk VVgli voH^DM•\u25a0 Phone	 >xliirl:lL-l__; -U Is correct 
that the \u25a0\u25a0^rencn tiov -rniaent Wjuld like 'to '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0rove to 
Paris. So far t:iw has not auth" vrizv;d' such 
a p )ve. :.r:.issi m his orders to defer 
the natter urdjLl -after the 'Rib'b^ntr yp-Laval' confer
ences. £ u^.hrer will decide then. 
Conference Huntain.^o'r/«varlimont. French plans in 
Africa outlined. 

30 November 1940. 

Phone talk with ObdH on progress on current matters. 

1 Preparation of the conference with Os1.9H 0:!*?!'
"of "S o"f'"Armies, etc,
 

Visit to the ,(9Deo ember)
— 
Corresponddnoe routine. Current personnel matters, 

Schmidt;~Alt^3Rstddtj Abefz 1 position as "Ambassador 11.* become Independent of the Military G-overnment, 
ar-reaching implications for the position of 

ObdH and of Military G-overnment France. 
Jewish question in France, 
Propaganda in France. Disbanding of the Propaganda
Section, 

5l£rlilML.lZ22 h™SLSL?J^ ceZQJ}Re _wit^ 9M£?» X report on 
important mattera'TEat oame~"up" during his leave..<y e have heard that the political leadership wants 
to drop its plans for the Spanish and Portuguese
Islands, Instead, an effort is to be made to bring
Portugal into the camp* 

G-uest at supper in Sorlinf Boehm-Tettelbach. 
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1 UiidcmhQr 1940. (Sunday, Berlin). 

No now official business, Work pn current matters. 

2 Dec ember 1940. 

Major	 Dingler reports out. 

°apt.	 Simon (ib, 246th Divf ) transferred to Seo. Foreign

Armies WestV"
 

on his tour in the East.
'* questionsCurrent in Gen Section Dihm to replace

Vveingart? Traffic control. 

France: New set-up following the change in Abetz' position 
? 

Noon:	 Lunch with the Danish Mission headed by ofChief
Gen. Staff, aenoral Gqcrtz, which will"tour tho
Maginot Line (Guards uavalry Club). 

J^- ng:Q }-01. report SoQol± 
•^\u25a0eusinp:er • 

a) Report on OIC7 Conference on liFelix" 
3L.)Friday arrival of "Small Reconnaissance 

at Bordeaux: Lanz, Grosse, Roschmann,
*nf., Luoht, "rtillery; &ei;:er, Sng.,—Stahmer, Sip:...,. 

2, ;18 
? 

trains willbe prepared before__tbn st^rtof operations, but otherwise the French 
Administration must be kept out of 

the preparations. 

b^ calk with 

12ia/
<^
r-ee^§i uoe in ow spirit s c No leading 

"^enaral¥T "-^relun of fimpire is dreamed out. 
Guaranty to Jugoslavia, transit of troops, but 

will be taken by us and then turned 
over to 
Turkey has been informed, and is netting soft 
in consequence. 
(< e shall be in Leningrad in three weeks! I 

; heinkel -planes wanted for four 

Gibraltar! Siege guns, 'as explosion,** 
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rc)	 5£E^r??^l A ncr" rwl* 14 cumber.. Will bo 
preceded by advance Party. *or 16 eccmberl 

?i^^_P?«^? £ccArl.rlai.sslc^£_e_.?i:£iZ for Bulgaria, 
3es't in "two"suode'ssTve" groups . 

9.) Ss2*Si2S._P£ §_S£s. .S^lS^ 4 ?E2uE (Hqeppner) : That 
me-afts/ wg""rhu^t:"r©Qal'f"2§ns_£§ "from Romania to 
have him' fqr \u25a0Eastern opor atio^'. 

G-en BrancU, (Arty): 

a' "Felix" : Biarritz coast defense: Two batteries— from Channel.' Coast defense. Navy preparations
for Spain Eight 17 cm s;uns to close the Strait 
of	 Gibraltar ol(o

l( be shipped by sea;), 
together with light batteries. 1t takes eight 

for action,1weeks from arrival to get them ready 
Our contribution for coast defense for Spain: 
To supplement the supposedly existing 29 Spanish 
Btrysawith 150 guns (excluding Ceuta and the 
Islands), which may be in dubious condition, the 

Operations Staff wants from us: 'i > 

Two ;10. cm Birys^. ono .©ach. £ of*-Malaga and Cadiz. 
Must be taken from our flank.1 

Two Bns 8 ,z_ six one 3n. of three Btrys for 
(Must beVigo and for Barcelona. U taken from 

coast defense against ) 

Two Bnso ,~ clx BnD of three Btrys »for 
Por-to and for Lisbon,, (^an for the time be taken 
out of the artillery earmarked for Portugal*1 ) 

Four Btrys o for the defense of the Canary Islands* 
(Must	 deionses,be	 taken from the -^rench coast? 
they temporarily replaced by mobilewhere will be 

batteries; laterJ.ater by newly activated 
artillery units) 0 

batteries: oy	 coastal 

b)	 Firing efficiency of Artillery pretty poor. 

c)	 Surveying. _in__tiic_ East (difference of vie'.-rs 
botwean" the "Chief -^rGillery Officer and Ninth** 
Section regarding assigment of surveying missionc). 

iv;OQu : over to thea'	 Cinkar 
AxTs""nowi"^"n three, months conditions will be 
leas favor able <, 

b) Romania* Nothing nuw # Romanian will be ready 
by spring. Nothing promised. 
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o)	 Leopold: .The closer -Belgium's ties with Germa-**^ 
the grea Wr tlie:

' 

amount b'f internal independence 
she will retain,- wo objections against tno
 

continued rule: o£ the dynasty,
 
different -from and Norway.
 

\u25a0d) Aissianf haye backed with the .Ailgarians, Sf. 
Bulgaria accepts f an Assistance £act, 

"

?dfsia, 
will support her revision claims. nfn 'Ussia 

Tripartite ."^ct.. upen pact,will also Join •fDp^ulltatlon of trie-two sec"^	 ~ 
nV

\u0084^cje of interest^ ne three powers must
Jrant a. .privileged position in the Straits 
according to a formula still to be. arrived at, ) 

conditions :. ; 

No	 more troops to (peaceful
settlement.') Bulgaria concludes *act of Su'hual -> 

Assistance with =lussia; must join the Tripartite
Pact. 

Russia will lease bases on the 'Straits. , 

Turkey is not agreeable, satisfaction of claims 
will be forced by Italian .and Russian 
military action against Turkey. ) 

Japan must renounce her claims to Northern 
'Sakhalin. . 

Russians are . interested, in the region south of 
\u25a0 

e^	 Qpaln lias said that two months sire too short 
for preparation;, accept no deadline. 

'f•) 5n5nt zIg*;er-^ar1imont » Against Nlgarla, through
' 

•.	 . 

QQu li. distribution of.Russian forces; fortifications on 
the Husrian eide» He view of operational 
possibilities aftur the first objectives have 
been 'gained, • 

3 December IS4O 

OQu 1 map. .maneuver (Eastern operation ). Part II 
\u25a0of the operation, bringing us to the line Minsk'  \u25a0 

\u25a0 
\u25a0 . 

QQu IV: Rorania: internal situation still very tense 
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AritonesouJ- illegal movement was armed by Germany
(stated In the presence of Ghe Gen oralsi. Number 

•of	 political assassinations exceeds £00. 

%mcp with	 giina i^llX $qt fuj!t)he^ . disturbances 
-' '	 

\u25a0•	 :\u25a0iirmy.. .. :	 . 

Romania^. Romanian &en. &taff states In daily situatioh 
report: Russians have. moved four Divisions nearer 
to ,the Romanian border near Cernauti, \u25a0 

Heusinffey,;	 Jodiy* Rasp, Sorki 

Report on schedule of movements in "Felix"; Our 
Reconnaissance Party (15 strong) goes to s pain 
on 6 -^ec ember, I'hey willbe followed by a group 
of Reconnaissance planes, then SS then 
J1rtillery etc. An Interval 32- 38 days will 
elapse between the crossing -of the frontier by
the planes' and the start of the operation. 
This is plenty long and anything but a lightning 
faar # But the need for rigorous camouflage 
necessitate this long delay. 

: ~1800 
i(
Qonf erence with ObdH;^ On political situation,
Felix11, TrMarita ir and Eastern' operations, iNJ o new 

\u25a0 •viewpoint s»	 . 

G-eroke' Steel quotas allocated to State Railroads and 
O'hief of Field transportation approximately meet 
our demands. 

-
"Otto progro.m 51 w can be carried out in full. 

ivagner ;. a)	 Fuehrer directive on "ambassador in France"."Military Governor" will remain for the time 
being. 

b) 800 trucks for Italy.
Suggests? instalment: 250, by 1 Januarys 

Second Instalment: perhaps 100 by 
. . 1;%rch,

i-hix»di-hix»d instalment: remainder by 1 l%y,
\u25a0^rivers from Furlough L»ivs/ 

c)	 'i'ruck situation. Spare parts quota must be 
increased. New workshop platoons. (l6will beready). & "fourth Echelon- Maintenance
Workshop" for each 0 

One^half of new truck production will go to
the Field (1,600 by 1 February), 
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d) Fuel 'situation "bad, Tire situation very bad # 

von__£tzdorf : Report on re cent conferences: 

28 November;a) Fuehrer/^ink^.Jia^.ojdJobj.
Yugoslavia's exintence important for us, for 

reasons, vVe want a strong Yugoslavia*economic 
"e.hayo no interest in the 

pue-iir-jrJ_ uNothi|ig has ever changed between us. It is 
.our. partner who w?iter|&§. . typical example 
of how a big State can underrate the power 
of resistance of a small State, folly". 

Unique; opportunity for Yugoslavia, 

"c shall drive England out of Greece with 20 
divisions,, but willing to usi 180 Jivisione," 
ifvneid bs. in connection with th*s operation, 
frontier readjustments possible ii.-. ..avor of 
Bulgaria.
 
Hungary » boa constrictor, Indigestion.
 

Russians have offered assistance to Bulgaria 
and have premised treaty revisions also with 
respect to xugoslavia c 

If Yugoslavia joins the .^"erman combination she 
would obtain a guaranty for her existence, plus 
Saloniki* In return she would only have to 
demilitarize .^alnatia*\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0' r
Jl Buce too/ would be glad to confront Ms 
hotheads with accomplished facts/
"Events permit us to bring influence to bear 

11.in the Italian -sphere 
l!2hree months from now /the situation might be 
less favoratele for Yugoslavia" s 

Bulgaria nor Jugoslavia need take part 
in any military action s, Naturally, will 
use its discretion in distributing what is 
conquered by arris r 

Stalin wants to do business along the lines of 
-traditional Russian policy. Ifhe finds no field 
for his activities --on the he will turn 
elsewhere, , 

Germany willbuy Yugoslavia's production over 
a long period and at fixed.prices* 

"b )Jt&v^er/^JLjmo^ end o f. ftoveniber: 

A -campaign against is a liability, 
fuehrer will attack only with sufficient forces. 
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In pursuing his pqlicles,, he willdeal
 
also with cgunjries £p;r which he lvas_lit;tle
 
syinpa^hy |fugG!s|£i?ia) t Insists £hatf Italian


Fg^Pe gperafe: over t;he Mediterranean' day
v 

\u25a0\u25a0and n|§Ht."; "'}\u25a0 v 

Program for next sprang*	 Mersa' 
iJiatruh, Greece. ; ".'
 
Program for fall .1941:
 

c)	 *'ranoo more unpredictable than ever, no 
date for his entry into the war. "Completion 
of preparations cannot yet be predicted 11 * 
Wants experts- also, for economic organization 
of country, 
Franco demands that operation in 
Mediterranean coincide with the western 

\u25a0operation, , 

&) Russians want to send us 
one million tons of grain.. ( "From reserve-
stocks") '^'hey expect bigger counter-deliveries* 
Aalance must be settled.' 

veTy suspicious about "Personnel policyc)	 su£^P 
in	 the' Kremlin "o" 

o 

f ) _Jiuat_zi'S i^Tj i^betz ?
".fight -De "waull-e" through Algeria)" nbTt "before
 

November, l94l, Requires careful preparations;
 
there must -be no reverses. want fewer restric
tibns for their i>! avy, .
 

%}	 Qur proposal to Molptoyj' open and two 
secret agreements, to v\m for ten years,
A
us6ia would join the tripartite Pact if 

five secret protocols are accepted • 

1. ) Concerning with whom they want
 
. to come to -terms without force of arms*
 

2. ')\u25a0 Concerning '"'ulgaria,- with whom Bussia 
wants to conclude an assistance 
In. re ~curn Bulgaria would be allowed 'to 

. join, the tripartite Pact.
 
3, ) Lease of bases on the Bosporus.
 

j

4. ) x'ur.key must be requested to join the Tri
n partite Pact; then give a guaranty. In 

the event of a refusal "diplomatic' and 
military enforcements by Germany /Italy" 
and %ssia.
 
J apan must renounce her Sakhalin concession.
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5. ) Hucai^n p^u^r^ q£ interest south of the 

v3c	 have noc yt,t replied bo -chese proposals, 

fr)	 jjaejirir/K1np: Lva pqlclIHcpt.pt ion friendly . 
intbrnal indGp^nclcnot of Belgium will fc© 
greater the closer she ties herself to Germany.

ri&ermany will do^ nothing against the oyal
..royal. 

as -contrasted with the policy taward Holland 
-and Norway* 
We	 shall not let. starve. 'individual 
treatment" promised, "Statement" refused. 

fjntone scu« Instead of 45 Divisions he wants to s 
activate only 29, including 10 with double cadre. 

* 
Antone s cu/ fe'u ehre r *intone sou serves notice of
 
a demand for revision after. the war.
 
Romanian ready in.spring.
 — 

k^ fuehrer/ '£e lekij Ife rau st no t trus t 'the RRus sian s.
"^ngXana aireacly beatcn* — $e rman y s sup eriority. 

4 •December 1940. 

Morning* Preparation for the Conference. 
(Conference is then called off and postponed to 
5 ember). 

•\63Eh	 _ (iirmis %icc . oominiss ion): 

bJ	 of the G-overnment to 'VereallleSj,,transferfuehrer has ruled, that for the time being
this question should be given dilatory treatment. 
\u25a0Probably 'it'will be nsome time, before they are 
allowed to (return# *'i.rst we must .wait for the 
outcome of the conferences with perhaps 
also, whether any practical results will follow 
from them. . xiG-p a ratified*. 

b) 'Fuehrer views favorably prospects for cooperation
with the French. Xias a positive attitude in this 
auestio.ru rench'_ will. . need

M_ 
time,

II 
_ _

/i-	 . . however*'_ ./--\
\u25a0(foreign Office directive on"line" is different). 

o) iirmistice Commission has been, instructed to 
work on the Italian s to mak e the m to, ..ac cept 
the French requests! 120,000 men in 
Africa, easing of restrictions : an the .^avy. 

-- & 
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d)	 Troubles'* -^xpuAeiori of Lorrainers. (Himinier 
is"behind that 1, and 'in Bordeaux* 
267 ews -from Luxembourg * 

Chief Signal Qffleer

a}	 Signal communications fqr f'-ir force in. "Felix", 
vigo, padiz, walaga for NNaval Operations fetaff, 

b)	 Saw materials for Signal Communiqations. **ir 
force- demands four times more from us.1 J will 
have to learn to manage things differently. 

rio) Signal communications through uhgary and" 
\u25a0•*'	 for t<JttoRomania o authorized by OKW. 

d)	 Once %rita is getting under way, signal officers
;?to Belgrade and. Sofia* , . 

c)	 -Direct communications with Ireland, -^ir Attache, 

f)	 Japanese Attache wants .to exchange with us 
Russian cryptographic material* 

g) Foreign Office,	 and we are 
doing radio intelligence. Fellgiebel was 
supposed to coordinate these activities, but 
has not got cen, anywhere. 

Jocll'! a) conference on 5 December. l) Camouflage 
must not be overdone* The matter must be— 
speeded up, 2) Too little Artillery. 

b)	 Fuehrer report on 7 December, afternoon: XKUebler
with Artillery specialist (1500 -hrsj. 
Rlchthofen, Representative of OKH. 
Subject*, details of the -operation. 

» 

5 December 1940 

G-ercke? Assigments for
 
ObdH's- '"reply to \u25a0recommendation concerning Strobl.
 

Buhle : a J	 Trucks for trucks,^ 250 in 
January, 200 in March, -^rivers from 
Furlough Divisions.

bervice,-^b ervice,-^b) Reich	 50 Bns. for the i2ast 
-in March6 
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c) Field Replacement J3ns. (70 co begin with), 
a) New Armdi &roupi Signal units from the 

Divisions of tht J-'hird 
v refit etc* (February )*Sixth 

yon £&ntelen; a) Progress in the	 H@ specially
11-~*	 Ifn^ian war. 

-*\u25a0	 stresses the passivity of the -^talian*vavy. 
b) Possible developments and prospects* 

Ambassador %tter: Cooperation between Foreign Office 
•\u25a0 vepts. and the Army, \	 • 

~ 1900	 (ObdH and myself; part1500 Fuehrer^ :of	 the time," General ): 
l)Se .outlines the political situation and his 

plans. Details see ljiote on the conference. 
Summary }"FeJLIx 11 as soon as possible. Latest 
date for F-day, 10 January, 1941. He want. 8 
shortest possible interval between the first 
air attack and the start of the artillery 
bombardment, '^'he decision to do "Felix" is 
final. 
''Marital Preparations must be carried out to 
the full in accordance with the" recommendation, 
and in such a manner that we can march into 
enemy territory early in MMarch. The decision 
whether ¥arlta will be done is still left open. 

"OttV^*Preparations must get fully under way 
in"accordance with our basic plans. Proposed 

of 1<aay«date: 

"Seeloewe ";j_ Can be left out of our considerations* 

Libya? tip longer contemplated, 

2).	 Details on "Felix": 
a.)	 I'actics* inch of English territory must be 

pulverized,, i'o do this we need much siege 
gun ammunition. Unlimited expenditure of 
ammunition; 20. -30 ammunition trains through
France*, or by sea to Malaga. Negotiations 
with French authorities on transit of these 
shipments not before X-Day. workers through
Spain o 

b) Insure installation of Coastal Artillery in 
T'arlfa and Ceuta through a sales arrangement 
with Spain, be set up in time to prevent 
escape of British ships. 
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c) Prepfcrstipkii	 completed for ferrying-	 m^stl be 
troo^.:.- HoripopQi 

k 
\u25a0&/ Heaviest tank?sj new heaviest type carrying 

27	 rounds of |p.mmunition.;
3j3 j	 details m '!'.9sMli 

a)	 What matters ;most is to prevent the enemy 
from falling iback before our onslaught. 

b) Maximum objective; Occupation of an area 
which will render the Z 3 safe from air 
attacks. After attainment of this objective 
combined operations to destroy the sources 
of enemy war potential (Armaments industries, 
mines, oil fields). 

c)	 Aim of the campaign? of Russian 
manpower.; no groups capable of recuperation 
must be allowed to escape-. 

d)	 Allies* Finns, Romanians, but not Hungarians, 

c )	 One Division will be brought up from Narvik 
by train through Sweden and will strike on 
the northern wing together with two 
Mtc Divs. Objective! Polar Sea. 

f) MMake the Southern strong,1 '^he Russians 
must be-, beaten this side the Dwiepor Gonoentra^ 

:Air Force against Dnieper crossingsi All
 
Russian forces tliis side the Dwiepar must be ;
 

destroyed^
 

g) off Baltic area. 1 The rest can be done 
"by Landwehr c 

h)	 By striking with strong wings north and 
south of the Pripet Marshes we must split 
the nussian front and encircle the enemy 
in separate pockets* (Similar to Poland). 
These two outer wings must be fast and 
strongj 

i) Moscow of no great importance. 

After return in the evening, review of the outcome of 
the conference with rieusinger. 

Resume of the conference put to paper, 
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6 December 1940. 

yon Stuelpnagel calls up* Negotiations regarding the 
demarcation Lines which were at the point of 
conclusion have suddenly, reached a deadlock, 
because the French now |irik tlxj/s gues.t ion with 
the question of the " - - - frontier. 

\u25a0•\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0StJlfen^tng altitude,1 

sh^y !'iie|aarid easing of restrictions 1^ Occupied
2ph<3V December instalment of occupation costs 
has not been paidj 

x Inform Stuelpnagel of the outcome of yesterday's 
conference. 

Q-ene ral Paulus ;Review of operational problems in "Otto", 
"in the light of yesterday's fuehrer conference. 

yon Ziehlbergy~ Filling of posts (Fourteenth Draft), and 
current matters. ; 

ObdH (1700 r- 1900 )i 

a.* M 60^ (He suit of today's trial firing at—-^Ulersleben)**: 4, EOO m Self-
propelled mount,— weight of projectile: 2,100 kg;
explosive charge 280 kg; nuzzle velocity 220 m. 
•Blast and flash slight.— Penetrates 150 cm— 
concrete. Gen be shipped by rail, On roads in 
divided, loads. Assembly by crane. Shops- finished 
by 10 January, in time to be shipped by rail. 
%ad speed 4 km per hour*— —;15 x 15 nu effective range: 2700 

.-4100 m, iimmuni'Gion forth vd'ihi 30 rounds; 
impact fuze. 

b) Koechling projectile for 15 cm guns and 21 cm— 
heavy -howitzers. Penetrates 3 m concrete. Test 
firing in the Jura fountains. Let us hope that 
ammunition will be ready in time, 

c) "Felix": 
ord~r of movement: send .Artillery ahead at the 
earliest to give a flat-trajectory fire against— 
British Fleet, infantry security* 
Remainder of First ..Mt. Div, will follow* 
.^igh explosives for blasting the Hock; by sea 
from .Genoa, Small craft. 
Loading crews at &en must not be shipped 
on same vessels with ammunition, 
Assault tanks l Thoma, latest model with rein
forced front armor, ~
 

Replacements for assault troops must be readied..
 
\u25a0Rehabilitation after completion of operations,
 
in Paris, 
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$hird ArmcU ¥9 ghafigej'
" 

d )Hgt/t q l tii&iwiijgamjaan^Jfte right wing. In 
|hat gage- he £an aisg do Marita. Review of the
§.i£ip.Qpificms and missions of tjhe gevg^al Army
ftqs. 

IjMianpe1c ) jMianpe £arty %o prepare aq§Q.mmQ<ia^iQns 
in Romania. 

General Konrad (Liaison Officer in G-oering's Hq ), 

a) Strategy of aerial warfare:. 

b) Details. 

cl Operations against England: Britain did not~ 
sacrifice her fighter strength over London; is 
sacrificing London instead. Our fighters have , 

only limited range over extending 
not muo^ "beyond London, '^his enabled Britain 
to conserve and increase her fighter planes. 
We 'were forced to change over to night attack. 

\u25a0Selection of targets l emphasis on armanents 
industry (especially aviation). 
Next in order, critical port installations. 
London is under constant, day and night attack 
in order to destroy the oity. Defense organization 
is tied down the re • . to 

Special missions* destruction of specified 
plants of critical industrial importance (Also 
by day, through clouds). . ":'\u25a0 

Attack on selected night airdromes (Night attacks),
Targe'cs«of opportunity: individual c ships^and .:\u25a0 

convoys. 

At present , we do not emphasize attack on supply.
movements, -^'hese operations willbe concentrated 
on only when the main task( destruction of 
armaments Industry) is nea.ring completion* The 
attack on supplies willbe launched in Spring, 
in conjunction with submarine warfare. 

Determining factors in the selection of targets 
for daylight sortie sJ "Weather, effectiveness of 
direction beams, taking~off facilities,, 
In dark nights only flying by instruments 
possible. (direction beams, direction finding). 
This precludes extension of operations beyond 

.fthe parallel of Birmlngliam or at most Liverpool, 
Farther objectives, e.g/ Glasgow, where the 
British are taking all their valuable stuff 
for safekeeping, can be reached only on bright 
nights* 
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d'l^Og^r^JlMsi^oo^MSli^; '• Centralized;' ObdL selects 
the targets for the following night and decides 
what has to be done the day after*-

c)	 Strength* At present 3,000 4,000 planes in 
operation, including l? 800 bombers, 
can go out on missions every fourth night* 

f)	 •\u25a0 -of	 overall situations Personnel 
show occasional signs""of fatigue '[-lie cause no 
conclusive results have as yet been achieved, \
Ifoperations are carried on consistently and 
with sufficient weight, our blows will one 
day pass the limits of human endurance. At 
present we have only few positive indications 
of cracking morale, "One day the bow will break I! 

Fighter opposition is weakening already* 

g)	 Organizations new units willbe activated, 
but existing units willbe reinforced to 15 
planes each, 

He vs lingers 

a^	 Preparations-.- for'1"Felix!1. 
b)	 Preparations for %ari-Da". 
c)	 Navy will furnish four coastal Btrys 6 of three 

15 cm guns each, for &ran Canaria and Tene~ 
riffe. In rr'.d.ition, they wa*nt from us 4 mot*.. 
10 cm gun -Btryso (NoJ ) 

d)	 Preparations must be made now for the relief 
of troops in Portugal and Spain after the 
conclusion of operation, "Felix", 

c)	 Preparations must now be made for the 
rehabilitation of the Armd, units returning 
from "Felix 11; also of mot* medium Artillery. 

BuhleJ_a) Preparations for • "Felix" and llMarita tf ". Recall 
men on fiirlougiij

t>^ Current activation questions. (AGp. E will 
not "be needed J ) 

7 December 1940 

'Morning,* Part 111 of Paulus map maneuver. 
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dren. yon ffu.lkenhor s_t_ calls: Reports onNooffl' Oqla 
Norwayl 

X.) Preparation for offensive with 
four from Norway through Finland; 

163rd; .iiingelbreoht} 199th, &empsky (tnree 
Regts. ); Second Mt. Feuerstein;\u0084 

Kreysing.Third Mt, Div. \u0084 
iCime required for assembly in Finland or 
on the Finnish border; 6-8 weeks, _ One 
Mt. .iur wi2i go by road to Pe**-aoo lAsoond
Mt. Div# ).
 
One Mt.. Div# willmov« up by rail from
 
Narvik (Third Mt. "iv,)#) 

#
 

One Div# from Central Norway by rail throuph

Sweden (l63rd .). .
 
One from the coast of Central Norway

by rail through Sweden (l99th Dlv0 ).

Movements possible as of 1 April.
 

2. ) Waff en SS on coast of -Polar Sea and in
'Southern Norway (Oslo) under a Brigade
Commander. Cooperation good. 

Evening Gehlen : assembly order for "Marita" (Berlin) 

8 December 194-0, ( Sunday, Berlin ) 

Afternoon 1800: 1 see Keitel (OKtf) at his home. 
&} Albania* Last night; Alfieflinformed' Rintelen

later the -fuehrer, of critical situation in r 
Albania, The Italian Army has again fallen 
back 30 km. Fuehrer holds that this time it 
is not a matter of poor leadership, but rather
of bad troop. morale. 

k) gpainV Caudillo told Canards point blank 
that entry into the war at the time proposed
by us is impossible, since no preparations
have been made. The reasons are mainly of an
economic nature J food etc a The transportation
problem defies solution,— Canary Islands 
and Spanish overseas possessions would be 
lost (also the Portuguese felands 'would be 
occupied 'by the enemy). The islands would 
simply starve to death. 
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Nevertheless Spain will carry on with her 
•preparations. . Camouflage mu|t be fully

maintained, .OKW has telegraphed Canaris, 
instructing him to find out "ihe 

'
earliest 

possible date, , ). 

c) fuehrer is mow examining the \ extreme con
sequences: IfGaudillo refuses to cooperate, 
we. could not get into Morocco; disaffection 
would spread in i^orth Africa;

; 
Weygand would 

set up counter-go vernment* 
Conclusion; anything happens in North 
Africa; we must at once occupy the remainder 
of France* 

Trip	 to see IIPuce planned for tomorrow noon. 
a.)	 x outline a tentative operational plan (Atti

la)* and stipulate a ten-day alert period. 

2200	 (Zossenh Keltel (OKW) on phone? 

a)	 Trip put off for several -days, IIDuce does 
not view situation as particularly dangerous.

•, wants to await developments. 

b) Fuehrer approves.. my operational plan.**
'Thinks, that not many troops would be needed.
Waffen SS. and SS Admlf Hitler will be available 
for this purpose, as will be all unites
destined for "Felix% 
Preparations for llMarit.a 11 will go on o The 
troops assigned to that operation must not 
be used for l!Attilan 

0 S'his conversation was
preceded by conference with 0p c Q&c, (Pis to
rius) and Sec, Foreign Armies*** on uapdUilttie^ 
for assembly of troops, and situation in 
Albania. :. . . 

Midnight: Conference with Pistorius, Stauf fen-
berg, etc. on "Attila", 

9 December 1940.- (Monday ). 
-

1000	 Heuslnger-^istorius raft of plan for operation
"TFttlla11?" 

My estimate that ten days willbe needed to get 
the troops ready to strike is concurred In.- if 
transportation is firmly planned and, the Divisions 
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set up ran 6-rganlzatibn which will allow Instant 
departure of all available forces, the interval 
between issuance of orders and start of opera
tions can be cut to six dayso Should this inter*
val be too long for the political Oanaaad V-\u25a0:.,;•..• 

we mus t irnnedl at ely s tart sending the troop s to-
the : jump-off areas. It is doubtful whether 
these .movements could be' successfully disguised. 

At..noon report to Fuehrer: 

The Fuehrer approves the proposed plan of opera-* 
tion. political Command w&4%s;;&/^brbes~hov'' :.<;V. 
assembly period than six days, '^his willmake 
it necessary to send the troops to the staging 

now,areas
 
Detailed review of the political situation:
 
Spain has finally declined, xhe Fuehrer is now 
weighing the possibility of' regarding existing 
agreements voided by Spain s. withdrawal; this 
would give him greater freedom of action in 
his dealings with the French, with a view to 
winning their support for his policy by promis
ing to keep their -African possessions intact, 
Italy need not be considered overmuch in all i> 
this. 

Itook the opportunity to draw the Fuehrer's 
attention to "two point sir) The necessity to 
continue the attack on, the British Isles with 
every means. 2) threat' from British re
inforcements in the Eastern Mediterranean in 
view of existing Italian capabilities in 
•^ibya, and the possibility of a British front 
on the Balkan s* Fuehrer concurs, He will 
advise the Italians not to advance beyond 
Sidi Barrani, and to limit themselves to 
defensive operations in Libya, (Luncheon with 
the F^ehreF*) 

1700 ! singer receives instructions ba.sed on 
conference" with fuehrer, current matters. 

evening* HHauDtamtslelter Dr8 reads a 
paper on racial . policy^ 
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10	 December 1940 9; (Tuesday) 

OQu IV: a) Interpreters for Russia, 

To) England* Heport on strength, Five new 
\u25a0Reorganization* Artillery reduced 

to spread ever more, Dlvs* 
a 

c)	 fuehrer's letter to lj.Duo.e.~~ )M.lch 
in Rome., (Dive-bomber aj* 

d)	 nintelen has been given three missions 
by the fuehrers l)Go immediately to 
\u25a0Albania* £* ) Bring

e 

military influence 
to "bear on operations in Albania. 3e3 e ) 
Study qu^tion. of transport, to see if 
effective help could be furnished. 

"c ) Bulgaria's reply to Russia* Jhey want 
peaceful revision, Any other method 
would lead to. complications with 

is not 
o 

Bulgaria interested in the Straits.
Acceptance of an Assistance Pact with 

'Russia would necessarily be interpreted' 
as insincerity toward Germany „ In their 
reply, the Russians offer to guarantee 
the Bulgarian frontiers, Bulgarian reply 
still'outstanding. 

f )	 Pfipen has offered Turkey a German 
guaranty of her frontiers if Turkey 
joins the Tripartite Pact* 

g)	 Jugoslavia is evasive, but would conclude 
a Non-agression Pact with us* No reply 
on Prince Paul. 

h) In Hungary, Italy's military prestige
has touched zero, There is a great deal 
of talk about the necessity for 
Gibraltar*— German forces needed in 
the -Southeast^ ar*Jugoslav Pact 
was concluded upon instigation of the
Fuehrer, " "Zone of .coromunl cationg Hungary. 

s©"^ral_von	 0 1, Hauffe,n. ' &UBblerj_ Briefi-ng 
on	 flMari-ca" c 
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Buhle « Timetable for if&a.A\&*+Jtet^ili M.Men an 
furlough at specified intervals* Current 
questions of organization* 

Party will be by-passed in'notifying next 

c f kin of deaths, of relatives in «*<rmy # Other 
current quest ions. 

Jacob* a) Air shelter construction. ~~' Manpower,
db)	 nSeeloewe improvements. Speeding of 

unloading,,
°) Grossing of -i-anube in Romania* Construction 

of bridges and ferries will take two weeks 
from arrival of troops. 
bridge construct 3d with Danube barges will 
take eve:; three weeks*. 
70 -100 trainloads of bridge-building 

. equipment necessary. — 
d ) G-ibral tar ilenolitions > purpo se? 
c) iieporb from the iiiast on construction of 

roads 5 housing and border fortifications* 

Heu singers,- Orders for "-tittila"..-•* Dispatch of 
.\u25a0\u25a0'.reconnaissance teams for "Marita", 

yon	 Stuelpnage ll(on phone ): 

1, )	 Differences between Military Governor France 
and nailroad Chief* ~»' 

2, ) Demarcation Line1Quite suddenly the French 
consider the proposed control of the national 

intolerable,,frontiers 

Wapcn cr*~Handlo scr; 

a) Conference with .%'-idloser on the question
11."Chief **rmy Surgeon 

b)	 Preparations for "Harita".^

11 December 1940. 

Visit War iicademy in Berlin.. 
Morning: Attend— classes conducted by Doerr and &ein~ 

hard* 
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l»un ohe on with the Instructova , Aftcmoon:
 
Attend class by. Hax, 

'
 

Afterwards ad3.ress to the officer participants.
 
Short conference with the instructors.
 

~ 1700 1830 Conference with Schnlewlnd (Naval Opera-
tions- Staff) : 

a)	 Personnel difficulties make, it'impossible 
to meet our wishes for Liaison Officers* 

b)	 Review of the entire war situation.. Our views 
are largely in agreement. 

c)	 War in. the Atlantic very effective; SS Scheer 
in Southern Atlantic, SS Hipper in Northern 
Atlantic. Numerous 

'

auxi1iary orvis-e rs also 
In Asiatic waters and in. the South Sea* 

d)	 Two new capital ships, (Bismarck) willbe . -' 

commissioned in April and May. 
. England has nothing to match them. In 
addition two heavy cruisers are going to x 
be returned to active service; as a result, 
Britain's situation will become increasingly' 
difficult beginning next.May -at the latest. 

c) Plans for the submarine campaign call for 
~ construction of 18 20 submarines each month 

next year/ starting about June. It Is still 
uncertain whether this goal can be reached, 

f)	 Constant improvement in mine warfare by 
new t^rpes. Acoustic mines. 

2200 C-en eral Bogatseh:.'-.Repo rt on activation of new 
short-range reconnaissance 

'S.taf feln, 20 new &£.&££
feljaewillbe added to the existing 36 1 20.. for 
Armd. Divs., 10 for mot 0 Corps ; one for Cay. Dlv., 

.two for:Mountain Corps, 23 for Inf..- Corps*, brings
:ing	 the total to 56/ 

Those earmarked for special missions are not In
cluded In- the activation plan, viz,: 

Four for Attila
 
Two for Romania
 
Eight for Macedonia
 
Five for Armd, Div. in Africa.
 

Timetable: Organizational preparations run until 15
 
January; activation to 15 March; .assignment to
 

\u25a0\u25a0Ground Force Hqs to 15 May, . . 
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Distributed at present in three Groups* AGps fX,	 3) (strongest with 15 St affeln ), and B, 

Training with Tenth Armd/ -Uiv.— Retraining 
on Focke^-wulf. planes, -*- Night.' flight training 
at 

Material*. -Plane strength just sufficient* By 
May, each Staff el will have 7or 8 planes*
Truck situation. 

General G-ercke fegovts on lohonel 
a)	 Fuel supply of -&ast Prussia, iieloh Marshal 

intervenes, iiiverything else will have to 
wait, including Askania* 

b)	 Shipping priorities: Goal to -Haly, coal 
to	 ttussia, coal supply for the isastern program, 

e^	 Pistribution liffieultles in 4*ast Prussia* 
%lief "by seaborne 

12 December 1940 

yon Ziehlber^» Next —War academy class will have— -agenda,roll of 110.* for the 0 of-S Confer^ 
ence ft Current matters*-

OQu IV; Oestermann l^-- Conferences held by \u25a0Warrimont 
in Release of colonial expertaf—
Fuel q^uestion^ Existing orders are to"be 
modified as not to apply to i\lorth -iifrioa, 
Syria reassuring statements for the benefit 
of	 Turkey* 

German Military Mission to visit Russian 
armaments industry* Article for the American 
Press? "Campaign— Experiences witir Cavalry 
and banks' 1* 

\u25a0Japan apparently willing to renounce her 
Sakhalin concession ( condition for the tri
partite Pact). 

Chief Op, Sec: 

a)	 Start of troop movements to HomaniaJ Four 
iCng t Bns« t five Bridge Construction Bns. , 
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two Construction additional to the 
two already provided. 

b) Heconnaissanee *'cam Bulgaria* 
Vienna, lo December, Bucharest, Will enter 
Bulgaria . across Danube* 
Cross-country motor vehicles willbe pro
vided by' us. Camouflaged as automobile-outfit,sales	 . . 

c),Co rpg Commanders for XaXX and XIVc 

Corps.	 , 

d) Activation of >irmy Hq 17? forking Stafft
Mackensen in Vienna as of 21 

c )	 1941 program for border fortifications 
in Jtiiast, *arget for 1940 willnot be 
reached. 
Inquiry about targets for 1941*-- Heply:
£ast Prussia, light permanent fortifications, 
rest field fortifications. 

Oren Q,u; a) Baentsch (with %nstein): Organization 
11,of Boraanlan supply base tor 

Supply services during the operation. 

b)	 Build-up of supply basis for-
Campaign iSend more stocks to dumps in 
the construction questions. 

c)	 Preparations for \u25a0 "attila". 
d)	 Negro PW r s will be concentrated in

France,Southern 
~~ G-e ncral %c11er'*oourt—tor£iii1, qu e ct'ion s, He view 

of the points to be discussed with the \u25a0 

Ga	 of-S. 

Heu6inp:e.£ >:	 via)	 Operation r'el±x" cancelled.b) Order to Hq 17 to take over' 
troop? of Twelfth by 1 January,

c) Preparations for the C of S Conference, 

'•yon Stuelpnaß'el ( on phone): 

a)	 Petain willvisit Paris to' attend the re-burial 
of the Duke of Heichst&dt '; (5 
This journey has no bearing on the decision 
regarding transfer of the French Government, 
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• • 

b)	 Conference Fuehrer/^uce* 
c) Italians suddenly are very accommodating 

about French military wishes in.North 
. . 

' ikeder willgo to Italy
. 

to look after 
ftayal operations there. 

d) Conference Huntzi ger/^arlimont. New pro
posals indicate intention to ..start 
operations against in Africa "by
spring. 

c)	 Laval conferences, which originally were 
not to take place tillafter Christmas, 
will be held now* 

f J	 Udet ls promise that the targets of the 
aircraft production program will,be reached, 
was based on utilization of the entire 
French armaments industry, including 
plants in the unoccupied zone, We have not 
got so far y&i* 

Grerokei a) Howriow willwill%ex"ing' ss demandsdemands forfor £act Prussiat rr 
affect the H Qttorprogram? ....(.At least two 
weeks )•* 
Jodl. states that even four weeks would 
not matter. 

rb), Hoad constructions Plans of the rran sport
ation Chief must, be coordinated with 
plans of the armies* Conference. 1 

)c	 «Fritz n!OKi/rf will issue a new directive* 

15 December, 1940 r 

Conference with Cs of 8 of Groups and armies. 
Morning! Conference on '^astern operation held by

Paulus. 
Luncheon,Nooni

— 
Afternoon iMilitary political situation,- Heports 

by 0p # . Sec. ,' Org, &cc. Conrad, I^oyke, Tng. beeb ec 
Central Branch, 
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\u25a0\u25a0^: 

«. 

14 December 1940 

Conclusion of the uonference with Gs of S of urmy. 
Groups and xirmies. 

Reports by Qhief **irdffieer L^hief of transportation, 
Chief Signal. Officer, . foreign -Armies west, 
Foreign armies 

Buschenhagenj.1300 

a)	 Report on situation in Norway; Political 
structure; finances; Quisling. 
Executive Power for all practical purposes, 
is exercised, by the Military Hqs; formally 
it is in che hands of '^erboven, 
We have very big debts in Norway (several 
billion Kroner), 

b)^uild-up against nussia

1. ) In the northernmost sector li;Mt, Divsc 
(Part of the other Mte Div. must remain 
for border projection duty), 

two Inf. Di*vs9 plus 
one SS brigade mot. , with some additions a 

makes, something more than four 
divisions. 

2, )	 '^he bwedes can concentrate north of the 
Gulf of 3othnia s i'hree Divs s (Douglas ), 

393 9 
)	 H would take our Divisions at least six 

weeks to become operationally effective. 

OQu	 IV Change Laval/Flandin, — 
ifeujslMe-I!! &) Roman! a s Btaff I Training

btaff 11. 
Id) "Marita". 
c) A for XXX Corps.
d) Maps for Romania* &ap center attached 

to Military Mission. 

1800 isee £bdii_ his home! 

Concise report on "Che decisions and orders 
issued during the past eight days (especially
"Attila", Jl^arita") 

# GbdH %B% B tense, Evidently 
tired out by the tour and hard-pressed 
for time b. cause of the impending family 
celebration (his son's engagement). 
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xis a result our conversation is somewhat on 
edge at times* No technical objections*
Overall impression in the 5 Housing fair,—
Trainings in arrears, because troops, were restin— 
until a short while ags. morale good , troops 
cage ip to _ go,,
 
Requests from the mainly concern allocation
 
of "labor.
 

15	 i)e.deiiiber 19-xQ. ( Sunday ,Berlin ) 

! 
yon Tippelsklrohs Petain has assumed now also the— Vice-pre sidency 0 *ibetz goes to Vichy, 

demands that Laval be taken back into the 
Government* *'landin acceptable as foreign
Minister, Peyrouton rejected as Minister 
of the Interior* — 

in protective custody 8 Brinon was 
arrested, but later released, **betz demands 
that General de retsign. 

Spelclel (Earls,.) • — 
2tnxieti.es about 'Littila"* transfer of the 
remains of Duke of to Paris passed 
without incident* -he gesture had no echo in 
the *rench public,—-
Weygand willbe" recalled

, 

to France. 
Extract from Hunt zlges* s report on intentions 

\u25a0against England: . 

1. ) wants additional reinforcements of veteran 
colonial soldiers. 

E. ) thinks that attacks against the British 
are possible at the following points 5 

a) (Nigeria)', by air # 

b) by direct assault. 
c)	 Freetown (of particular importance for 

Britain,1 ), Plan' will be submitted. 
Preparations completed by the end of 

. February. (^y that time SS Provence will 
also be ready).
 

d) Gibraltar.
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3. ) Complains about; petty and contradictory 
demands by the Italians, 

4/')	 Britain lias informed France that action 
against De Gaulle "almost inevitably 11 'must 
lead to a conflict,,*France, however, would 
reconquer her colonies even at" the cost of 
a war with Britain, 

5,	 He wants a 'German statement disclaiming .any 
intention to take French colonial possessions. 
That would take- the wind out of De Gaulle's 
sails, 
De 'Ugent of Britain to protect the 
British route to iigypt.	 ,

i 

16	 December 1940 (Monday,Be rlin,
later in day,

). 

Finnish General Talvela with attache 
— 'Outlines the political situation in Ms country OO 

Finland threatened by Communist propaganda.-
Summary of the military situation: aaland Petsamo- Salla; no long-range guns and planes. 

Sweden's attitude depends on that of Germany o 
Swe_den_ can make available five Divs.to aid 
Finland.	 
Personal union Sweden Finland* we are 
asked to help. 

want to know • how much time would be needed V 

to make quiet preparations for an offensive 
to	 the 'Southeast,,* 

General SchickfussJ, a different assignment 
'for himself" and Mlt.telber^er, 

Staff1230 
- 1430, von^^iehlbeiHi. Current 
personnel matters. 

Heusin£er ; a) GHq troops for 'Littila11. 
b)	 *^rmy Hq 17 to replace **rmy Hq 12; 

Kluge will temporarily take yon 

•tfock 1 s place. 
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c) Alerting of first echelon of 4lMarlta"l>ivs* 
d) Third Armd. £>lv. will be transferred to 

the area of 50th Divc (Posen) 

yon Rabenau brings me Part IIof Seeckt's "^us 
meinem Leben" with personal# dedication. 

Conference with ObdH: G-eneral situation,- — 
Policy\u25a0 — 

toward France,— "Attila11. "Marita". 
authority of the iirmy Hqs in the JtjJaet with 
respect to the Commanders of Mil. districts,, 
Eastern studies prepared by .army Cs of S, 

Wagner, yon Altenatadt: 

a) Questions of Military Administration in 
connection with "At.tlla",

b) Queetioas of Military Adminis%ra.tion in 
connection with "Harita". (^uild-up in 
Romania, )
 

c) Review of Eastern questions.
 

yon armistice Commission (on phone) 

Petain's letter to the Fuehrer stating that 
Laval is unpopular, his methods questionable. 
Great excit.eme.nt &% -che Berghof^ xibetz has 
left for Vichy» we are ready to work with 
you, but be taken back into the 
Government, in one form or the other, Iftills 
demand is not met, we are through with the 
policy of collaboration 0 , 
Huntzigex, . on his own acc6rd, officially 
assurea yon Stuelpnagel that no change is 
intended in the plans for a collaboration 
between France and Germany. He also wants 
us to realize that one of the reasons for 
Laval *s downfe.ll was the fact that as a 
result of our own vacillating attitude, 

was unable to show any tangible 
results. 

17 December 1940 # 

Buhie ia ) Curre nt mal16rs„ 
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b) "Marlta"; 125 rubber-tired and 75 regular 
m ountain carts for 50th, 164th, 72nd and 
73rd Divs. (First echelon "Marita", ) 
100 MG- carts, with horses. 
100 pair skis.* 
20	 cross-country passenger cars. 

c) A T Cos. (Inf. ) of Eleventh and Twelfth 
Drafts will get Chenillettes** (700 of the 
existing 1,200. ) 

d)	 Activation of short-range reconnaissance 
Staffeln. We help out with motor transport 
(450 trucks, etc. ) 

c)	 Trucks for cancelled. 

f)-Administrative control of 22nd i>iv. Judicial 
authority? (Woi )***.Motorization?.
(No.1 ) 

g) By next March oO Bridge Columns 3 willbe
 
on' hand for new 3ng. (^iv.troops)
 
and *irmdv Corps (Corps troops ) Exchange
 
in	 AGp. C (First -^r.aft). 

Keitel? Personnel » 

a) "aldmann resigns, (hospital, Munich). 
b) Question of -'."fine .• ".Chief Army Surgeon".
c) Rase hik c. function will be abolished, 
d) 3-of fleers willbe taken over in several 

stages* First troops, then staffs; 
tillthe end of the war (Fueh

rer directive ). 
c ) Conferment of titular officer ranks willbe 

stopped," (Fuehrer directive). 
Ho	 order in writing. 

G-erckei a) Complaints of the Armistice Commission,. 
b) Work on the Irun bridge must be discontin

ued, 
c)	 Railway troops for Romania. (Some troops 

for the main supply lines with first 
echelon; attached to draining Div, ) 

d) Strengthening of bridges in Romania 
and Bulgaria.

c) Ships for Danube crossings (120 barges 
and 10 towing vessels). 

•f)	 During November 1940' 300 troop trains 
plus 15/000 carloads, daily. 
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1400 to 1800 Map exercise (iiast) In Gen Qu's 
office. (Worked out for zone of action of 
Fourth Army; theoretical considerations. ) 

yon Stzdorfs 

a)	 The Laval affair is viewed by Foreign 
Office as a dangerous embarrassing incid
ent* 

b)	 Turkey-Bulgaria- 'Talks on Issuance of 
declaration of non~aggr§§sion -and with
drawal of troops from both sides of 
frontier. 

c)	 Italy* Humors about °iano ls resignation 
denied, "ll-^uce is still strong enough" 
to be able to afford Clano. between 
army and political eoEuaand; The situation 
in Gyrenaica' "is really aoz tne. fault 

' of	 the political boam&fi&i ; 

d)	 Friendship tact Jugoslavia-Hungary. 

c)	 111 feeling as a result of tardy presentation 
of credentials by the new r>-usslan Ambassador, 

f )	 Orientation on talks with Talvela, orientation 
on plans in the iias-t« 

fHeus infers a)	 Captured enemy "tanks are ready for 
action in 0 

b^ armored trains for "ivfctila"'? 
c) Eastern questions* Armored trains* 

32/6 of nussian armaments Industry in 
l/olthe Ukraine; 28/o (especially aircraft 

industry) in the Moecow~Gorkl-areaj! 
16;o in the Leningrad area; remainder 
in. the Ural and the Far 

i§^^^il^er_l94o* 

Hadke '» Current matters, which have already been 
ruled on by ObdH. 

Wagner, G-en i;iu i Reports from Jt'arls! 
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Laurencie supplanted "by Brinon. 
Laval, Minister of the Interior, on condition 
that he can clear himself of the charge 
that he was planning a coup d'etat. 
Directorate: tfuntsiger,- Laval, 
Flandin. 
Additional confirmation that Huntfciger's 
statements on the preparations for the war 
against England were made with the full 
approval or the °abinet c 

G-ehlen '• Request by the Armed Plenipotentiary 
in Romania to notify the Romanian Government-

delay on forthcoming troopwithout	 arrivals. 

yon Stuelpnapcel (on phone): 

a).	 Confirms reports about The accusations 
against Laval "evidently refer to attempts 
to	 squeeze out detain* 

b)	 Ribbentro|) not yet satisfied. He wants 
every means of pressure applied until Laval 
is again in the saddle;; (no French Minister 
is allowed to go to Paris .)•' 

c)	 At the moment Laval has taken over Lauren
cie !s! s job in Paris (as Liaison to Abetz)« 
Final composition of Cabinet still 
uncertain*, 

d)	 Fuehrer no^T has doubts whether he still 
needs France* He is always thinking of 
making peace with England at the expense. 
of	 France, 

c) In the armistice Commission everything is 
at ,a standstill,, No progress in the question 
of the Demarcation Line. 

f) Darlan, straightforward, honest old tar, has 
much influence on Petain 0 Wo politician. 

g)	 Reich Marshal's demands to France (stock 
majority .of the entire aircraft industry )0 

G-erckei a)	 Communications problems in the £ast and 
road construction. Uniform regulation 
necessary # Report on conference in Posen, 

b) "Marita'1, Maximum railroad schedule 
necessary when our shipments start, QKW

preparationshas made no	 for that.
(Romanians to be informed through diplo
matic- channels* ) 
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19 December 1940 » 

Hemmerioh* Military G-eo graphical Institute. ;— 
Organization of surveying. service* 
Subordination of the War and Surveying 
Section* Business procedure. 

Heusinger, Buhle, s tiffj 

a J Program for replacement .of the Western-
Divisions and assembly in the Ofa 

the furlough Divs., a few will be called 
up before 1 February, 1941P the majority 
only later* 
Railroad schedules are kept extremely low 
as a precaution* the start of the 
movement 12 trains; later £4 trains, 
eventually 36 trains* More cannot be 
expected from the railroads today* 
Of course, such a slow assembly affords 
all sorts of opportunities to the enemy o 

b -̂ All responsibility for road construction 
will be placed in the hatids of the Chief of 
Transportation, Problem J w "would facilitate 
concentration of effort in any given area 
and promote uniformity* 

c) Sefense Position 'Tilsit-*-Memel;
Fortress Memel. 

\u25a0Noons' Luncheon with the Officers of the 
Quartermaster Service, who have come to a

Q,u'sConference in G-en Office. 

sMM_e_i a)	 OMH wants to have granting of leaves to
France stopped. 

b) Five Light -«oad Construction Bns. from the
\u25a0"\u25a0eich \u25a0Labor Service will be formed by 1 
\u25a0April, 1941,. each # with three Companies,

c) "Lightweight guns,,!l, 
!l i.e. -reooilless" guns,

for tanks and for artillery,
d) 35,000 men in our Furlough Divisions are 

armaments worker s c.c) Map depots. Trucks for map depots, not 
for home map depot s c The map depots
will become part of the supply depots and 
will be moved as far forward as possible/ 

f) Recall of men on furlough (armaments workers); Second echelon of "Marita" necessary
early in January, unless further prepara
tions for Marita ir are expressly cancelled. 
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Thomgi a)yon	 truck: three-axle truck for road 
transport of medium tanks.b) '^roubles in production of 5 cm aT guns-
will be ironed out. — 

c)	 4,7* cm Bkoda *>T gun ofof 
a sixth Bn, 

-d)	 import on ,physical condition 
and lack of material (rubber, snow cleats) 

Evening; Christmas celebration at Central' .branch. 

20 December 1940. 

yon Ziehlbarg* a) Complaint about paymaster Hoffmann 
and -oante en girls.*

b) Heorganizatlon of OKH9 — 
c)	 22 **pril1941 75th birthday of 

yon Seeokt. 
&) Current reassigments c 

Hadke : a)	 Hesse !s*^ relation to ObdH0 'i'his personal 
propaganda and promotion department of ObdH 
is "having an increasingly disruptive effect 
on cooperation in the OKH, 

* b) Leaves to ranee must be stopped. Formula-* 
tion of the order? however* must give due 

fact,consideration to' the that it is the 
soldier who conquered France, and 

consequently is entitled to at least the 
to tarty people.treatment.. accorded 

c)	 Propaganda naps on "the victorious campaign" 
of the individual divisions are . contrary » 

to our orders oh war reporting. 

Heu singers a) Current minor questions, 
. b) Timetable "Marita-V »Ye have five days 1 

delay so far. B'irsc echelon will start 
on 5 January] will cross Danube not 
before 30 January, and frontier 
on 6 March. 

c) Housing problems in connection with 
assembly in the East* 

OQju IV: a)	 Yugoslavia, 

b)	 Petain's letter to the Fuehrer. 
c)	 Nogues in Vichy, reported to have brought 

material against weygand. 
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1630 , Conference in OMH1 s office (with Heusinger): 

a) "Marita" (Mackensen's assembly map).(Tine
tables, ships for bridge constructions )>

b) Hecall of lough Divisions, assembly in 
the iiasfr. 

c) Allocation 'of staging areas and preparation 
of quarters for build-up in the %ist,-d)	 2£nd Dlv. put under control of ObdL. 

G-eru Fellgiebel: 

a) kMking with our lines requested by the Frenc i 
b) Plenipotentiary Signal Officer Sofia will 

later be attached to Sist. 
c) Current questions of signal communications 

(also material). 

fLOMeOLbeP. 12.40, 

£erck_ej Technical developments* 

a) Light 2. bridge,* Can be extended to 52.5 m« 
for rivers,iM'oii enough	 difficulties with 

vipier . foUn^atiQns no"Cyye'i;^oa)lva^.. 

b) Experiments on re-spiking -.of railroad trucks 
to standard gauge are making good, progress. 

c) One moo. can re-lay 25 km of intact 
track a day. 

G-enJ^x} (with and Wagner):* 

a)	 orders for the execution andadministrative " 
n preparation of iaarita". 

b^ (with G-ercke^) Standardisation of road con-
program in the Creation ofstruction 

a central control agency for the utilization 
of railroads by Forces, civilian 
economy, eetcc c 

c)	 Current supply questions* 
nubber blocks and tracks givi no trouble 
at the moment., ,~~ to O&W on truck 
situation, replacements and stockpiling of— 
tires, • Other current questions. 
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Radke f Current matters of his section. 

A^tielegram is received from yon stating 
that four Italian divisions are encircled at 
tfardia; this means that the Italian Tenth iirmy 
is virtually wiped out. Only two to three Italian 
Divisions are left, distress calls for German 
tanks J 
In Albania there is greatest concern for the 
southern wing, in view of &reek regrouping from 
the right to the left wing. 

22 December 1940. (Sunday, at Berlin). 

Nothing of importance. Work at home* Visit by the 
Leyherrs.* 

25 December 1940. 

;Communication from 
At the moment Petain does not see his way to 
receive back into his Uabinet o 

The projected Directorate would accordingly 
\u25a0consist of three persons oimly: HuntzigerT Par

ian, Flandin. 
'Xhe Foreign Minister claims to have learned 
from a secret source that Petain had remarked 
he would hold out until he could be sure, whether 
Germany was genuinely willing to continue the 
policy of cooperation. 

with Fromm (0930 to 1130)Conference 

Supply situation? Horses are available in suf
ficient numbers; new age- class still unalloca
ted. 

Steel quota for the army has been drastically 
reduced. Present production figures can be kept 
up tillbeginning or middle of then will 
drop. 

T N T is mainly used for the a-lr Force. A portion 
of Arty, projectile production must be stocked 
as empty shells. 
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\u25a0* 

Non-ferrous metals* Stocks seized in occupied terri
tories will carry us to about the end of 1941. 

Rubber: difficult, New Buna factories. Absorbs
steel^ 
Food; Reasonably assured for 194.1, but not 
beyond' that, "We'll swindle ourselves through
1941". 
Manpower situation" fuehrer order: Allpersonnel 
measures must be subordinated to the operational 
requirements of Air Force and Navy. No drafting
of, armament workers before 30 June, -^ates for 
recall of men on furlough,,,,! February and 1 Aprilt
Furlough Divisions as of 1 February.., 
Men furloughed to industry must be left at their 
jobs until 31 March, 
OKlv must be notified four weeks in advance of any 
plans for earlier recall of men. 0:6?. Sec. 
The age group which normally would be called up 
in fall, willbe called up already next spring. 

G-Kq troops: Negotiations between 0rg Sec, anda 

G-eneral Army Office are still in progress* 
' 

-
Field Heplacement Bns. .Claims he has not got 
the men to form any} perhaps set up Field "\ 
Hecruit Depots, 
What Chief of Army xiiquipment* seems to "becalming 
at v

is an arrangement whereby 15/t* would be 
attached to field units. Qrg0 Sec. 

of QKK;Peacetime organization Would like to 
have my draft plan*' soon, i-tecommendation regard

\u25a0 ~~ing Inspector of raining also desired* SH5> 
*

\u25a0°entral branch. 

Personnel matters : i^aachik, Ulex, Mitterrneier, 
Olbricht wants &uehne (older 

than 
ObdH !s decision: Xi<oehler and rteinhard for 3&E 

Traffic C ontrol Detachment s^ In peacetime that 
was the function of the National Socialist Mo
tor uorps. Now :it has been taken over by the
Police, Police must get their motor trans
port from us, wherß^P* the National Socialist 
f'^otor Corps had their own* uanger' that new 
Police units are formed, uhief of '\u25a0L'rans
portation 0 

Italy wants raw materials and arms for 10 -^ivs.
(uap'cured enemy weapons ). 

* Replacement units from Mil, District VIII^^ 
not yet in Axsace. Not before Christmas.
Op. Sec. 
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§tuelpnagel._,(^rmigtice Commission) : i'renchmen
describe Laval crisis as a purely internal af
fair* xhere are probably also some political 
reasons behind* that* 
Laval played with the idea of increasing his 
personal power* Setain ls visit to Paris for the 
re-burial ceremony was to furnish the stage* 
Abetz all of a sudden asserts that tSaval is 
representative of the French public- sentiment 
and that opposition comes only from certain 
circles. (This is incorrect*') For that reason we 
ought to bring strong influence to bear on the 
internal affairs of France. Police force for ha.-* 
val. 

yon 

lfeu.singe_r:_ a) in Vienna. 
b) O£W apparently wants List to act in an 

entirely official capacity in	 Homania.c) Reconnaissance Team Bulgaria, 
will return to Vienna on 28 or 29 De
cember.

d)	 "I.wo out of 15 G-erman steamers' cancelled; 
13 G-erman Steamers in Italy (G-enoa)o 

yon ZlehTbergi °urrent Staff personnel matters, 

yon Thoma : 

a) Scanty information on Russian tanks. Inferior 
to ours in armor and speed. Maximum thickness 

»of	 armor 30 mm. . 
4.5 cm gun penetrates our tanks at 
range of 300 in; effective range 500 m; safe 
at over 800 m. Optical sights very bad; dim, 
limited range of vision, control equip
ment bad. 

b) Total of captured enemy tanks: 4,930, includ
ing ammunition carriers, 20th Regiment will 

get captured enemy tanks (are now at &in*),
The entire number will have been taken over 
by	 the end of January, driving instruct
ors, classes in progress all the time. 
Another %giment will be activated in February. 

c) Spare parts depot* G-erman- spare parts depot 
in Paris; 

French in £in 
Magdeburg. 

Southeast: New depot to Ro
mania. Location un
decided. 

d) 4. ? cm AT gun on Hen&a&UrJ 35 instead of our 
tank lchassis (Boo units). 
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24 December 1940. 

G--eroke« transportation situation in womania 0 2?he maxi m-* 

railroad schedule provides for 52 trains.*
German freight trains are included. 
The Romanians aro left with one train daily on 
each line for civilian economy needs* That sounds 
very little, but the essential needs of the po
pulation are assured . . 
Thc weather situation

o 

is a gravely dubious factor 
(abnormally heavy snowstorms, which may jeopardize 
maintenance Of the maximum railroad schedule. 1 ),as 
is the possible adverse effect of restrictions on 
the morale of the population (which may affect 
Antonesou's political position at home] ) 

Col. Ochsner: 

1. ) He turns with good impression from inspection 
tour in the £ast c Training °n heavy howitzer 
M*"*completed by Christmas* 

2. ) As for January, new rocket projectors (range
(6,000 m instead of 3,000) 

8 

3.	 ) Organizational difficulties due to fact that 
Rocket Projector Troops have grown to ten 
times their peace-time strength. 

4» ) G-as defense School -rtembertow and 
former could serve as model). 

5. ) G-as defense iCquix^ment Parks at Warsaw and 
Cracow (the former excellent)". 

6.) Training questions,, 
nual on inspection 

(Issue of 
procedures 

a training ma
in G-as defense 

bervice.) 

General Paulusi 

a)	 Report on Tank xraining division. (G-ood per
formance; mediocre instructors )o 

b)	 Ten Arrnd. £>ivg o had 10^? operational losses 
due to tire and truck failure. On an average
10/c> in repair,, (Average of unserviceable ye
hicles is 20/&). 

c)	 Turn over $££. business to him before going 
on leave. "#\u25a0 
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QQ.U IV* a^ Insane -Italian demands for arms, 
b) v°n Rintelen's report; criticizes IIDuce.
o). Just's situation report from Romania, 

•difficulties between Movement and Party?
d) Uthmann's^report.
 
c) Situation report from Slovakia,
 

Buhle* a) Replacements in Replacement Bns. must 
be supplied out of the February draft of 
recruits* Here is where General Army Office 
fell down on the jobj 

b)	 Alleged order specifying materiel, 
(including capturdd enemy materiel) for^ 
10 i^ivs. turned over to Italy, 

c) strati oil on from personnel 
carriers was	 (Hoeppner ).mj^cessfui. .
Still a quest! an whether ammunition can 
be	 carried. 

d)	 We shall not be able to complete truck 
exchange program, £t willprobably be / 
necessary to equip third Braft divisions 

(from the and four divisions of the 
Seventh with *'rench trucks, 

transportation difficulties in Romania*GehlenJ. 
railroad schedule impracticableMaximum
 

according to Antonescu* .
 
Conference of the transportation departments 
on	 2? J-'eo. Outcome willdetermine*- whether 
shipments must be delayed.
 
Such a measure may have far-reaching conse
quences, for the entire course of operation
'^farita^, as well as grave repercussions, on 
"^arbarossa ll^ 

25	 December 1940 to 15 January 1941 away on leave. 

16. January 1941, 

OQu I' fuehrer conference 8 and. 9.January at the 
jjerghofi. 

Appraisal of the^situation based on industrial 
capacities* 'i'he British are trying unconvin.c
ingly to show a good industrial picture, Germany 
is the biggest industrial nation of the world. 
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fepe-pean situation* -Norway Is now safe. English
ramonsifra"fcion, However, not unlikely. 

Wests France* Only danger from the air. Occupied
ione peaceminded.— Some circles in the Unoccupied
Zone are dreaming of a possible change, definitely
hostile elements in the Colonies, i'here is a 
difference in the attitude toward us and towardItalyi Weygand is a &erman-hater. Laval's over
throw engineered toy hlmj France as a whole ob
serves a wait and see attitude. !!jVe are nno longer 
bound by any obligations toward France* 

Bpain must be written off as a potential ally. 

Russia is making; demands,— which did—not occur 
to them before J Balkans Mariampol. 

Balkans » Hornania is on our side (.Ant one ecu in 
15 , 1941. ) 

Hungary makes no difficulties. 

Jugoslavia leaves everything open P 

Bulgaria very cautious, &ing intelligent, but 
very cautiousj not want to risk the dynasty. 

ecific points j what is Britain's war aim? 
Britain wants' to dominate the Continent"" 
achieve this she would have to defeat us on the 
Continent, means that X must be so strong 
on the Continent' that this aim willnever be 
"attained. — 
British hopes : U.S. 
we cannot knock out with a landing opera?
tion (Air Force, Navy). Accordingly our position 
on the Continent must be so consolidated by 1941 
that we may with confidence face continued war 
with England "(and U.S.). 
(iSden^is advocate of collaboration with Russia. ) 

Russia 1 Stalin* intelligent and shrewd} his de
mands will become bigger and bigger. German vic
tory incompatible with Russian ideology,
decision* must be smashed as soon as-""JusFia
possible. %c might easily have 40 Divi
sions within two years. I'his might induce Russia 
to side with Britain and U.S. 

japan* ready lor serious cooperation. By tackling 
the Russian problem, we give Japan a fx"ee hand 
against Britain in the £ast, 

Decision « a radical settlement of the Conti-* 
nental issue as soon as possible. 
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Russian Armaments » Obsolete materiel; what is 
new, is copied from foreign nations. Command 
mechanicalj Lack intellectual caliber. 

Operations* 

'Jhe war in Africa need not bother us very much. 
Even as it is, the Military situation is still 
better than a year ago, but we must not risk the 

Italy1 taly mustinternal collapse of Italy,,	 be savedfrom that. it will be necessary to send some help. 
are_ due to lack of modern materiel inReverses 

decision; A force must be sent embracing tha 
lacking arms, we must shake them out of their

1 tank 
scare. Protection*1 (Xhe force must combine mobil
ity with a certain amount of offensive strength, ) 

Libya * difficulties about armored Hon. cars, &s 
soon as possible. ( will not be ready before 10
February. ) 

Albania* A Corps for the left wing. Question still 
gending o First in. o . ready as of 20 January,
fourth Mt. i>>ivc ready as of 10 Feb. 

"&arita">°ne Div, on the ground on 26 Jan.$lien order will'be given to cross over to Btflgar-'
ria. 

1200 to 1430 Conference with QbdH: 

.1.	 ) -Review of the general situation. 

2. ) ObdH's conference with %lkenhorst. He has 
been directed to submit, report on: 
a) coas tal Btrys.on Norwegian coast.b) Strategic points in the coastal defense 

system and their .artillery*
c) kvfcat can he man witlihis own troops if 

he gets more materiel?-d)	 ?e.t same -Murmansk* (Mosquito nuisance in 

ne	 must draw up an operational plan for a 
joint Finnish- German thrust Lake Ladoga/
Lake Onega, (neutralization of Sangoe* ) 

c)	 Supply problems in "Chis operatio-n. Estab
lish dumps in the Rovanjemi area. (Propo-^^ 
j.es three months. Order i one month. ) 

t> Can the Mt. -Div.be relieved and another
X^iv, take its pierce in Norway'?

g) Question of Command in a 
war against %ling by High Com
mand in wqrway o 
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OQu Xi a)	 Regulations concerning financial operations 
in Romania. 'Ihe soldier must not be 
a,ble to spend any money, 

economic reasons it is impossible to 
give soldiers more than a decade's pay;*" 
balance will be credited. 
Parallel order has not yet been issued for 
demonstration Div. Purchases made by troops 
must be paid in cash, . 

b;JggL at	 prede,al/** 

c) Long-range reconnaissance ; QbdH allocates 
four long-range reconnaissance Staff eln to 
the \u25a0army and 'OKH, and nine to Armies 
and Armd. Groups; total 13 

Organic Q-round Forces &A& Ins: 2otal 40. 
Specialists yet "to be trained o impractical 
before fall, from G-Hq. Artillery. 

c) Ht. i)iv, in Norway, °rg. Sec, Op o Sec. 

f ) Gut out six i>4vs» in west in favor of "Bar-* 
11.barossa Op.
 

*
 
Op. Sec.-, i "Seeloewe improvement projects and planning 

in OKH will be suspended 0 

"Attila":—Fifth inf. #iv. , will replace
Mt. ?^ 

Assignment of Waval experts to the 
forces also if gliders are used against

Toulon-Marseille l 
Ifnumber of Divs. is increased, 15 Western £>ivs. 
must be left mobile. 
"Marita";	 Extraordinary **^contingencies discussed 
with Obdl	 (Russian invasion, > ,^tc, ) 

Mediterranean » Tripoli harbor has facilities for unload
ing four ships in four days (six German, six 
Italian vessels), most three ships at 

(including Italian vessels). ':>*.;•\u25a0 :a time A

Shipping Second by sea will take at least 
40 days. Unloaded middle of HarohJ J v alona" "holly uncertain. 

Barbarosaa* on assembly orders in progress. 
a 

yon ZlehTberg 1 Current en. personnel matters, 

17 January 1941. 

* 
yon 3ernuth« a) raining Manuals. 
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b)	 Restriction of fuel consumption to 2052 0 5 
quotas per month, (Adjustments in indi
vidual casesj ) 

c) yon theories* IJ-'est firing*
 
under Utt. 

d)	 °urrent minor matters of his Section. 

Touss-aint : Report on Jugoslavia. 

Blntelen* rreport on Albania and ißibya. 

OQ,u IV: a^	 intensification of reconnaissance effort 
in Russia and the %ar feast. 

b)	 Heinrichs,'** late January or early February.* c )	 uurren"G matters. 
— •Qrg. Sec> urganization of the peacetime 

Organization of light division (Libya),— 
Motor — for Schell'?transport for them. Replacement 
Norway- divisions.1 Condition replacement, 

of the special Engineer organisation 
for "Seeloewe". 
Various other current matters. 

Op. Sec. : &)	 Ooas-t protection for a 

b) List authorized to open negotiations with 
Bulgaria. 

Evening i. Lecture on the effects of military events on 
G-erman war economy, given by Ministerial Director 
Sarnow as part of the^en Staff draining Program, 
(^en Qu Officers 'Viub)-

January 1941;18 

yon Aitenstadt^ 

a)	 Reorganization of Military Administration 
£'ranee.» Elimination of intermediate level.

b) transfer of and in Poland (at 
least 569,000 as of 1 February 19.41*•**)\u25a0. 

c) %is. in Belgium enough for needs. (Have. 10 i 

3 of them for "-MaritaV) 

Warner*- '	 
a) draining bourse for Army Supply Officers,
 
b) 4u manpower requirements for "Marita".

c) Additional 20,000 required in order to
 

reach 15,000 strength estimated for 
operation o 10,000 Have been promised by 
General Office. 
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d) Ho ads are a matter coricerh4rig''not:Tanly; 
the bupply Chiefs. . 

c) *uelallocation (2*7 quotas). 

yon &tzdorf: Orientation on the political situation,, 
Interesting points l 

1. ) Conversations on Spain and Gibraltar are 
coming up again, his means that operation
"Felix" may one, of these days become again 
acute. 

2. ) The Foreign uffice is talking about the 
possibility that Russia may react to our 
march into Bulgaria by attacking Finland,, 

3. ) Visit of the Japanese. Foreign Minister: 
Apparently the of Indochina andQuestion
the Sast Indies is going to. come up 
for discussion. 

Af we want J apan to take an 
active part __on our side wejnust throw the 
Dutch j£aBt indies to them* For my person % 
consider such a decision justified, for we 
have no means for holding -that territory 
and only would complicate our policy in 
Holland if we attempted to keep these — 
possessions a part of the	 .Dutch State. 

4, i'France i Cooperation at the moment improv
ing and more promising for the future,, 

p* 1Hadke a' Tondok case (in Uovernment-'3 eneral')-,( 
tions with Capt,, Krull. ) 

b) Army Chaplains.-- liaison' Officers. 
c/ Rosenberg in charge of ideological in

doctrination] 

General	 a) Coast protection' Norway.
b^ Campaign lessens in Artillery., 
c ii^ew Inventions in the field of 

artillery surveying. 

yon ZlehTbergj	 Presentation of* books on the birthday 
1

of ifrede rick the
 
Current personnel matters.
 

January19 1941. 

"^ork on assembly order for (l^arbaro3sa v*u* 

Doering assassinated in Bucharest."** 
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20 January 1941 

Bogatsch* Short- range Hen Staffeln obtained Tdj divid
ing existing organizations i -•uMarita" -. 8
 
Kuebler 1
 
Fuhck I', : 
Earmarked for "Aftilav ' 

3\u25a0 

Romanian Mission 
\u25a0 

\u25a0is .. . .	 
' 

Long-range Hen Staf teln : 

Arty 2
 
*Not ye t_transferred
 

\u25a0 •\u25a0"by Air *brce	 
" 

; . 5 
(Gome by ena of month) 

Still in VIIIAir.Corps 
10 plus 4 new Staf

feln to "be formed (in £J* ) from, organizations-marked?'	 . .\u25a0' 

-flyinpc; separate '(Do I7)fc 

a raining at Prieg c 

' 

directed radio network ( telephone ). Arty'? 

Konrad reports and asks ,for orientation on "Attila. 
Heuglnger* a)	 discussion of assembly order for "©ar~

baroseaf 
b) Crossing on frozen Danube. 

Minister for H.q" Twelfth Army,
o) ¥avy» special squadrons for "Attila"(Marseille^ 

Paulus	 ; (Preliminary orientation )'* liiack^4^ as soon 
as possible,, 10 February" #. Supplies in advance. 

Albania,'. transport, the present it is Intended 
to send only a smaller unit (%lseer# #, ) without 
med»Arty. to' be readied; final decision 'early 
in March. LLan2 and Kuebler will—remain o.n their 
present assignments ("Felix11 ). Ho decision yeti

" 
"Marita Diplomat io steps	 °heck back;	 by %ssia^ T^ 
before starting bridge construction^ #c

' Defense 
preparations for vonstanza. 
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Shipping £a© bier to Albania would take 30 days*-*-
Funck to Lybia, 45 days* 

Evening: * Farewell pgrty for yon Tippeiskirch,* 

21 January 1941. 

Fellgiebei:' 
'

. 

a) 'Report by Chief &rmy Signal_Off 0 on signal 
\u25a0 oomrriuni cations for the Mr force. Air *-orce 
needs for its program additional 8,470 ton§ of 

CsMs- could perhaps be. managed).raw -materials . 
Also needs 4,950 motor vehicles of all kindf(When we,, are 6,000 short in the Signal Corps)!* Manpower requirements ?hree to four Signal 
Regiments* 

b)	 Signal network along Coast in the West must 
be simplified,1 

c)	 Italian cryptographic system. 

d)	 Signal Corps is 6000 motor vehicles short of 
authorised strength. 

c)	 Various current matters (Homania, peacetime 
organization ,etc, ) 

Grercfc.e J 

a.)	 traffic volume of the, State fbilroads (at 
present they have still over 125,000 French 
cars). Three-hundred military trains a day. 

b).'Effects, of extension of railroad operations 
to the Saet( fßarbarossa 1? ) 

c)	 "Otto11 construction program on the whole 
satisfactory. Construction, mat ©rial... is procured 
in the country. 

d)	 Railroad assembly plan for "-Barbarossa" can 
be met. Curtailments elsewhere in the last 
three weeks to ensure maximum railroad time 
table for '.military needs is under study. 

e^	 First echelon "Marita" is running as schedul-
Ed, Increase in civilian, freight- v^lume^f^m 
6 to 9 possible only after first echelon has 
run off. 
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Special order willbe for the 'forthcoming* 

t) Italy (Libya )M2 trains are going to Naples 
via Brenner, daily (Could be increased to 
l& daily;.\u25a0
Navy in cannot handle more than six 
trains a day (,') which makes it 45 days;*" 
110 trains are required,, 

g)	 The Bulgarians are asking for military bridge 
equipment or construction materials to extend 
their railroad lines (in connection with 
"Marita"). 

h) /Unsatisfactory progress in development of 
sectional bridge-building Equipment for rail-* 
roads. 

i)	 Sod condition of the Spanish railroads (?Q$ 
of cars are half-rotten ). 

k)	 Armored trains against Russia. 

Evenings Report of internal disturbences in Bucharest 
and throughout Romania,
Military Mission Romania has been instructed to 
hold aloof from all intenial disputes,, but support
Antonescu with force of arms ifnecessary (on 
request*1 ) 

:#*\u25a0\u25a0' 2£	 January 1941, 

Buhle 
trailers;a)-,	 flatbed £rime mover and trailer 

228
,5 :in, weight 32 tons (witout prime mover) 

or	 50 tons (with prime mover )6) 6

(Bridges 20 tons possible***. ) 

k) '^ruck exchange program^ furlough Pivs, will 
get captmred .materiel, "^arltia" .I>ivs, and 13 
more can be replenished with standard 
trucks from the furlough e (l8) 

c)	 Fj.eld Replacement Bns,, 

d)	 507 cm 4.7 cm Czech and French, scm AT guns 
in Inf. AT and Div. AT GQS. 

c)	 Furloughs for f,::rnmork in the Reich from 
February to middle of April (15 February to 
20 April 

~ Conference with CbdH .( 120Q 1430): 
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a) Review of situation in the theaters of opera
tions* 

b) Brief report on planning data for the assembly 
orders for "Barbarossa", 

c) Preparations for the conference with the CG-s 
of the Army Groups on 30 January,

d) Future^position of the "Army Surgeon 0, 
c ) G-ercke*. . 

OQu IV; a)	 Oil deposits and their importance for the 

]b)	 Bokit?no** mars he s 0 -c)	 95 Husslan interpreters from Field -.
X6O from Bepl &rmy.c 

Inspectorate 7 alone needs 400 interpret ers"fd) Submits report on Japan. 

Q-en Qu° a)	 Strength requirements in the Nine' 
uivs9 for Bear Area l)j u&ing three Divs, 
of the 

; Sfhird to 

"to) Suppl y dlstriots , supply sectors as jump'
' off basis for^Barbarossa" # 

c) Rehabilitation of Columns. 
d) Command, 'and employment of Xdght Columns. 

25 January 1941,, 

Op.	 SSec B 
!„) %ip exercise of A(Jps» A,B,and 0^ 

2O2 O -) Preparatory program for "Barbar'ossa".
tactics. 

$° )	 Romania' Ferry at Oiurgiu will be ready
end of Feb. ; six trains daily, bridge 
at Cernavodai i^ot usable for crossing
of troops* Could perhaps be xiaed -in "Bar
iparOssa 1. 

dire.ctive on stopping all prepara
tions on the Danube (OKW). List will 
get one Co. of Brandenburg ##
(300 men). 

###
4.)	 transport preparation for "Sonnenblume" 
5.) status and possibilities of 

revival cr° i!.Felix l!. 
6,)	 Exchange of Divsc in West for Furiough 

Vlvs and shifting of Western Divs. too 

the	 Eiast has started.,, 

?„ ) Preparations for Conference of ObdH 
with the CC-s of Army Gps. 
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w 
24 January 1941. 

1000	 ; On the occasion of the birthday of Frederick 
the Great, Ipresent copies of the book "'^he 
picture of fc'rederick the Great 11' to °fficers of 
my btaff. Present: yon yon He.llenthin, 
JHadke, Soltmann, &ehlen, yon Kahlden, yon -^eth
ieffsen, i^eichsner, %nsen, yon 
mer, Las smatt n. 

1030	 tuQsiiferenoe with QbdH: "Marita". List's report 
on &en. Staff conference has arrived/ Bulgaria
ijrillingypbut timid. 
A1i.,.0f a sudden idst will need only two days to 
construct bridges, *^M defense for bridges will 
be -r-eady by 7 February* Bulgarians must rein
force their border guard through concealed mob
ilibation. 

We banp t:feenn start off early in February, when' 
we iaaVBIiher^rmdl ' in the I^obrudsha and 
some AiiA .in Sofia etc. (which must yet be put 
across the Danube ). the same time we can 
.starts building, the bridges, so that the forces 
which depend on them can follow up beginning 7 

February. 

Recommendation to uiiis effect to the fuehrer, 
emphasizing that early action in this theater 

pressure inwould	 relieve orth Africa. 

•Bulgarian 3 want to join the tripartite Pact 
only after we..have marched in* 
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'•Oap't. (Wavy) Atlantic forces SS Hipper in 
put.Scharnhorst and	 to sea 

day before yesterday. . 

Submarines i &b of April, the number of craft in 
the operational area will be doubled (l2);twio© 
that number in .three to four months. End of Sept., 
100 submarines, Mediterranean,— Baltic ( "Barba~\u25a0 

rossa"). 
(.—-Op. Sec; \u25a0Discussion of List's report* Heport to OKW.~.Reply to Liat o~o	 . — .\u25a0 / 

G-ehlen' boundaries in "Barbarossa\ follow-up of 
reserves. 

Paulus* $c discuss details, including Liaison Officers 
and transport control organization for— the East, 

\u25a0 >yon Ziehlbergv Current personnel questions. Unpleas
ant occurrences at G-Hq. 

25 Janu ary 1941, 

1000	 IThe. new Officers report on assignment to G-Hq
after graduation from the G-en. Staff Tng. bourse. 

yon Etzdorft Conference IIDuce just 
sat by a bland smile". 

c 

Spain: fuehrer wanted to^get'll Puce to make use 
of his -Latin" connections,
 
tfussia* "Bulgaria and the" S-craits belong to
 
Hussia's security zone.
 

Op. , Sec' a j Fuehrer's instructions ,for Oonstanza,, 
b> First measures in the accelerated program 

for Libya* 

Badke«' Vurrent matters of the Political Liaison Section. 

86 January 1941., 

for Uj=itfork in Berlin on allocaoion of G-Hq troops ar~
 
barossa". instructions for traffic control,fur
lough traffic, etc,
 

Funck sends a report, stating that the forces
 
allocated for Libya are insufficient.
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27 January 1941« 

1000	 : (I'irpiGzufer): deception for the Generals of 
the Japanese Study iviIssion w 

1200	 Phone talk with ObdH on report by *unck/Rintelen, 
We cannot send to -i-dbya anything more than 
originally planned, both because time is short 
and because we cannot cut any further into 

11.resources for "Sarbarossa 
*or the time being the initiated measures must 

:suffice.	 ; 

1230	 Assignments of Hen in "Barbarossa" : 
"\u25a0 

\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 

<\u25a0 

iNiight	 Ketten*Long- range &6n Staff eln i^ight &etten* 

South: Armd. Gp. 1 s 1 
Army Hq. 12 • 1

)
) 4	 4 

• : 2 )AGp.fiq 

venter!u enter! Gp.2- )Armd. 1 
Armd. Gp,3 1 ) 

AGp. Hq c ) 4	 3 

Northi Armd.Gp, 4 l) 
Army Hq 18 1) 3 2 

AGp.Hq . 1) 

ObdH o
<£ 

.13. Xf another Long-range 
\u25a0"on becomes available, it must go to 
Bouth. 

Close-range Bon Norway; 1 
Armd, i)ivs.:2o 
Mot.uorpst 10 

In G-Hq HeserT^f.or QorpeJ;!
l*or frontline Hqs 
in AG-p. South 9 

Center 8 
i^forth 6 

55 
plus 1 Staf

fel in Libya 
lotai: 56 

Q-en Qu!a) Conference with Hanstein in Vienna (.25 Jan. ) 
b) for Conference on 28 January, 
c) Organisation in the west and freeing of . 

officers for Supply Services in the 
(^'oppe, faehndrich, »veinknecht, Hauser, 
etc;, ) 
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OQuX 

a)	 Review of the situation in %ria and estimate 
of time-re quired for possible developments on 
the friendly and the hostile side/ Speed up 
our troop shipments'^ 

b)	 Conference of O^u Iwith on coordination 
of timetable, for "&aritan an^ Libya, and for 
"Felix", and "^arbarossa". ( Conference held in 
the morning). 

ffoestrlngs* 
— a)	 600,000 800,000 boys from workers 1 families 

in trade, railroad and industrial schools. 
(Beginning at age of 14). Corps similar, 
•four years 1 practical work. Strengthening of 
authority (in Army ant Industry), 

— b) Operational questions. Russian supply 
potential* 

c )	 \u25a0^e'csamo. 

d)	 '^ran. 
Boesslng:** a^ and economic difficulties in Fin

land; famine; rising ppries*e s* 
b) Petsamo. 
c*	 Uncertainty in Finnish political circles 

about attitude. 

Bruckmarin*** 
a)	 Question of Mr defense when we march in. 

Dispatch an air defense formation in advamce'^ 
as raining Troops. 

b)	 Question of additional supplies from Bulga
rian stocks. 

c.)	 Mobilization- -and build-up of Border &uard 
would now take three weeks, instead of the 
17 days, previously stated. 

d)	 Preparations or telecommunications, road 
construction, railroads, supply services,, 

c) anti-sabotage measure a special 
unit lias already arrived* '">" 

G-en, Brand? 

a)	 -Sight B'Gpys, Uriateriel ) and two personnel 
units for Norway.. 
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b) Distribution to trooios of literature on 
campaign lessons. 

c) An"Advanced Artillery School" will be organ
ized with courses for instructors, Hegtlo 

Cos and Special Officers. 

Baentsch* a) Material for Conference on 28 January,
('l'rucks, Transport Glms. , tires, fuel),

b) Supply of ammunition for Romania* At 
start of operations, middle of February,
•^nf. will have only one issue, -Armor, two 
issues. 

26 January 1941. 

1030 Conference with ffromm/i'homas, Eanriecken,'-Leeb
(Ord. ) yon *'orce ) eetcc c on prepara-"" 
tions for "^arbarossa" » 

Transport Clms? Our requests for additional
21,000" tons willprobably be met from French(which goes

?	 
•^rmy materiel into the civilian 
economy, where it will free German materiel for
us) and from Switzerland,, tails by G-otsche 
before middle of February. 

Trucks as previously* decision probably before 
middle of February, 

Spare parts > Situation improved * In general, 
spare parts will be on hand in time, and supply 
of tank spare parts willbe assured, provided 
they are upgraded from S to S.S in the" priority 

.scale, iiven so.. Fromm thinks that he can get 
everything ready, in time. 

—
 
Tire_sj_ Very serious: all leads for obtaining 
more from the civilian economy are being followed 
up. Question of rubber capping,! &y the end of 
February our reserves will be exhausted, -&fter 
that our only hope will be the 18,000 tons ex
pected from Indochina and the blockade runners 
from South America. Another 25,000 tons have 
been bought from the French;, right now the 
Japanese won't let them out of the country*

To positive figures can be stated beyond April. 
Beginning with we will be wholly dependent 
on the uncertain imports, -^11 has been staked on 
overseas shipments. 
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Substitute steel tires only .practicable on trucks 
under three tons,, i?br passenger- cars we can use 
the tires of laid~up civilian cars, (would give 
us a supply for three months. ) 

Fuel situation: Serious, Gasoline assured for the 
first; three months of the operation; on the whole 
no cause for anxiety. Beginning with -April, our 
requirements will increase. 

oil assured for one month only,. Cut. in quo
tas for the building trade and the rest of the 
civilian sector and for the occupied countries 
willyield a small reserve of 200,000 tons for the 
next six. months. 
we can assume that our requirements for the "build
up and two months of operations will"be covered 0 

Ample storage facilities willbe made available* 

1500 Conference with QbdH: 

a)'Marita i> » List's latest reports give a new 
picture* In view of the risk involved, the 

tendency to postpone the start of the opera
tion is increasing noticeably* 
Sending of AM by way of Yugoslavia is urged
Proposal to OKw i we should start 'operations 
on. 15 B"ebruary. we must accept the risk, 

can be given reassurance s o 

"b^ r'^arbarossa' r > Purpose is not clear, "^e do 
not hit the British that way. Our economic 

potential willnow be substantially improved..
"Risk in the West must not be underestimated. 
It is possible that Italy might collapse 
after the loss of her Colonies, and we. get a 
Southern front in Spain, Italy and Greece* If 
we are then tied up in Russia, a bad situation 
will be made worse* 

c) Abetz' report: ( &aw ObdK yesterday) fuehrer 
has made up his mind that he does not want 

" rreLavaiin the French .Government, is to stay 
in for possible use as a rival for P&tain. 
IJ?he policy of cooperation is at the moment 
held in abeyance. Fuehrer wants to notify 
Petain \u25a0\u25a0to;..this effect and fall back on the 
Armistice terms, wants to keep Laval, in 
reserve for a future French Government, in- case Weygand goes over to the British and Pc 

\u25a0 

is the "dauphin now. #c is certainly 
not 'pro-British, and moreover is flattered by 
his present role. 
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*% must be supported. For this reason we won't 
raise too many objection^ about leave© to the 

:ioccupied 2>one .for French sailors returning. 

froVEngland »-. Vlt is interesting to note that 
out of 18,000 French sailors in England, only 
600	 stayed. 

- * 
1700	 Heuslnger Btleff 

a) Allocation of G-iiq troop s in operation "Barba
11 *rossa 

b) allocation and activation of AA& units for 
the Ground Forces. 

c) Over-all survey of the European situation in 
relation to %rman strategy,, Bisks of opera
tion nj3arbaroasa"« 

(Chief	 Inf. Off.-)Ott	 ? 

&J& 
J Training Manuals and amendments, 

b) Results ©f the Briesen exercise,,* 
c' Organizational questions. 

yon Bernuth; a)	 Report tfrom Holland,, Political move
ments, JiiQonoaio* situation, droops and 

. their training*
b) Heport on exercise* 

S9 January 1941, 

OQu I-i Preparations for the GG- Conference on .30
 
January. lnstructions and requests for Konrad
 

Op,, Sec. (Heusinger, uehlen, yon Natzmer): plan 
for !£)arba;rossa" transport, (Very good work.1 ) 

Conference with QbdHs -a) "^arbarossa 11 Assembly order, allocation of 
&Hq troops, transport plan,. Are accepted by
ObdH without any changes. 

b) WestJ we must not have less than 37 Divsi 

c) General military policy J -Possible political 
developments and risks of the opera' 
tions 

1..)	 Our entire strength willbe engaged 
at a time when 

c

Britain willhave Increas
ing forces available for asslgment any-

X

where v 
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2. ) Economic risk. 

3, ) Possible political developments in 
Spain, Italy and role of ?urkey o 

d) Conference with AGp CG-g on 30 January. 
c) Position of the Liaison Officer at Reich 

Marshal Hq. 

Buhle»a?- AaA %rys transferred from Air to the
*orces (30). 

b) Replacement situation 
" c^jArnulv Bn. for Norway 

:
from forces for Alpen

vellohen"* (3'vJos. ) in Maroh. 

d^	 discussion on organizational questions pre-s
ented in the progress report of the Chief 
Artillery Officer. 

c)' 2"ruck exchange program.
 

f) Platted trailers,, 
«n><
 

g)	 Measures for mobilization of trucks in 
*ranee. 

h) Armament of Inf. in the i)iva mot., (one or 
two MG- per ©quad). 

i)Construction Bns. After allocations to rail
roads, bridge construction and supply ser
vices, Chief Officer will have 100 Bns. 
left. 

k) Organisation of road. building service* 

1) Fourth Mt0 J^iv. for Vlpenveilchen". 'Trains 
must be readied. 

Heusinscer* a) Issue of orders for "Sonnenblume 11. 
b) Fuehrer- does not want to give SS 

Adolf iitler for "toarita"; wants to* 
leave mot. units in ranee as a means 
of -pressure. IfList needs additional 
forces for the march into Bulgaria, 
we must help ourselves by substituting
Sixteenth for SS Adolf Hitler. 

rust also turn to use the motor trans*
\u25a0port no longer needed for SS
 
Xiitler* for supply and for Air Force „
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50 January 1941. 

0930 .presentation of decorations at Zeppelin. 

1200	 Cfierliri) Conrad IReport on outcome of his 
Conference with fteich Marshal. 1t will be 
necessary to assign a Konrad now
 
understands tliat himself. He wants redeslgna

. ; tion to "Chief Ground
"	 Officer at Air 
Force Then his old request for early 
briefing.. 

1300:
:	 

Ijuripheon.' wi:fch General neinrichs, Chief of
Finnish "G-eriV" Staff. 

1440	 Presentation of war decorations in Berlin 
(OQu V.Staff). . 

1500 Relcom eaddr ess for the incoming new G-en. Btaff 
Officers, 

1630	 Conference with General -^einrichs' Army, in war 
strength, on the border on ninth day. Mobiliza
tion will be quiets but cannot go unnoticed.

;Thrust on both sides of Lake Ladoga; five Divso 
south, three Divs. north of Lake Ladoga. 

1930	 Evening with-the new ::Cren v: Staff Officers in 
the Officers! Mess of the Academy, 

Overnight in Berlin. 

'&&.January 1941^. ; 

\u25a01000	 Conference on- the siuuation in.Libya, at ObdH 1 s 
home . 

-
1030 1300 Conference wiuh the A( #̂ 

CG-s,- same place. 

1630 First showing of the film "Victory in the West" 

2130	 Return to Zeppelin. 

Pistorius on report from Tripolitania 

£ehlen* -^alk on new OK'i* directive concerning "Marita" 
:'\u25a0^\u25a0\u25a0^\u25a0	 Ta-wiid .junulei )\u25a0' \u25a0\u25a0-\u25a0\u25a0.-. .-

' ".,.' , :..::\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0-.:, 
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1 February 1941. 

' £>vs chenhagen 

a)	 Relief of the Mt, Corps* 4f completely by 
sea, will take two months. (Cannot be 
done.1 ) 
Combined sea and land transport : three months
Transport; not available „ 
With transportation available now movement 
will take five months. But we have to get 
the &t-. troops,1 

b) SS Brigade ((which Qb&H did not wan"6, Buschen
hagen does not want to do without. 
Advance force to protect assembly at Kemi
jaervi.v will take seven days, if they start 
from Trondhjem, 

c)	 Supplies! ammunition, and rations for one 
month. 

d)	 Army Kg holds that four divisions are in
sufficient for defense of coast (Spitsber
gen,! Russians &n& British),,: 
Units, that can be freed* with 1-J- Sivs »-two I>ivsa from Southern Norway; Si3brigade. 

c) Murmansk: 500 Russian fishing craft assembled(30 men each,^ 15,000). 

f) Russian preventive attack? 
Second Mt. ''Renntier". Must be automatic

(fuehrerally released. 1	 order 

g)	 Time required by the forces in Southern Nor
way, weeks to get ready for operations
(not counting time needed to cross Sweden),
(XXXVI Corps Hq -reduced). 

1230 1430 fuehrer conference, (Ob&H,Funck):
Tripoli tania» inspection report, Rather 
slight opinion of the x"Dalian determination 
and capabalities to resist °an be remediedo 

by sending a unit with real striking power, 
capable of smashing the British mot. elements(which undoubtedly are weakened by their long
advance).
 
"whether or not we would be able to get such a
 
unit to '^-'ripolitania depends on whether it is
 
pos^ifcle^to sloxj" the' iiri^ish-advance in '.North .
 
Africa. Fuehrer directs thattthis question be 
clarified by obtaining pertinent information: 

a^ inquiries in Italy. 
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Id)	 By studying the capabilities of our Air 
Force against British Armor and sea commun
ications from its base in xri£>olitania 3 

Troop shipments of FFUnck !s division will be 
stopped, supply shipments can for the time 
being proceed to -Naples. 

Heusinger* Outcome of Fuehrer Conference (Troop ship
ments will be stopped; -Armd... JJivs. must be 
checked for possible use in Tripolitania), 
Result of the Conference for "^arita", with 
Jodl o •"	 11.Preparation of fuehrer report on x%rbaros6a 

vaseu aseHqdke: Claer/Stefani.
Impending conference of ObdH with the Deputy 
of the Fuehrer. 

2 February 1941. ( Sunday, Berlin ). 

Afternoon back at work on report to Fuehrer. 

3 February 1941. 

-1215 1800 Presentation of report on "^arbarossa" 
to fuehrer. 

— a) Mission salance of strength"" 3uild-up. 
Political demands on our neighbors, 
transfer of forces from West to Sast and its 
consequences in. the political, economic 
and military fields „ 
Final line-up of forces at ths start of 

operation,,•^astern 

b) Review of the situation in Libya and in the 
Mediterranean (together with «Jeschonneck) : 
Sir *'orce effort to slow the British advance— — 
in Libya. %lta. 
Coranltment of light 'Div., reinforced 
by Armor, to enable it to carry out its 
offensive mission. 

c)	 Air Force demands concerning signal commun
ications fire discussed. Their demand for 
eight-wire overhead line* is physically 
impossible to meet. 
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1800 1900 Conference with Qb&H on the outcome of 

the preceding conference*
 

a) Brelth (with %user) ~*'ifth Lt.. Div.
— Rommel (with new Chief of Staff) "Command
er of the German Ground' forces In 

b^ Give FifthLt. Div, another Regt,, and 
one Artillery , but one AT	 #n. less*

shipments 
o 

Naplesto can be resumed. 

Conference with GGehlen» Missions for Romania* 
Ziehlfrergi Current personnel matters,,— 
Gen Qu; Assembly in the	 deplorable antagonism— within Military •Administration. '?raining of 

Supply specialists for Gen. Staff. 

Evening • Leave for Germain. ( 0100 ) 

4 February 1941. 

En route to St. Germain. 

Buhl'e « a) -uture organization of reconnaissance in 
Inf. Di.vs.~- Cyole Bn,, Cay. formations. 

b) Questions of armament and organization of 
Infantry. Comments on the proposal of 3dS 
Arms uommission. 

c) Utilization of motor vehicles in Holland. 
d) re otive for Chief of Army Library, 

c) Deinan&s submitted hy for the 
equipment of J-nf. and Supplytf 

Services. 

f )	 demands submitted by yon Salmuth for 
bridging equipment for Divs. cannot 
be fulfilled. 

Heu singer* a)	 Report of B on allocation of 
accommodations. 

b) Operational exercise AGp.A
c) Movement of GHq 

Evening and night in tr.:.in to St. 
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* 
5 February .1941, (at Hq AGp.A, 

St. Germain), 

Discussion of operation in the Ukraine viewed as an 
operational study, with. yon Sodenstern in 
charge. Very well thought out; good discussion.
It shows the difficulty of accomplishing an 

enveloping operation west of the Dniepr, with 
the northern wing alone, particulary in view of 
the possibility that this wing might be threaten
ed or at least slowed in its advance by enemy 
attacking from the -^ripet area. The plan of the 
initial attack, which provided also for an 
eastward advance of a sizaable;:group in.the North
ern Carpathians, south of Lwow, eventually lea to 
a bunching in the center (direction 'i'arnopol), 
which then had to be broken up again, A con
tributory factor was the fact that the forces 
coming from the advanced hard to the 
north instead of eastnortheast. 

Afternoon! Conference with Military Administration 
-Paris on the local situation* 
Afterwards conference with the Chiefs of Staff 
taking part in the operations of AGp. South, on 
operational plans and the truck situation,(Buh
le). 

6 February 1941. 

Return from St. Germain. 

interrupt journey at Saarbruecken_( report by 
Rohr). Inspect the sector of the -Uivision 
which carried out the main thrust when First 
Army broke through the Maginot Line in direc
tion of 

7 February 1941. 

Conference with Rommel in QbdH' s office: Orientation
 
on ObdH's view of the situation. &am task is
 
to see to it that "^raziani willnot retreat on
— 
Tripoli without a fight. Form a staff. 
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•before taking the plane,., he should give us a 
picture of the ideas he had formed on the subject. 
Report again from Home before taking off for 
Africa.-- Finally. he is to report on arriving 
in Africa. 

Conference with Qbdxi: billing up of Third Armd 

Norway Coastal Artillery* 

Finland; iissigment of SS to 

Proposal on AA defense, A%ke an estimate 
of requirements. lnstructions on traffic control 
COs of roving army police patrols must not be 
burdened with this job.

"	 " 
General Paulus' Sonnenblume s Order of battle of Fifth—	 — 

Light 2iv c—formatione formation of Staff for Rommel.— 
Signal to strike in Africa by end 
of March. 

yon Leeb's report to Armor should be assembledQbdH^
for attack in the German strip east of Kernel. 

Plenlpotentlary~&eneral for transport movements in 
the &ast. 

Q"en. Leeb* departments for Military technology at 
Universities. .(Memorandum ),Officers, on tempo
rary duty at diversities. 
Pennants for automobiles."*
 
Spare parts situation,, The £>ivs. are reported
 
"t° be short in supply.
 

yon Zlehlberg* G-en, Staff personnel matters. 

G-eroke» a) transport—difficulties in Hungary and
 
Romania* Again 30 locomotives to Hun
gary. Second echelon now will not start
 
before 11 March,
 

b)	 Difficulties in assembly for "^arbarossa" : 
Air Force demands 1,000 trains in the 
last transport echelon* 

'	
*Train schedule 12 trains daily 15/16

March..•	 24 trains daily until 10 April. Starting 
10 April we need the maximum railroad 
schedule c be set in operation when 
we cross the C-reek frontier, Withholding 
of leaves,, 48 trains daily as of 10 April.
Probably we shall not be able to complete 
assembly on original plan. 
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c)	 Preparations of measures for the event of 
a French railroad strike. First take out
German personnel and nave them stand by; 

10 day alert perioda	 will be needed* 

8 February 1941. — 
3uerker» traffic control. Instead of using the

Officers of roving military police patrols in 
the •k-rmy Rear areas, the already existing
traffic control organization will have to be 
somewhat expanded. 

•Buhles	 a) Traffic uontrol Staff -for the Army in the 
East. 

ilb) BaB8 8 cm AAA on SPM for M^arbarossa ::Re intro
duction of First Go., *i? Hegt. 

a 

c) Equipment with hand carts: Sour Lt.Divs. 
and 24 combat i^ivs. by 1 &ay. 
Afternoon about 5-6 more by 15 May.fc 

. Fourth Mt. brigade/ No date given - Ed.__/
This will leave for Norway 250 Instead of 
the requested 450. (-frightJ ) 

d; Polish peasant carts: procure 15,000, with 
horses and drivers from Poland. xhis giv,e,s
about three carts per unit. Report by tjeginn-r
ing of April, then distribution. 

Bogatsch.: 

a)	 Estimated «&Aa requirements for "%rbarossa n i 
52 mixed, 28 light A*iA 3ns. 
ObdL now has a total of 58 mixed and 24 

\u25a0light	 Bns. .^-n "Harita" alone 7 mixed 
and 6 light AAA Bns c To this must be added 
:newly activated Reserve 3ns. (slight mo
bility) as of 1March. 

b) Long-range Ren Staff eln will be activated 
in time. 

c)	 Replacement of observation planes difficult. 
Strength, of Staff eln at the start of ot>era~ 

7-8 planes (insteadtions	 of 9 plus 3,-12). 

d)	 Air Force Tactical Circular NNt33:o 33: Rapid
fire met iiodo 

t 
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Brand* a)	 Allocation of Polish or German hv. How. 
for Norwegian coast defense. (Polish hv. 
How. fires	 one round every two minutes. ) 

b)	 Very good results in test firing on dug-in
Russian tanks. 

c)	 Corps artillery Commanders must leave now 
for the Corps Hqs with which they will 
work* 21 are with their Corps now; 8 are 
with Army Croups, 13 will join their organ
izations later* 15 are OKH Heserve Orderr § r co 

reassignment of Corps Artillery Commanders 
willbe issued. 

d) iaanual for	 Artillery of iirmd. Commands
(Provisional directives). 

c)	 Conduct of fire and method of applying fire 
in. areas without good maps. 

OQu I: Preliminary consultation for conference with 
the Bulgarians* Question of -Supreme Command. 
\u25a0"einforcementF for Turkish border.— ' Op, Sec. ,Qrg. Sec, , Qu«-.-Norway . s 
requests, Total Supply Column requirements for 
proposed forces: 2,000 tons (excluding Div.Cims. ) 
Army Hq^. Norway thinks it can furnish 500 out 
of own resources*

"	 " 
Sonnenblume » Four ( instead of originally two) 

MT Bus,- 1,440 tons. Additional. 720" tons needed 
for mobile warfare, .I.e. twelve 60-ton truck 
columns, in two additional Bns a 

Op. Sec* a)	 x1eld riospit al, Tire detachment;- two 30
ton truck columns; advance party of Fifth 
Lt. -iv.; Unloading Organization Tripoli 
left 8 Feb. , 0830 

b)	 Field Bepl. Bn. for Fifth Lt.Div. 

c^	 Transport situation "^arita"^ 
d)	 Projected general map maneuver 

List of participants. 

c) Assemblyi C-Hq Troops 1,000 trains 
1,000 trains 

ricar Services 300 trains 
buoply 700 trains 

Total 3,000 trains 
plus transports.

iiust be divided in three groups c 
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f) work on orders for* the change-over from 

9 "ebruary 1941 (Sunday. .-.Berlin.), 

•"A1tend_- to c Q.rre sponden cc. 
1600-1800 OQu I:- We discuss the Bulgarian demands. 

1900 Dr* Kloerine* 

10 February 1941. 

G-en. yon reports on? 

a) Possibilities of a. Turkish operation in ths 
ndirection of Plovdiv.* e holds that the 

Turks could attack on a 10 front north 
of the river,_ and on a

o

5 Diy. front 
south of the river* '^'lieir advance would have 
to be covered by a Aerepr •eciielon .oil'tho

'

vlpftit
flank o The movements must follow mountain 
paths throughout. Since their supply service 
uses mainly pack-animals, the Turkish 
would find the terrain no obstacle, both 
the higher and the intermediate command 
echelons probably- would not measure Sip to the 
task. Moreover, supply would prove a major
difficulty in any operations over larger 
distances. 

b) T^pkigh defense capabilities in Thrace in 
the face of a German-Bulgarian attack; 
The forcifiecl camp -of &irk~Mlisse commands 
the road to which the main thrust 
would have to follow, it is supplemented by 
border fortifications in the north, and strong
*fortifications round facing west. 

' 

art her to the rear the' existence of a posi
tion has been established west of the Chatal
dsha position, the line -* Sregli. Then 
comes the Chataldsha position, which lies 
very close to the Bosporus, landing possibil
ities on the -^lack coast exist near %dia, 
on the Aegean Coast east of 
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c)	 An operation against Turkey in Thrace should 
be conducted with armored, forces along the
\u25a0Istanbul read, and muse aim at splitting the 
front in order to prevent a retreat of the 

forces to the	 An-^osborus^
spearhead breaking to	 wouldthrough Istanbul 
find sufficient •shipping to cross over to 
the eastern shore in the intial confusion.
For a crossing of "Che Sea of to the 
\u25a0^andirma railhead, the few vessels in the 
small ports would be insufficient. 

d) operation through Anatolia 1 

Must follow two main roads and main railroads 
accordingly would be very slow. Unless

Turkish morale suffers a complete collapse, 
we	 must expect tough resistance also by is
olated groups* difficulties presented by the
Taurus fountains. South of it we must get 
across another important obstacle before we 
reach	 the better developed communications 
network leading to Syria. 

c)	 Ammunition is one of the main problems of 
tfre Turks. 

QQu J.V; .Computation of British strength,,•Rintelen reports . iio crisis in Albania, but it 
will take a. long time before everything -is 
straightened out, a (3-erman High Command of the 

.	 Italo-G-erman forc-es must be established: 
difficulties of such an arrangement.— 
13* £uce r s directive on operations—in con

\u25a0 .	 form with the Fuehrer ls remands. >.
 
Japan and the possibilities of her joining in
 
the war against England.-

\u25a0Spain, Gibraltar.— 
Position of the Attaches and other current 
questions, , 

OQu IV:. Ohief Op. Seoi 

a)	 with Naval liaison Officer;Protection of 
our convoys to Libya appears to be inadequate. 

b)	 with liaison Officer of the Transp.^hief : 
insertion of &Hq troops, Air and . 
supply shipmeniJ in the First and Third 
echelon ordered as of 14 February. 

c) Assembly area and unloading facilities for 
G-Hq nne serves* 

d^	 Tasks of Hq. AGp.D in the West in the event- of	 an operation. 

c)	 Russian operational capabilities a 
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Paulus; ( on phone )| Bulgarian demand for fullmobiliza
tionc decision must -be taken soon. 

Schniewind> (on phone h^rotectipii of our convoys to 
•LiSya

0 
we ask him to get; arrangements Under' the 

way through- Liaison Officer Rome. 

Buhle» a)	 Condition cf newly activated i)ivs, of AAGep c
Leeb on the whole quiva satisfactory. 

1b)	 AvtIvat lon of three Corps Hq and seven 
Security Divs. for -the -%st from three 
Reserve for &en %i# . .'\u25a0 

c)	 Replacement Bn. for Light £iv. for -
\u25a0Li"b5ra o '.'	 . ..-\u25a0."\u25a0*\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0 ...'\u25a0..\u25a0 . 

:d), Activation .of LiV Oorgs Hq.;. out of Armed 
forces' i<i'ia sion in Romania (nansen) Dispatcho 

Kobilizacl.cn orders c 

\; 

c) Comment on inspection report of the Signal 
. Troops Coirnission. .. 

Padke » a)	 Claer/Stefani Alleged comment on differ
ences of opinion among the G-enerals of the 

(in afuehrer talk in- April), 
— 

b ), ObdH/i)eputy of the fuehrer. Showdown over 
compla.lnts by soldiers through Party, 
Church attendance. 

c) Ban on	 dancing in occupied territories* 

Paul us :a ) recommendation on command set- up in 
Bulgaria and on Bulgarian mobilization, 
discussion on procedure. 

b)	 progress of road-builcang in the .East.
Report by yon Salmuth o -» 

11	 February 1941,. 

Meeting with OQu X, OP#0 P# Sec. , OQu I^, ?ransp. Chief, 

F'ellgiebeli 

a)	 '^he Reich has allocated 15,000 tons 
of copper for Mr Signal 
without consulting anyone. —-

b )	 £talian cvyptogran hic service » The .italian s 
have as. yet no cryptographic specialists for
&reek ff %ye to be trained by us. 
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c) J-fJ -f kibya is t6 be reinforded with an 
Regtj. , we must also send a Signal Go, (Badlo
Gol 

d)	 Signal units in !lMarita" and effect of their 
assignment; on ."^arbarossa". 
Question whether political reports from P^*
. is should be. prepared by. Ie, 'AGp. '.s*. or 

lMilitary ficlininistration,
b) Economic situation in Romania, reserve— 

stocks "built up ye to Fuel storage depots
still under construction, Canister situa
tion difficult*'' 

c ) .^alkans supply problems.

d) Betting up of Military administration for
ulij:5arbarosBa o 

SArendts*	 ';L'alk on cond.'i sions 
'
Xn Military"Govex?iiment

France,, imendation .to remedy duplication 
in and Military Organizations 
by merging them under a joint Chief and to' 
appoint economists and administrators as 

"advisers" for special fields* 

'^he question of vulgarian mobilization is 
again thrown into confusion by interference 

•of	 OKW. . .
' 

Buerfoers.	 a) Special pointers on training for ifche&last \u2666 

b) ..onti-.ox regulation.— Activation 
of movement con'crol staffs at Army .Hqs*\u25a0 

12 February 1941. 

0930 Horning conference .-— transport questions. 

Ruedt yon OollnberK reports as uhief of Army
libraries, xall£ on progrs-iL for periodical 
literature «, 

OQu V: a^ feport on Eighth Army in Poland. % 
b) Dispute with Ministry of the Interior 

over Vienna \u25a0^rQhives,,, 
c) OIGv plans for writing the history of this

•	 ' 
\u25a0	 \u25a0war. , . . , 

d) V&rious current matters. 
-He.v singer G-ehleh- ~, Stleff « 

a^ reports on observations on to;ur.:in 
Romania, important points J wants deploy' 
ment of his forces completed, before the 
start of operations, which, if possible, 
should not come off before 28 February. 
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last would like the Bulgarians to mobilise 
his \u25a0before jump-off| , . 

\u25a0Romanian itnny cannot. be looked uson a£ an 
Army at all. 
Our troox3s have -supply, difficulties due to* 
foreign currency restrictions. 

b) %uffe must be informed as soon as possible 
of our stipulations to tile Romanian Army and 
on requirements for "Barbaras, sa".. 
St the moment nothing has to be done as re
gards LLJist r 

c) difficulties'- with Russian map s. 
the tact ical maps (l : 100, Q00) are very 
pooi\. Jjo-wer echelons must be warned on how 
Staff work willbe affected by such bad maps. 

luncheon with 

Lfr'.G-eruPlhm reports as *'iel& Supply Qhief*** 
OQ,u IV; a) Bcliildkneoht reports on &bestring's.' study 

on -ran and -Russian operational capabil
ities. Ko.estring holds that fourteen Inf. , seven '^av^'ivs. and four mot.-mcz,. 
Brigades, could be committed on that front, 
partly east of Caspian Bea, 

b) Miaoellaneouss 'feateriel deliveries to %n~« 
Gary, temi^orary assignments of Swiss 
Officers, etc o 

Lta Cpl.G-oth (OQu 17): -Report on supply situation 
in his -^rmy. iJiffaculties resulting from 
departure of Twelfth are gradually being 

•staralgliteiied ";atit 0 . 
' 

: 
— * G-en,,yon 7 \u0084eh lbe yeyg nt S-caTf questions,— 

wish to elevate the states*** 
of the J-a in the 'division. 

15.February 194la 

Mornin'-o: conference^ No important news; .shipments are 
running normal. 

Col. Streich; promoted to General and appointed 
Commander of fifthLt. Ply.-, reports for 
his briefing.lstress the offensive and urgent 

. character of his mission* 
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Qchsner» g) schdols aAd.'.^as defense depots> in the 
;^e.st. are .gbpd^ rai;lng too mechanical* 

\u25a0 \u25a0-A. 

b )	 Productlon 6f Cheni gal M6rt&r,~-40wi11 
"be delayed^ \ . .. . ...-. 
%id of -^archltwb 4s, '. ..' . ; 
End of 

- •End of &a;y»	 two Brie. . 
two., j^ns* . 

' 
•Enu of /June*'

a new Do Hegt.* could be formed, "but would 
necessitate drawing on existing

' Chemical'•'	 '"'"\u25a0Mortar"	 XJns » .• 

c)	 will beon	 %. .^Chemical Mortar 
completed by	 22 February. 

Matgkyr Diplomatic developments; British Minister will 
. leave \u25a0Jioman.la on 15 because 

no l^p-g:er^ has, status df-a neutral. 
Bulgaria wants to give her promise to join 
the tripartite ?act at present only in the 
form of a secret agreement j announcement 

\u25a0 , 
' 

aft-er we have marched in. 
Turkish- Bulgarian pact of non-agression is 

•making- no	 headway. 

Position, of the Military Attache and of the 
Liaison Officer after entry of List's troops 
in Bulgaria must be clarified,, 

Points to be	 cleared up about -status of the 
Propaganda Company, 

-~Buhle » a)	 Request for guard forces in,.Romania. 
Halease one" -^gtl, Hq. and three Bns.J 

b)	 Twelve to fifteen Occupation -Irigs. could 
now be activated by reducing the Heplace
men o (now 600, 000) ; Ten could.be 
formed from Replacement remainder 
from- Regional units (.20 Bns. I 

c)	 Shifting of i)lv. trains 'to the rear in 
charge of -Kb**(Separate instructions for 
mot. and non-mot. Divs. ) 

d)	 301st Armdo- ®nc (captured tanks) ready 
for Norway in early	 . 

Conference with ObdHs 1 .inform -him' on latest devel
°.»pnients here; he gives me impressions from 

his tour In France. 

HeusingeriL We discuss Sng* equip-Q-en. 
ment, for the impending tasks in "^arbarossai 1 
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Bringing- equipment willon the whole meet-all requirements through the Dniepr Dvina 
crossings. S3- ferries* will have to be moved 
Into the river mout iis from the Baltic Sea 
and. the kea. Must be prepared organiza
tionally and by special training.' Additional 
Bridge Glms o must be requested from BdE.-
&ng» Bns'o and noad Oonstr. B'ns. will be 
sufficient if placed strategically. Plan of 
disposition must be checked by the Armies 
befor-3 start of operations. 

14 February 1941. 

Mqrning^Qpnfereaoe [ Shipments are running normal 0 

intention' Begin bridge- building and 'march 
into the on 21 *'eTD» ; cross 
on 24 Feb.-

Altenstadt; Police requirements for "^arbarossa"; 
activation of new units and transfers from 
the West. . 

%gner« OKW draft on Executive £'ower_ln. ll<darbarossa". 
Organize Military Government Russia, 1-—1 -— 
Current matters. 

yon So heII returns, -Report on truck, rubber, and fuel 
\u25a0situation. I'rucks willprobably be freed in 

the number^demanded by us. Rubber* From Indo
china and. we can expect about 7,000 
tons by springy enough to cover three —months' 
requirements, Indigenous rubber- plant, 

\u25a0 Fuel shortage apparently worse on paper than 
in fact ? 

wust see how things develop 
0 

•Suhle-^oerner^ Leaves willbe reduced to maximum of 
two weeks' starting 27 for:-\tranaport 
reasons Shortly before -faster It will-beo 
necessary to ban all leave traffic, because 
leave trains must be cancelled after introduc
tion of the maximum railroad schedule.
™he start of the maximum railroad schedule 
must be so timed as not to Interfere with 
our plans C'^arita 11 ) and strike the public
just in the last days before Saster, (That 
means about 4,5, or 7 April. ) 

Heusjngeri 

a) Aid for Finnish operations for seizure of 
and closure af the l«/hite -Sea Canal. 
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The only thing we can do for the Finns is 
isehdihg heavy >rl;y (heavy howitzer); We would 
have M'ship them at an early, date, so that 
the Finnish crews could be- Irained *""OKW will 
have to decide whether this is politically
feasible,, Support for the attack on Hangoe
willbe mainly an Air Force mission i*eQ

, 
keeping ene'ny planes away from the Finnish 
artillery ufelnrich 1s request), air Force 

operatewould...have to from bases on the Aa~ 
land lglands, which in turn calls for German 
occupation of these	 .islands. 

'b) '-^he Viiiiite Sea Canal is exclusively ja 
• jo'bb 

for Air Force or Lahousen's organization, 

yon 3ernutht Training courses for divisional Command
ers -in. •"\u25a0r-md,, Gp s 3 
Map formaneuver junior'Gen, Staff Officers.
Traffic control regulations* 

15 February 1941/ 

Morning: conference* Second convoy* has safely arrived 
in	 Tripoli,, 

Col. G-eru Haase reports as v in v fifteenth *irray. 

G-en. reports out and iintrocLuc©s "-his . suec e s sep 

Keu singer* a) instructions to -^ist on action to be 
. taken in the event 'o~f Tur]iish n

*'hossilit3r.b)	 Preparation for conference with %uffe"(Tuesday), 
c) Instructions to Hq 12 on reporting 

after crossing of Danube.-
OQu IV; Franco Caudillo, /Sic-Ed/ 

a)	 'Convinced that the willwin the 
war. 

b)	 demands i Economic and military aid, 
precise definition of "legitimate inter
ests",, 

c)	 IlDuce! The only possible course is 
to "keep Spain in the political line
up of the iix"'s v. 

Japanese Foreign Minister will be here middle of March. 
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encn	 operation "MaicitJa", ihterrela'^Il£ ĴMMiis^-&i^-
Gion between Greece and 'i'urkey. 

16	 February' 1941. ( Sunday, Berlin ), 

Work at home*. Offensive 'against. . Turkey-.---* British c&i>—	 
sabilities* Francs after transfer of troops to 

the £ast.~~ Norway, 

17 February .l94l, 

Berlin * Presentation of Military Attaches, China General 
£wei, Brazil' Lto^ol, Roll. Romania: Col. Giieorghe. 

yon Haas© reports. Commander of Berlin Garrison, pro
moted to rank og- Maj. G-eh. 

Count Luckner» farewell presents for Attaches. 

er	 yon Wurmb J . \u25a0Ri	ll Personal matters. 

Return to 

yon Etzdorf s 

a)	 Conference wit3a Jugoslavs in Obersalzberg. 
fuehrer is pressing the Jugoslavs to Join 
the tripartite ?act # but they defer all 
decisions to the Prince Hegent. are not 
interested in annexation- of Saloniki.-

a counterproposal! Jugoslav Bulgari-an- 'i'urkish block against any foreign landing 
attempt, ""re ready to act as mediators in 

conflict., fuehrerthe I'talo~&reek.	 refers 
them to Roira; thinks that the proposal might 
be acceptede 

b) Fuehrer's remark about Russia » He is stunned 
by the reports on the Russian Air #'orce. A 
conflict is inevitable* Once England is fin
ished, he would not be able to rouse the 
German people to a fight against Russia; 
consequently Russia would have to be dispos-
Ed of first. 
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HeUstoffery a)	 ."Ma-rita" .will "be 'delayed by weather: 
difficulties of the Air^Foroe, .Build
up of supplies for Air Force operations 
from Bulgaria cannot be completed-
before 2 toarch. 

b) Bridge-building can start within two days; 
preparations have been made. 

c)	 Suggestions .Highway* not before. 28 \u25a0' 
February/ then Danube crossing on 2 March. 

Kon_rad_ presents digest of his reports
'•to the Reich Marshal Future economic 

problems,, structure of the Army, assembly 
of the '^rmy, cooperation Army/Air Force. ; 

Report	 and demonstration 
~ 

on tanks before 
'^eioh Marshal,the	 . 

G-eneral Ja§&nxeke_ reports en route* He view of prepared
ness preparations in France* Would, like 
to get a vision. 

a)	 (Schidlausky,Radke: Ciaer/Stefani affair	 Ober
kriegsverwalturigsrat**).. 

b) Listening to foreign radio.— Repeat 
notice on prohibition. 

c) Joints at issue with of the Fuehrer:~~ Church attendance 0~~o 
Oomplaint procedure. 

d) SoIdlers l ;Jlub sin iMorway.•— Bupc rvision. 
Heuai'-'igexL .(with &ehlen); •i-'raff plan of attack against 

Turkey. . ..'.\u25a0. 
Alternative a) Immediate executlo'n, with 

limitation of	 objectives in 
o 

X>)Alternative	 Execution after attainment 
of extended objective Salo
niki. 

tfa^ner: ( G-en Qu)» depots near the frontaier in the
 
sector of Fourth -Army. Protest of the CG-

Fourth Jb'uehrer ruling on transport

Olms. conforms to our' specifications. 
Interference by State Secretary Stuckart 
in the administrative functions of Military

France,Administration 
Transportation difficulties affecting food 
supply and economic activities in the oc
cupied 

18 February 1941, 

Buhlei a)	 Lightweight guns; 10.5 cm, 8,000 m
 
available 70 Krupp, 70 Rheinmetall, for
 
Airborne Division;
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oAh battery, for bicycle Company of- Gav.Div 
"k) Armored personnel carrier wit.h rocket 

. laungher racoon 'trailer**— Six.ln each -Eng.
Co. of Amid* -^ivs* 

c) A? Ammunition for .-Armd. Command e? ...5 cm AP 
40 shell penetrates 120 mm. (plan is to lnr~ 
elude 10/^ in ammunition issue ). 
-Hollow charge projectiles very effective l 

d) Renault chassis with 4.7 Czech 'gun: 90 or
dered for.delivery t?y"J%y for G-Hq AT units.
Renault prime mover for 21 cm heavy How* : 
250 available, after reconditioning. 

c) Extension. of range of L$ Fd, How. and mcd.fc 

Fd. -Ho.//, by muzzle brakes. 

f ) Med. Irifa gun cannot be used on 'lank il(con 
fined space.' ) vehicles in four months; 
mass production in one year. 

g) New 28 ton "bridge-* launcher, its superstruc** 
tiara can be subdivided into three truck 
loads s moves at speed of TTank ill,1 i^very car
10m, ?our will be completed; assigned to 

Armd. -^iv. 

h)' Request by .s'lfth".light ±>Iv.; we must help 
out 0 

i) Reich Labor bervice Bns. for the East. 

Yon ZiehTberg* Current &en. Staff reassignments. 

Sauffe, G-rolmann* . &ehlen are my 
luncheon guests. 

Kinze1.- a) Russian language courses for NCQ'g. 
b) Air reconnaissance units willnot have 

finished their missions by 1 MMarch( 

c) Pripet s 

19 fl'ebruary 1941. — — Morning conference' Situation. transport questions.'
Proposal by G-rolmann. — 

-\u25a0Chief Personnel Dlv.:Officers' situation.- Awarding 
of decorations,,— -awarding of Staff 
uniform for Ib officers of the home Mil.Districts. 
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Prbmofidris and titular promotions.— Reassign^ 
raents	 in West and -%st. 

&cn0 Brand » New method of observation.— 
Artillery proc'uot ion program 41/42 (17 cm guns, 
21 cm guns, 

.M. 

M l"*)0 

Artillery strength on the Atlantic Qoast* After 
completion of the transfers to the East, GHq
Artillery on the coast willbe two Bns c less. 
Artillery for -^lack Sea Roasts G-Hq Artillery 
will be ready by end of £'erbruary Navy by middle

\u25a0 

.	 of %reh r
o 

Prolonged tal3<._wl t:h_QbdH_ concerning operational cap
abilities against Turkey. British capabilities 
next spring and summer.— Current matters. 

\u25a0Noon a	 Luncheon with Stuelp:iag-el (-army Hq 17), yon 
Thoma,	 Radke. 

G-ercke	 « Heceesary extensions of road network in 
Hungary;, — Progress of work in PolandSlovakia,, 
satisfactory, supplies for the State 
Railroads have reached the lowest level 
compatible with operation.— Passenger traf— 
fic will be curtailed. 
15,000 trains needed for the entire build-up;
in addition, 96 trains daily for current 

\u25a0supplies, (excluding Libya. and'.'Marita 11 ); 
.	 160,000 railroad cars*. 

Sight, trains of emptier required. -Sight differ
ent types of trains. 
Assembly plan, transport echelons 111 and IV. 
\u25a0^reparations for railroad extensions behind 
the "^arbarossa" fronts One line in each Army
GpJ "In all, !six possible. 

£0 February 1941. 

Morning: conferences Recapitulation- .of the individual 
points of Ground forces cooperation with Ab~ 

wehr^ Navy and Air force* 
"G-erman Africa Oorps 11--* ?lans must be made for 
another full Arrod* o 

Paulus* Heusln^er, G-rolmann,- Q-ehleni Discussion of 
the individual drafts for" operations of the 
•&riny	 Gps. in 

(i

Barbar o s s a , 
AG-jp.,	 South: Sound. Our conference has- produced 

excellent results. 
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\u25a0J^irjJi&uM^l Not a happy solution; Launching of 
Annor1 oti tne two wings without If-hf, must result 
indang^rbus gaps, She proposed move s, moreover]
would lead to a battle at Bialystok, instead of 
at where we want- It,

' 

AGp.. JJart.hl_ t;he whole* good, i^ore i-nf,. apart 
from Army Gp. Reserves must and can be packed 
in behind the Corps,0 

Gren-c Jodl iAlarmist report on bridge construction on 
the Danube received from 

BuhleS a) Results of work during. winter; Third, Seventh 
Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Drafts fairly 

} 

satisfactory. 

b)	 An Armd. an a -oan.be activated from Arrad 
Demonstration bn« for "Barbarossa" (early 
May) o 

c) Fifteen Occupation Brigs, from. Replacement 
-two Regts,

' 
, sii.Bns,,of four Rifle 

Oos? 'eanh, one Artillery -^no> 
beven Bpigs o 

are needed for Mil.,Districts VIII, XX,XXI 
and I,and for the Protectorate. Ready 'as 
of	 1 June. 400, 000 men in the Reich for 
loss replacements, in 

\u25a0d) Establishment of a Section's Chief Armored 
Troops ,Officer,*	 . 

' 

c) Bridge columns' if we are to get 8 to 10 new 
Bridge 

'Clms,-'. each month, they will have, to 
be	 given a higher priority. 

Col» 'Homlok (Hungarian attache) relates impressions 
of the Hungarian attache in London, who came-home to report, 

Telling effects of our air attacks, produc
tion drop 30/o, but not yet decisive. Effect 
of our Navy s be felt, "but also not yet 
decisive. Effect on morale considerable at 
the end of November;, renewed stiffening since 
that time, in the homeland, 30 Divs. 
as of end of January; 5,000- 6,000 planes. 
De' position is no longer taken 
seriously in England. 

Ma.ior -forster, la, Military Cfovernme'nt** reports brief
\u25a0 -'\u25a0\u25a0 

\u25a0\u25a0 ly	 on situation in the Government- General.. 

Q-onera! '^a^n er( &en Qu): Fuel situation confused and—
difficult. Supply questions—Libya,— 
Transportation requirements. i -letting up 
of supply dumps in the J^ast proceeding 

1 satisfactorily,, 

concluded 20 February 1941. 
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